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Abstract 

thesis examines the rote performed by the Supreme Court of Canada and the ludicial 

Cornmittee of the Privy Council in the field of federal-provincial relations in late nineteenth- 

century Ontario. It attempts to highli@ that the judiciary, when disceming the meaning of 

the British North Anmica Act and various Dominion and provincial statutes, despite 

appearaoces, was not dways adjudicating according to legal principles. While this period of 

judiciai review has been examineci extensively, the case study used in the thesis- McLaren 

v. Caldwell- is relatively neglected and serves to illustrate how difncult it was for the 

judges and law lords to maintain the appearance ofjudiciai independence and impartiality. 

This study demonstrates that the judiciary, in the early stages of Canada's existence, 

entered the political arena when striking down or validating government action; a 

politicization of the courts which took place under the guise of legal formalism. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The rule of law idealizes a non-political judiciary, with judges insulated from direct 

political influence, impartiaily administering the law according to technicd doctrinal 

pnnciples. Judicial review of constitutional matters creates practical dilemmas for this ideal, 

despite conscious cultivation of the appearance of legd formalism. The Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms has in recent years made the judicizuy's public-policy role more visible, 

prominent and contentious and, by extension, raises questions about the politics of the 

judiciary. However, our courts were not suddenly politicized in 1982. An examination of 

review of the British North America Act, 1867 by the Supreme Court of Canada and the 

Judicial Cornmittee of the Privy Council in the late nineteenth c e n t q  reveds that Our 

courts have wielded considerable public policy discretion and influence since 1867. Their 

role in resolving disputes between levels of govermnent formed an important dimension of 

Canadian politics. This has tended to be overshadowed by the enhancernent of judicid 

review of disputes between individuals and the state resulting Eom the Charter. 

Current debate about the politicization of the judiciary also neglects the pre- 

Codederation situation. Judicial independence from executive influence developed at a 

vexy late point in colonial British North ~rnerica.' While in Britain security of tenure was 

established at the t h e  of the Act of Settlernent, 170 1 and separation of powers achieved at 

the beginning of the nineteenth century, these fomal parantees ofjudicial independence 

only started to be irnplemented in the 1830s and were fuliy confirmed only under the British 

1 For an exîensive look at the d e  of Iaw and judicial independence, see F.L. Morton, ed, h, Polincs and 
the Judicial Process in Canada (CaIgiry: University of îaigarj Press, 1992), pp- 1-18, 13 1-137. 



North Amenca Act, 1867. The establishment of formai judicial independence, however, did 

not close off questions about the politics of the judiciary. The role of the courts in 

interpreting the division of  powers under the BNA Act provides a case in point. Wnt large, 

this paper is about the political power of the judiciary and its impact on Canadian 

It is presently admitted that judicial review is a natlrral outgrowth '30 a federal form 

of govemment based on a wrïtten distribution of powers between two levels of 

government.'y2 According to F.L. Morton, 

For a federal division of legislative powers to be effective, there must be a 
mutudy acceptable process for settling the inescapable disputes as to where 
one govement's jurisdiction ends and the other's begins. Neither Ievel of 
government can be pennitted to define unilaterally, and thus to redefine, the 
boundaries of federal-provincial jurisdiction. This would violate the equal status 
of both Ievels of govement,  which is a central principle of classical federalism. 
In practice, the need for a neutral umpire of federal systems has been met 
through judicial review by a h a 1  court of appeaL3 

Sirnply stated, "judicial review is the procedure by which courts oflaw consider laws and 

executive acts in the Light of whether or not these conform with the tems of the 

constitution and then validate or inva!idate such expressions of legidative or executive will 

The Judicial CoIllllZittee of the Pnvy Council (JCPC) assumed a novel function 

within the British Empire by s e d g  as the court of last resort for resolution of Canadian 

federal disputes in the 1880s. The British law officers and Sir John A. Macdonald's 

'  ort ton. Judicial Process in Canada, p. 3 3 9 .  

' ~bid., pp. 339-340. 

4 k d d  V. S d k y ,  The Federal Condition in Cmuda (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1987), p. 
18. 



Conservative party also 'looked upon the appeals to the Judicial Committee as an essential 

link of imperial union."' This board was drawn h m  persons who had held hi& judiciai 

office in Britain, together with a srnail number of Commonwealth judges. The Privy 

Council engaged in impenal judicial review before taking on federalism. It was fomally 

constituted and given jurisdiction over al1 colonial courts by acts of the British Parliament 

in 1833 and 1844.~ 

The Privy Council was both a judiciai and political tribunal which arose out of 

imperial administrative review. In this respect it was a departure Eom the prevailing mode1 

of the British hi& courts, although they began to deal increasingly with administrative 

matters in the 19th century, @ut never adopted an overt public policy profile like the 

JCPC). Indeed, the brilliant lawyer and federal Liberal Edward Blake viewed the Pnvy 

Council as an advisory body to the British governent rather thm a court of law; it was 

seen by many Canadians as "a relic of col~nialism.'~' As it turned out, "dicial review of 

the British North America Act both by the Judicial Cornmittee and the Canadian courts did 

not evolve as an instrument for imperid control of Canadian a f f i s  but rather as a practical 

device for delineating the respective legislative powers of the Parliament of Canada and the 

pro~ces ."s  

5 Peter H- Russell et al., eds., Federalism and the Charter: Leading Constitutional Decisiuns ( O t t a ~ :  
Carleton University Press, 1993), p. 5. 

6 See G.P. Brome, The Judicial Committee and the British North America Act (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1967). 

7 Garth Stevenson, ed, Federalism in Canada= Seiected Readings (Toronto: McCleiiand & Stewart hc., 
1989). p- 11. 

S SmiIey, Federai C ~ n ~ t i o n ,  p. 48. 



The ICPC provided 173 major judgments interpreting the BNA Act. In many 

scholarly works it has been mentioned that numerous decisions were looked upon as 

contradicting the intentions of the founders of Confederation, as weU as the text of the 

BNA Act, by showing a bias towards provincial powers. The judgments severely curtailed 

federal jurisdiction in fields nich as trade and commerce and made the general powers of 

the Dominion, as enunciated in section 91, subordinate to the speciiic powers enumerated 

in sections 91 and 92. The decentralizing curent of the Judicial Co&ttee7s decisions was 

criticized as exhibithg an unfkmiliarity with the complexities of Canadian federalismg 

"Unity in Diversity": Canada, 1867-1896 

The British North America Act, 1867 (at present it is known as the Constitution 

Act, 1867) sought to weld together the separate British colonies in North Amenca that had 

been lefi over (Nova Scotia, Quebec) or forrned since the Amencan Revolution (New 

Brunswick Upper Canada). Despite the spectre of the American Civil War which 

suggested that state rights and successionism would plague a federaI state, none of the 

provinces, particularly Quebec, was willing to surrender the degree of political autonomy 

and self-government to which they aspired, and to be subsurned under a single unitary 

state. At the same tirne, the most influentid leaders of the Confederation movement, such 

as George Brown, recornmeaded a strong central govemment based on legislative union. 

This type of political structure was necessary in order to avoid what they considered to 

have been the near-fatal weakness of the central govemment in American federalism in that 

9 Man C. Cairns, "The Judicial Cornmittee and Its Critics," in Garîh Stevenson, ed, Fzderalism in 
Canada: Seiecred Readings (Toronto: McCleLiand & Stewart Inc., 2989), pp. 81-117. 



residual powers were granted to the states." The British North America Act of 1867 

represented an uneasy compromise between the conflicting goals of the provinces and the 

Dominion government. 

Demands by Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia to preserve local 

autonomy and self-mle were partiaily accommodated through a dimibution of legislative 

powers, primarily in sections 9 1 and 92 of the BNA Act. However, the centralists' 

objectives were recognized by a very broad wording of the federal governrnent's law- 

making powers in section 9 1, and by the unilateral power to strike down provincial laws 

through the devices of disallowance (S. 56) and reservation (s.90). The result was a written 

constitutional document which tended towards a highly centralized form of federalisrn. As 

it happened, this original design was m o ~ e d  considerably by subsequent political 

developments in which judicial review played an important role. 

Throughout the late nineteenth century, opposition to Sir John A Macdonald's 

centralist view of Confederation was fierce. At the time of Confederation, the Maritimes, 

Quebec, and the Clear Grits in Ontario had resisted the idea of a legislative union, or a 

highly centralized government with exceedingly weak local govemments. The 'fathers" of 

Confederation, between 1864 and 1867, had settled on a federd model in which power was 

to be more evenly distributed between the centrai and the local or provincial govenunents. 

After Confederation the relationship between these two jurisdictions now had to be worked 

out in practice. 

'O ~dward McWhi~ey, Judiciul Review (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1%5), p. 62. 



Two differing perspectives of federal-provincial relations emerged in the first years 

of Confederation Macdonald's Conservative govemment maintained that major power 

should reside in the federal government, contendmg that the phrase "peace, order and good 

government of Canaday' and the phrase "'regulation of made and commerce", as outlined in 

section 91 of the British Nonh Arnerica Act, incorporated di powers not exclusively given 

to the provinces. Therefore, the residuum of powers wouid be placed with the Dominion 

government. Furthermore, the Lieutenant governors of the provinces- d l  of whom were 

appointees to the Dominion govemment- held the right to reserve and disdow provincial 

legislation as iisted in sections 56 and 90, respectively." In later chapters, the sigrScance 

of the Dominion's view regarding the power of disallowance will be illustrated in the 

Rivers and Streams episode. 

In contrast, the provincial premiers, most often Liberals, argued that the provinces 

were the main source of power and that they had willingiy delegated only a portion of it to 

a central government. Advocates of provincial rights stated that as the colonial leaders 

t hemselves establis hed the union, Confederation was a compact made between t heir 

political jurisdictions. The provincial leaders aiso point to the general phrase "property and 

civil nghts in the province" in section 92 of the BNA Act which deait with the 

constitutional rights of the province, as proof of the intent to give extensive powers to the 

provinces. Furthemore, they note that the provinces were given a structure of government 

similar to that of the federal government, implying that the provinces had an association 

with the Crown simila, and not secondary, to that of the Dominion. 

Il Garth Stevenson, Unfuulfilled Union: Canadan Federalism and National Unity (Toronto: Gage, 1989), p. 
35. 



Oliver Mowat, premier of Ontario From 1 872 to 1 896, with his keen legai expertise 

and astute politicai instincts, led the political and legai battles in this period and believed 

that the provinces should have f u U  sovereignty in their own areas of jurisdiction. He 

endorsed the concept of the compact theory, declaring that Codederation was an 

arrangement voluntarily entered into by the provinces and one that could be altered only 

with their permission.12 AS Ontario premier, Mowat upheld the tactics employed by 

Edward Blake, who led the province before him, of making Ontario the most influentid 

member within the dominion through issues concerning the boundary dispute, management 

of natural resources, and property and civil rights. I3 From 1867 to 1896, the legal disputes 

confi-onting Ontario, in relation to the constitutional uncertainty presented by the BNA Act, 

had to be meticulously monitored since the problem of resolving these pertinent issues was 

compounded by Macdonald's political desire to keep the provinces constitutionally 

deficient in strength and iderior to Ottawa. 

The SCC and JCPC in Dangerous Waters 

The division of powers in the BNA Act ambiguou~ly affected a vast range of public 

policy areas, from criminal law enforcement to the regdation of liquor ana insurance. This 

thesis focuses on jurisdiction over rivers and streams, one of the most contentious areas in 

the late 19th century. As federal-provincial quarreIs intensifkd in the 1880s with the Rivers 

and Streams incident, the Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial Cornmittee of the 

Privy Council had great difficuity avoiding controversy when niling on legislative acts with 

11 Robert C. Vipond, Libery and Community: Canadian FederuIim and rhe Failure of the Constitution 
(New York State University of New York Press, 1991), p. 152. 

13 A Margaret Evans, Sir OIiver Mowat (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 W2), pp. 13 1 - 18 1. 



respect to the Canadian constitution. This is "partly the result of ambiguities in the written 

constitution itselç and partly the result of fundamentai codlicts of interest or i d e ~ l o ~ y " ' ~  - 

the political agendas of the provinces, the Dominion govemment and Britain Placed at the 

centre of this volatile mix of interests, and expected to render objective decisions, the 

courts dso possessed partÏcuIar self conceptions and institutional self-interests. l5 

This thesis examines the role of the courts in balancing the divergent pressures on 

the Canadian federation up to the 1890s. In doing so it seeks to further illuminate an 

important dimension ofjudicial politics in Canadian history. This entails an examination of 

how judicial forrnalism is employed to mask what are effectively public policy decisions. 

Legal formalism may be defined as the use of technical legal doctrine and expositional legai 

reasoning to resolve disputes. This, of course, is the objective of al1 sound judicial decision- 

making, although laws are seldom sdficiently comprehensive and human nature is 

çufficiently complex that judges are in fact obliged to covertly exercise wide discretion. The 

junsdictional disputes facing the Supreme Court of Canada and the ICPC were particularly 

awkward because of the novel nature of these cases and their direct political connotations. 

They were not readily amenable to technical disposition. Thus, while judges in these courts 

delivered judgments that were c'fomalisticy' in appearance, their public policy choices about 

the distribution of govemance went to the heart of political connicts over the nature of the 

young Dominion. 

14 Stevenson, Federalism in Canada, pp. 10-1 1, 

I5 ~ u r r a ~  Greenwwd, "Lord Watson, Innitutional Self-Interest, and the Decenvalization of Cariadian 
Faralism in the 1890s," in .John Saywell and George Vegh, eds., Màking the Law: The Courts and the 
Consiimtion (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman Ltd, 199 l), pp. 70-73, 



Despite nilings that were hidden under legai forrnalism, decisionmaking in cases 

dealing with the division of powers exemplifies the heightened importance of the role of the 

judiciacy in public policy affairs. In essence, the decisions the judiciary produced regarding 

constitutional cases and the reasons behind their poiicy choices hif lght  the politics of the 

judiciary, and how the law cm act as a guise for political projects of provincialism, 

centralkm or imperialism. P eter Russell states that : 

the process of adjudication Muences and shapes the public policies that are 
given effect through law- For this reason the adjudicative work ofjudges itseif 
is of political significance. This is a paradolacal and deeply problematic feature 
of adjudication. For in theory judges are supposed to be setrling disputes 
according to pre-existing law, to be upholding nghts and enforcing duties that 
exkt under the law. But the fact remains tbaîjudges afso shape and develop the 
law in the very process of settling disputes about it.16 

The key reason for this problematic feature ofjudgments in relation to sections 91 and 92 is 

the unavoidable indefinitenes of law. The judiciary, when enunciating whether certain 

Iegislative rneasures fell under federal or provincial jurisdiction, acted under the rubric of 

legd formalism. They perfomed in this manner, however, by taking into account public 

policy considerations in addition to utilking legal principles. Therefore, one cm aptly 

describe legal fonnalism and the policy-making ofjudges dong a spectrum rather than 

classifling these two hctions of the judiciary under separate headings. In settling 

constitutional debates, the judiciary %ad put flesh on the bare skeleton of the law and in 

the process shaped the substance of the law."17 

16 Peter H Russeii, The Judiciary in Canada,- The Third Branch of Goventment (Toronto: McGraw-Hill 
Ryerson LMited, 1987), p. 13, 

17 Russell, Judiciary in Canada, p. 13, 



Beginning in the 1880% the Judicial Cornmittee of the Privy Council embarked on a 

course of shaping and moulding the British North Amenca Act to the political, economic 

and social environment of Canada To do this, law lords such as Sir Montague Smith and 

Lord UWim Watson gave an expanded interpretation to provincial powers over property 

and civil rights, while confinhg the federal Parliament's general power related to peace, 

order and good govemment and restricting within certain limits the federal power over 

trade and commerce, in cases such as Hodge v. 7?ze Queen and the Local Prohibition 

reference- 

It is important to note that judges did not suddedy become engaged with 

constitutional policy-making after 1867. Judicial review of administrative matters, poiitical 

trials, and the exercise of common law junsdiction ail point to a whole anay of politically- 

laden discretion that simply was supplemented by issues of federalism. It is the contention 

of this study that through the early decisions made by the SCC and JCPC in the 1880s and 

1 8 9 0 ~ ~  the courts enhanced the process ofjudicial review in two fundamentai, yet 

conflicting, aspects. The judges and law lords, when interpreting the BNA Act in the way 

of c l m n g  and analyshg the terms spelled out in sections 91 and 92, provided legal and 

technical reasoning in which their decisions flowed h m  a mechanical, intricate course of 

action. As a result of their jurisprudence policy hints were evident throughout the written 

judgments. At the same time, the Supreme  COU^ and Judicial Committee were instrumental 

in shaping the contours of Canada's politicai, constitutional and Legai landscape by having 

the opportunity to express their own non-legal preferences in defixing the Canadian 

Constitution. Ali dong, they just5ed their plunge into the non-legal domain in a form of 



legal dissertation which cleverly obscured the genuine determining factors of their 

decisions. 

At the heart of the Privy Council's approach was their inclination to view 

"federalism as a level of sovereign jurisdictiond rivairy. In endeavouring to maintain a 

division of powers suitable for classicai federalism aod thereby resist the heavily 

centralizing currents of the constitutional text, the Judicial Committee developed an acute 

sensitivïty to the competing claims of the provinces and the federal government."18 Hence, 

the JCPC's interpretation of the BNA Act reflects the spirited constitutionai politics of the 

country and the legacy of the provincial rights movement in Canada. This paper is an 

examination of their performance in judicial review of federal-provincial relations, and an 

evaluation of their role in expounding or aec t ing  the meaning of the BNA Act. 

Methodological Considerations 

The legal methods of the profession and the bench rely on too narrow a range of 

sources for an adequate understanding of the politics of judicial review. The traditional 

legal method is designed to illuminate legal doctrine, and is concerned with the technical 

details and expositional reasoning around doctrine. Narrowly drawn sources are necessary 

to establish acceptable ground rules for the negotiating or litigating parties and the effective 

fùnctioning of courts and the traditional legal method serves the practical objective of the 

orderly resolution of individual disputes. To serve its practical purposes the traditional legal 

method contains a range of assumptions: The law is the product of consensus, it is applied 

consistently and administered in a neutral, non-interested and non-partisan fashion with a 

18 Russell et al., Leading Constitutional Decisions, p. 7. 



minimum of discretion. While technical legal doctrine must be fully examined, an important 

foundation in any anaiysis of law, it is inadequate in developing a fuller contextualized 

understanding of laws and their administration. 

For a ngorous understanding of these issues and their relationship to political 

power there is a need to resort to other empincal rnethods. Historïcal research can provide 

a wider range of insights into why laws were passed and took the foms they did, how the 

law was administered in practice and how the law was experienced. It does so by accessing 

a wider range of sources about the law and its administration. 

The limitations of such historical research must also be recognized. Generdy, 

written histon~al evidence in the archives, the most authoritative sources for historians, 

largely reflects the hand of privileged historical actors (Literate, usually officiai). The 

&tonan not only intervenes as an interpreter of these records, they must also fill in the 

gaps in the evidence to provide a coherent account or narrative of the past. The historian 

will, therefore, draw upon theoretical considerations to cofiont these issues. 

The methodological problems faced in the broader histoncal analysis of judicial 

decision-making are formidable. While the history of legislative enactments can be 

reconstmcted through a vast array of sources such as commission and cornmittee reports 

and legislative debates, Little information beyond the text of the judgment is available to 

illuminate the underlying views, values and attitudes that influenced judicial public policy 

choices. Again, the formalism of judicial reasoning serves to obscure or disguise policy 

positions. These must largely be implied fiom the pattern indicated in the judgments, the 

extemal activities of judges and the context in which they operated. Mindfbl of these 



limitations, this midy takes an interdisciplinary historical approach, examining the legal 

doctrines as well as the broader context in which the judges delivered their decisions. 

Histoncal research into legislative debates and other govenunent records is used to 

supplernent the exannination of the cases and review of secondary literahire in the area. 

The issues that 1 will examine in the subsequent chapters are as follows. In chapter 

2 ,1  will explore the political context of Canada and the notions of provincialism, 

centralism, and imperialism. Key political figures, such as John k Macdonald and Oliver 

Mowat, will demonstrate the amount of polarization witnessed regarding the debate on the 

federal structure and why centrakation or decentrakation were preferred. Also, I will 

inquire into the role of the SCC and JCPC as a dispute resolution body or public poiicy- 

making device. The origïns of the judiciq and judicial review of the BNA Act will 

highlight the fact that the SCC and JCPC were not finctioning within the cornmonly 

understood bounds of a judicial body. A brief overview of the literature will indicate the 

views of those who saw judicial interpretation of the BNA Act either in an activist or 

restrained route. 

Chapter 3 wili consider the legal context by examining some of the important cases 

that were under review by the SCC and JCPC around the t h e  of the Rivers and Stream 

conflict. The nature and scope ofthe legislation enacted; the debates between the Dominion 

govemment and the province of Ontario; the jurisprudence- traditionalist, doctrinal 

interpretation or poiicy activist intervention when striking down Iaws or upholding vaiid 

legislation, wiH al1 be examined. 1 will scrutinize the members of the Supreme Court and the 

British law lords for their conception of what the BNA Act intended: were they defenders 



of centralism or advocates for provincial rights? Finally, 1 will look at the signincance of 

the case studies in relation to the question of law and politics in the judiciary in 19th 

century Canada. What effect did the cases have with respect to the make-up of Canadian 

federalisrn? What effect did the nilings have on the division of powers as described in the 

BNA Act, 1867? 

Chapter 4 will present an in-depth case study while recognising the limitations of 

such an approach. Tt wilI examine the surrounding issues of politics and economic 

development, the nature and scope of the Rivers and Streams Act, and the decîsions 

rendered by the trial courts, the Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial Cornmittee of 

the Privy Council. While the judgements rendered by the judiciary in McLaren v. CaIdweII 

did not directly address the division of powers issue withui the BNA Act, the Rivers and 

Streams episode very much took place within the context ofjurïsdictional conflict and 

touched a delicate nerve regarding the constitutional positions of both the Dominion 

government and the province of Ontario. It illustrates how defining issues in legal ternis, 

combined with judicial formalisrn, transforms such confIict into a technical problem. This 

in-depth look at the Rivers and Streams episode is designed to shed further light on the 

question: are judges above politics or part of the political process? 

The conclusion, cbapter 5, will re-examine the essential contradiction illustrated by 

the SCC and JCPC, berneen the high degree of legal fonnalism that is in accordance with 

the role of a judiciary and the profound and lofty public policy-making role perfomed by 

the judges and law lords. The rule oflaw and constitutional principles versus the persona1 

and poiiticaVlegal philosophies of the judiciary and court decisions as a reflection/response 



to the specific political agendas of the various actors at hand will be reviewed. It is hoped 

that this will provide a Eesh exarnination of the politics of the judiciary and the 

legaVpoiitical function of the judges as depicted in constitutional rnatters over federal- 

provincial disputes, stemmllig h m  the division of powers set out in the BNA Act, 1867. 



Chapter 2 

Overview of the Institutional History of the Supreme Court and Judicial 
Cornmittee, and the Political History of Early Post-Confederation 

Canada 

As suggested in the introduction, judicial review of disputes over jurisdiction under 

the BNA Act meant that the courts assumed an important new public policy function in the 

regdation of the powers of govertment. The implications of this role were highly political. 

However, as we shall see, politics was not new to the judiciary. The partisan activities of 

judges outside the courts had long been in controversy in British and British North 

Amencan colonial history. The institutional irony posed by the BNA Act was that, whiie 

introducing the full range of the formal guarantees ofjudicid independence then prevailing 

in the United Kingdom to deal with explicit judicial politics, it simultaneousIy paved the 

way for a new, implicitly political, dimension to judicial review. The BNA Act, which was a 

written and federal constitutionai document, marked a significant departure f?om the British 

constitutional tradition. Even though it was preceded in Canada by written constitutions 

such as the Quebec Act, 1774 and the Constitution Act, 179 1, these documents did not set 

the stage for constitutionai litigation. Moreover, a judicial body did not exist to hear 

colonial appeals until the mid- 19th century. 

The public policy/political role of the judiciary has tended not to be openiy adrnitted 

since the contlicts between Coke and Bacon, the controversies of the Court of Star 

Chamber, and the attempt to constitutiondy entrench judicid independence at the end of 

the 17th century. In general, cornmon law judges have been reluctant to ackoowledge the 

policy-making function coderred on them by judicial review, as it seems to contradict and 



undermine formal claims about the judicial process. Thus, the Judicial Cornmittee of the 

Privy Council, despite being an advisory body and quasi-judicial institution, was at pains to 

operate withii the narrow technical discourse of doctrines and arguments of law. By 

attempting to obfuscate what influenced them in the non-legal domain, Canadian and 

British judges transferred the techniques of statutory interpretation to constitutional 

interpretation, and strove to provide technical legal accounts of Canadian federalisrn.' This 

was especidy m e  of the JCPC and their approach to enunciating the real meaning of the 

BNA Act. Nevertheless, as Garth Stevenson put it, "the courts that have interpreted 

Canada's constitution have not always succeeded in squaring the circle, and their nilings 

have often been contr~versial."~ Discontent with the substance of the Privy Council's 

constitutional decisions led in tum to criticism of its technique of interpretation. Before we 

look at the criticisms concerning the JCPC7s approaoh to judicial interpretation, we need to 

examine the emergence of the notion of an appeai judicid body dealing with imperid legal 

concerns. 

The Origins of the JCPC 

The development of an appellate court to deal with constitutional and imperid legal 

concerns ernerged out of established processes of irnperial review of the exercise of 

colonial legislative powers and two important 19th century institutional reforms. The f i s t  

was the development of the modem English appeal court. The second was the 

modemization and juridification of the existing system of imperid legal control. 

' F.L. MOROR ed. Law, Politics and the Judcial Proces in Cmuda (Calgary: University of Calgary Ress, 
1992), p. 342. 

' ~ a r t h  Stevenson ed, Federafism in Canada: Sefected Readings (Toronto: McCleUand & Stewart Inc., 
1989), p. IO, 



In the 15th century, it was customary for the King's Prky Council rather than the 

English domestic courts to hear appeals stemming corn colonial matters. This practice was 

eventualiy regulated by the Privy Council Acts of 1833 and 1844, which set up the Iudicid 

Committee of the Prky Council, specified its membenhip and authorized it to hear appeals 

Born colonial courts. Therefore, the Tudicial Committee acted as the highest appellate court 

for the colonies. As Barry Strayer points out, the JCPC did not question its authority to 

review the validity of colonial legislation, since the colonies themselves possessed only 

limited or subordinate Legislative powers.3 ~ c c o r d i n ~  to Strayer, the British colonial 

system with supenor jurisdiction of the imperial parliament and its administrative review of 

colonial legislation are the orïgins of constitutionai and judicial review in Canada: 'The 

constitutional law of the Empire in 1867 apparently embraced the convention that where 

legislative powers were granted subject to limitations the courts would enforce those 

limitations. The BNA Act was drafted and enacted in this contexCA WhiIe this is true in 

general terms, there is more to the institutional history of the JCPC. 

In the eighteenth century, England undertook a series of judicial refoms to 

eliminate shoncomings within judicial proceedings. According to Daniel Duman, the 

transformation of the English judiciq involved two steps: 

By 1727 the Engiish courts of justice, which were the product of hundreds of 
years of development, conflict and reorganization, had begun to be k e d  in 
their modem form. The common law and equity courts had gained supremacy 
over the ecclesiastical and prerogative couas; the judges held office during 
good behaviour rather than during royal pleasure; and the jurisdictions of the 

' JeMifer Smith. The  Ongins of Judicial Review in Canada," in FL. Morton ed, Law. Politics and the 
Judicial Process in Canada (Calgary: Universisr of Calgary Press, 1992), pp. 348-339. 

'' Smith. "Origins of Iudicial Review," p. 349. 



three common law courts were aimost entirely udïed.' During the remainder 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the reform of the judicial machinery 
of England continued, and despite the inertia of tradition which sometimes 
made the courts, judges and lawyers resistant to change, jurisdictions were 
clarified, the number ofjudges was increased, centralization was imposed, 
sinecures, f i s  and patronage were reduced, and court procedures were 
rati~nalized.~ 

Changes within the court structure reflected the discontent arnongst parliame~tarians and 

the progressive bar.' Perhaps the most important innovation was that of apped courts. 

Despite fears of creating a new Court of Star Chamber, the utilitarian reform arguments 

promoting higher judicid bodies, to lend coherence to increashgly complex laws, 

prevailed. 

By 1875, a unified Supreme Court of Judicature was organized with a High Court 

consisting of five divisions and a Court of ~ ~ ~ e a l . ~  The ancient jurisdiction of the House of 

Lords was, 

restored as the final court of appeal by the Appellate Jurisdiction Act, 1876. 
There were changes as the judicial sessions were no longer tied to the 
Iegislative sittings of the House. Law Lords were also created, chosen &om 
judges of the supreme courts or rnembers of the Bars of England, Scotland and 
Ireland of fifteen years' standing.g 

Hence, the House of Lords and the JCPC became professionaked duMg this era. The 

remodelling was completed with the Judicature Acts of 1873 and 1875. As stated by 

* Brian Abel-Smith and Robert Stevern, -ers and the Courts: A Sociofogicul Sfudy of the Engfish Legal 
Svsrern, 1 7jO-1965 (London: Heinemann, 1969, pp. 7-9. 
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Durnan, "[tlhe goals of the reform movement cm be divided into two main categories: one, 

a rationalkation and simplification of the appeals process; and two, a professionalkation of 

those courts and judicial offices which were outside the control of the Royal ~ourts." '~ 

This reform movement originated with the proposals made by Jeremy Bentham in the 

1820s." The creation of a professionalized judicial body of the House of Lords ran parallel 

to the creation of a judicial council to deal with imperial review hctions of the Pnvy 

Council. Reforms to develop the judicial apparatus of the Privy Council were initiated in 

1828 by Lord Henry ~ r o u ~ h a m . ' ~  Consequently, the court, %th a newly created 

professional judiciary Feard] appeals from the rapidly expanding colonial courts. In 

colonial appeals it replaced an earlier comrnittee made up of ..non-professionals. According 

to Brougham, the Appeals Court in the Privy Council usually included one lawyer, 'but the 

rest were hymen. "'13 

While the privy council's imperial comrnittee advised the British govemment and 

colonial govemors about serious legal controversies and imperial policy, review of the 

ongoing details about these matters were handled through the Colonial Office, under the 

direction, most notably, of James Stephen. Muenced by utditarian reform ideas, Stephen 

sought to modernize the colonial judiciary while maintainhg the levers of imperial control. 

A number of colonial judges had been in controversy because of their partisan activities. 

" Paul Knaplund, James Stephen und the British Colonial Sysîem, 1813-1847 (Madison: University of 
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Most judges tended to support local elites through direct and indirect influence in executive 

councils as  well as in the courts. A mhority became actively associated with reform 

movements in conflict with local elites, and some were requested to be rernoved from the 

bench because of this affiliation. 

In 1828, before the Kouse of Commons' select conmittee on Canada, James 

Stephen voiced a preference for having colonial judges dependent on the crown and 

holding office during royal pleasure, despite the fact that in Britain security of tenure was 

achieved by the beginning of the 18th century (Glorious Revolution, 1689 and Act of 

Settlement, 170 1). Stephen suggested, 

If the judges were independent and irremovable, I fear he would too often 
become an &y of some one or other of the local parties .... Holding in his hands 
al1 the power connected with the administration ofjustice, he would be 
violently tempted to abuse it to p q  purposes.'4 

This position was a curious inversion of the principle of security of tenure as the principle 

of independence was thought to necessitate holding office according to good behaviour 

rather than royal pleasure. As the quote suggests, royal pleasure exercised through the 

Crown in Britain as opposed to the Lieutenant Governor in Council was thought to make 

the judges more independent of local executive influences. The formal guarantee of security 

of tenure as enjoyed in Bntain since the Act of Senlement was not instituted here until the 

BNA Act 1867. 

The other formal guarantee of judicial independence, the separation of powers, 

went to the heart of Stephen's concems about partisan colonial judiciaries. In the colonial 

context, the issue of the interaction between the judicid and the legislative branches of the 

14 Knaplund, ï?ze British Colonial xvstern, p. 60. 



government becarne one of great controversy as King's Bench judges were cornrnonly 

included in Executive and Legislative Councils, in spite of the ending of this practice in 

Britain in 1803. Judges in some jurisdictions became vimiai prime ministen. According to 

Paul Knaplund, 

James Stephen favoured keeping thern quite separate, though perhaps not so 
rigidly as had been attempted in the United States, yet sufnciently distinct so 
that a legislator should not also be the law's interpreter in court. Nor did he 
want the Iawrnakers to prescribe in detail the regdations for the courts.L5 

Thus, while the formal vestiges ofjudicial independence were fïnnIy estabiished by the 

eariy 19th century in Britain (security of tenure and separation of powers), in the colonies a 

hybrid was promoted : separation &om the partisan influences of colonial executive 

govenunent yet maintenance of imperid control through keeping tenure according to royal 

pleasure. In this sense, the establishment of the modem judicial fiinction with the JCPC was 

an extension of the principles that lay b e h d  Stephen's work on the colonial judiciary in the 

Colonial Office. The emergence of the JCPC as an imperid court of appeai reflected a 

combination of imperial review and appellate coun reform initiatives. 

The Ongins of the Supreme Court of Canada 

The establishment of the Supreme Court of Canada appears at first glance to be 

contradictory of the role envisaged for the JCPC. The JCPC was expected to hear disputes 

between the provincial and Dominion govement, with appeals heard directly fiom 

provincial courts of appeal. The SCC appeared not only to add another layer to the appeal 

1.5 Ibid., pp. 229-230. 



process but it was also a national institution with the potentid to be used by Ottawa for 

strat egic advantage. 

As with the ICPC, judicial formalism was 2 feature of the Supreme COUR of 

Canada, yet judges in the formative years fulfilled functions that ranged weli beyond what is 

understood as normal judiciai duties. l6 Constitutional scholar Peter Hogg noted that there 

was no general "separation of powers" in the BNA Act, 1867. Canada's constitution did 

not separate the legislative, executive, and juciicial functions and insist that each branch of 

govemment exercise only its own function." 

Sir John A Macdonald, in the early stages of his administration, seized the chance 

to create a supreme c o u d 8  In a manner consistent with his views of national policy and 

empire, Macdonald claimed that '9he imperid govemment was to the Ottawa government 

as the Ottawa govemment was to the provincial governments. This relationship was to be 

replicated in the judicial stnict~re."'~ He "clearly intended the court to be an instrument in 

overseeing the provinces but not the central government. This court was designed to deal 

with an infenor level of govemment and to be used as a device of homogenization and 

centralizati~n."~~ A proposal to transfer the Judicid Cornmittee's authority over colonial 

appeals was even contemplated. 

I6  ame es G. Snell and Frederick Vau- nie Supreme Court of Canada. History of the Institution 
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The central government was fhn in its conviction that a supreme court was 

desirable for the resolution of constitutionai questions. In order to offset the displeasure felt 

by some federal politicians with regard to the power of disallowance acting as an 

instrument of constitutional arbitration, dealing only with provincial legislation, "7he need 

to establish a new instrument of greater perceived i~npartiai i~'~'  was senously considered. 

The f is t  signs of disagreement between Macdonald and Mowat, over the creation 

of a national supreme court, occurred when Mowat objected to the clauses Uivolving 

original jurkdiction. Since the BNA Act entitled the central government the "power to 

disallow provincial legislation and to appoint lieutenant-govemors and judges of provincial 

superior courts, it was unnecessary, Mowat argued, to Lunit constitutional and other 

matters to the new court.'" Cases continued to be referred to the Judicial Cornmittee, 

ulthnately leaving the Supreme Court in a s u b s e ~ e n t  position. It quickly became obvious 

that the Supreme COUR had Little prestige and neither the bar nor politicians had much 

respect for the young institution. Snell and Vaughan concisely speU out the reasons for this 

negative view of the Court: 

First, the Supreme Court was an intermediary court that could be completely 
bypassed by appellants. Second, those who favoured strong provincial rights 
and those who feared any impairment of ties with the mother country viewed 
the court with distrust if not disdain. Third, the Supreme Court of Canada 
directly confronted a basic, persistent perception held by centrai politicians. 
"'[CJonsiderable suspicion of the legal systern and profession-.. [was] a 
traditional factor in Canadian poiitics." Politicians distrusted " a  centralized and 
complex system of justice." The Court was thus faced with a pre-existhg 
hostility even before commencing work? 

" lbid,  p. 9. 
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The Iegal reputation of the Supreme Court judges was not enhanced when they decided to 

drop the procedure employed by the Judicid Cornmittee of reaching a single outcome on a 

niling. Furthemore, the partisan conduct of the Court's members contributed to the 

institution's weak image. This spoiled the judicial purity of the SCC, inescapably tagging 

them as Ottawa's political henchmen. 

hluch to the provincialists' chagrin, the cast of characters withùi the chambers of 

the Supreme Court had a penchant for delivering judgrnents that had a strongly centralist 

spin on the BNA ~ c t . "  This is not surpnsing since S. 10 1 of the BNA Act gave the federd 

Parliament the power to create a "'generai court of appeal for Canada7' and the nght to 

appoint judges to this court. 

Several groups in central Canada expressed a disenchantment with the Court and its 

role in the dominion. hdeed, certain sections of the Iegal and political communÏty were so 

staunchly opposed to the presence of the Supreme Court that bills were put forward for the 

abolition of this in~titution.~ The people of Ontario felt that they could not rely on the 

Supreme Court to uphold the Iaw in that province. As the C d  Lmv Journal explained: 

The profession, as a whole, have not that confidence in it which should 
apperîain to a court of final resort; for example, there is hardly a lawyer, in this 
Province at l e m  who wwlbnot, on a q u e s t i 0 1 ~ a f O W  Law, prefer the 
opinion of our Court of Appeai, or even of one of our Superior ~ourts." 
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Opposition to the Supreme Court was not limited to just the province of Ontario. In 

Quebec, "lawyers had been unwiliing to take any case to Ottawa on the bais that the 

justices on the Supreme Court were not familiar with the civil law system outside the 

27 province. 

Prime Muÿst er Macdonald was not bewildered throughout this unrelenting assault 

conceming a new final court of appeal. His cool response to the scathing criticisms over the 

Supreme Court are nimmed up neatly: 

I think we ought not to repeal this Court. We ought not to wipe it out of 
existence. We ought to face the question, however, and enquire into the cause 
of the dissatisfaction which is so prevalent. It seems to me there must be a 
remedy..-the Goverunent desire to address themselves earnestly to this matter, 
and to make a fiil1 and exhaustive enqujr into the best means of making the 
Court, in every sense, efficient and satisfa~tor~." 

Antipathy towards the existence of a national supreme court did not bode weLl for John A. 

Macdonald. He could not have been pleased to hear that critics hoped that "a reduction of 

the Supreme Court's jurisdiction would E t  the institution's intrusion into provincial Iegal 

affairs ."- 

The provincialists and centraiists were jostling for position within the Dominion. 

The nub of their battle revolved around the BNA Act- did the Canadian constitution 

comprise of tme federal principles or was it prernised on a legislative union? According to 

those disenchanted with a Canadian supreme court, they believed that this judicial body 

intruded "into provincial fields of jurisdiction and was imposing centraliy-made decisions" 



on the sovereign p ro~ces .30  They pointed out that the administration of law under the 

BNA Act was to be apportioned to the provincial governments, which had their o m  

judicial system dating from e a r k  colonial times. The Supreme Court made appeals less 

efficient and the Domùuon governent wielded considerable innuence through its powers 

on superior court appoinmients. The defenders of the Supreme Court took into 

consideration the national role this judicial institution would play in the legal &airs of the 

new country, It was only to be expected that the Court would receive censure fiom those 

disinclineci to a strong and self-reliant dominion-3' 

h M g  its power ofjudicial review of federal legislation by upholding the 

validity of the Dominioil Controverted Elections Act, Chief Justice Ritchie wrote: 

In view of the great d i v e  ofjudicial opinion that has characterized the 
decisions of the provincial tnbunals in some provinces, and the judges in dl, 
while it would seem to justQ the wisdom of the Dominion Parliament, in 
providing for the establishment of a Court of Appeal such as this, where such 
diversity shaU be considered and an authontative dedaration of the law be 
enunciated, so it enhances the responsibility of those caüed on in the midst of 
such codict of opinion to declare authoritatively the principles by which both 
federal and local Iegislation are govemed." 

The Supreme Court of Canada performed the task of enunciating what the red tems of 

Canadian federalim entailed. In the early stages of the Dominion, the concept of judicial 

independence and the separation of powers doctrine were put to the test. 

The early constitutional decisions of the Supreme Court reflected "a lack of 

precedents f?om the Iudicial Committee of the Pnvy Council and a British North America 



Act which ... seemed to demonstrate a desire for a strong central govemment- an 

interpretation sevwal of the justices had enunciated before moving to ~ t t a w a . ' ~ ~  Take for 

exarnple the case of Lenoir v. &tchiet4 whereby Justice Gwynne, in rejecting a provincial 

claim, said that "nothhg can be plauier than that the several Provinces are subordinated to 

the Dominion Goverment, and that the Queen is no party to the laws made by those Local 

~egislatures.'~'~ Furthemore, in Mercer v. Aîtomey-General of ~ n t ~ o ~ ~ ,  the Supreme 

Court "held that in matters of escheat the provincial govemment did not represent the 

queen and that therefore the provincial attorney-general could not appropriate the 

property" reverted to the crown?' This was the judicid tenor of the Court's constitutional 

judgments pior to the JCPC entering the political brawls of Canadian federalism. The 

constitutional implications of these early decisions nom the SCC were disconcerthg to 

those who believed in the development of provincial self-government. 

Snell and Vaughan point out, "in ruSig for the subordmate status of the provincial 

govements, the justices were ... interpreting the terms of the British North Arnerica Act 

strictly and thus giving effect to its inherently centralist principles.'G8 They argue that This 

was a matter of strict construction rather than a powerfùl centralist bias" as iUustrated by 

C i t i m  ' Irzsurance Company v. Parsons (1 88 11.~' Eventudy, in the late nineteenth 
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century, the Supreme Court's rulings were either replaced or confïned by the binding 

opinions of the JCPC. Litigants in other important cases overlooked the Supreme Court 

entirely by refemng their legal disputes straight to the Judicial Cornmittee. Furthemore, 

some cases decided in the Court 'kere ovemimed or reinterpreted" from Engiand 

enhancing the status of the provinces under the Canadian constitution." 

Two decades after Codederation, it was apparent that appointrnents to the SCC 

were a form of Macdonald's 'pork barreKing" politics. Those who inhabited the judicial 

trough preferred to be fed a steady diet of centralist dishes. One example of this came with 

the death of Justice Henry in May 1888 which created an opening in the Court. The "justice 

rninister and the prime minister considered possible replacements" and "opted to use the 

appointment" to steer away from a "strict regional representation" of the judicial bench."' 

The prime minister said that ' k e  must endeavour to get a good man who wili not throw 

Dominion rights away ." Indeed, feeling uneasy '%y the constitutional decisions emerging 

fiom the Supreme Court and by the challenges to the national government, Macdonald 

sought to influence the direction of the Court through the appointing process.'J2 Snell and 

Vaughan make an interesting point: 

That the justices individually could advise the govemment of the day on minor 
procedural and broad policy matters relating to the Supreme Court is an 
indication of the close Link between the judiciary and the cabinet. That link was 
widely perceived to be a source of strength and stability in Canadian society. 
Govemment leaders saw the courts as one o fa  variety of institutions through 
which political plans for the nation might be a~hieved.'~ 
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For example, in the Ontario-Manitoba boundary dispute, Macdonald idiormed the minister 

of justice, '%y skiilfui steering we can go before the Privy Council with three Courts 

deciding in our faveur.'* 

In sumrnary, in order to iden* where the Supreme Court of Canada fit into the 

judicial review prism, it is essential to determine what the two levels of govemment 

thought regarding this court of appeal. The provincialists looked at the Supreme Court 

with great distrust and uneasiness. They viewed the Supreme Court as an unnecessary layer 

in the appeal process. Practices were established so that appeais could be made directly to 

the ICPC from the provincial courts of appeals regarding jurisdictional disputes. Sir John 

A Macdonald, however, looked at the SCC as a judicial outlet whereby the Dominion 

govemment could voice their legal arguments and constitutional positions concerning 

questions arising out of the BNA Act. Sir John A. Macdonald and his close fiiends within 

the Conservative party believed that the establishment of a Canadian supreme court could 

provide the legai avenue necessary to successfully pursue constitutional powers in order to 

build a strong and prosperous country. This tribunal was the judicial apparatus that would 

bolster the federal government's status when they presented their points of interest in areas 

of constitutional law and public policy. 

The Political Context in Canada 

In the 'Rivers and Strearns" penod, which foms the focus of this sîudy, tensions 

between the province of Ontario and the Dominion govemment were most explicit over the 



regulation of liquor and rnany of the constitutional cases exarnined in the chapter three 

oveMew ofjudicial review patterns, in one way or another, involved junsdiction over the 

liquor trade. From the time of Codederation to the end of the nineteenth century, the battle 

for power between the provinces and the Dominion govemment often focused on the social 

issue of Iiquor, as "people drank, debated drinking, and regulated drinking.'J5 

The provinces, led moa notably by Ontario Premier Mowat, continuously 

challenged the oppoministic constitutional ambitions of Macdonald's dominion 

govement. The political battle between Mowat and Macdonald, in this study, is portrayed 

as one between two versions of federaiism. However, some academic commentators bave 

put forward the argument that the ciassical federalism debated between the two political 

heavyweights was not actually established in 1867 and that indeed Macdonald wished tu 

pursue constitutional development in the direction of a unitary ~ ~ s t e r n . ~ ~  Macdonald 

beiieved that the BNA Act, 1867 bestowed upon the Dominion govemment a greater 

political and constitutional status than that of the provinces. The provinces, however, had 

become accustomed to ever wider authority that was increasingly ascribed to them &er the 

Quebec Act 1 774, Constitutional Act 179 1, and most importantly the onset of responsible 

goverment. From the signing of the BNA Act to the end of the 19th century the vision of 

the provinces tended to triumph. The favourable results they won in the courts went a long 
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way to solidifying their place next to the Dominion government as CO-equal partners in the 

Codederation project. 

These differences found a focus on policy debates around the regdation of drhkïng 

which form the context for other policy issues such as the rivers and streams issue. The 

temperance movement in Canada set out "the political and ideological cornponents of the 

national and provincial prohibition enter prise^.'^' Locai governments had powers to 

impose temperance measures based on the federal law fiom 1878, the Canada Temperance 

Act. It ccailowed the voters of a city or county to ban, by means of referendum, the sale and 

public consumption of alcoholic b e ~ e r a g e s . ' ~ ~  As Patrick Macklem et al. niccinctly point 

out: 

The early cases about liquor ... dl dealt with challenges to provincial legislation. 
[The cases involved two diffierent problems that persistently a c t e d  the 
courts] until the end of the penod being discussed: first, the division of the 
power to impose prohibition (that is, to abolish drinking by prohibiting the 
import, manufacturing, and sale of liquor), and the second was the scope of the 
provincial power to raise revenue fîom liquor transactions. [Initially], the 
results of these cases tended to favour the Dominion governent .4g 

Nevertheless, since 1867, the provinces progressively gained plenty of constitutional 

expertise in presenting their legal arguments; reachuig their constitutional zenith in the 

Local Prohibition reference. At stake was the ''tension between the Dominion's power to 

regulate trade and commerce, and the province's power to tax and their police powers. 
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[This second power] suggested local regulation about social order, health, and mords; it 

seemed to be grounded primariry in section 92(8), municipal institutions in the 

This example helps to illustrate how the law lords, and the judiciary in general, 

developed these political, social and constitutional themes into judicial pronouncements. It 

suggests that the Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial Cornmittee of the Pnvy 

Council performed a political roh when evaluating the nature and scope of legislative acts. 

As weil, they effectively delineated a constitutional chart to guide courts of law in 

deterrnining if laws and executive acts conformed with the terms of the BNA Act. Since the 

centralist and provincialist visions of Codederation were unresolvable in the form of 

federal-provincial bargainhg for m o a  cases, it became the duty of the courts to umpire the 

federal system by translating the political tensions into legal issues. This WU be explained in 

further detail in chapter three. First it is necessary to further explore the political 

dimensions that form the context of the contentious appeal cases. 

A course of action for a British North Amencan national union had been considered 

long before the 1860s, yet the timing proved to be too early. By the 1860s intemal and 

extemal forces propelled the confiederation movement forward as was noted earlier. The 

dways present danger of an Amencan invasion resurfaced with vigour during the American 

Civil War. This threat coupled with British pressure pulled the British North Amencan 

colonies together. Moreover, intemal problems in the colonies convinced both Canadians 

and Maritimers of the necessity of union." Such problems included the public debt nom 
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extensive railway building, political deadlock and the desire to acquire the Northwest as the 

Hudson's Bay Company receded in importance. These distinct, largely defensive 

circumstances, rather than a spirit of nationaiism, prepared the way for Confederation. In 

these early days, very few political officiais could comprehend the si@cant role judiciai 

review would play to help consolidate this £?agile union. 

From the standpoint of nation-building, the "Great Coalition of 1864"'~ was a 

result of both the Conservatives and Reformers working together to eliminate the political 

impasse that prevented the Canadas fiom flourishing. M e r  Macdonald and Cartier set out 

the arguments in favour of confederation to the Maritimes at both the Charlottetown and 

Quebec conferences, an agreement was reached creating the British North America Act. At 

first blush, the new constitution described the Dominion's continued loyalty to the British 

Crown, and the cornmitment to a strong central govemment within a federai union in which 

the provinces retained control over their own local &airs. The danger of an American 

attack, British encouragement of the confederation scheme, and a longing for the 

Northwest, al1 combined to maintain the momenturn of ~harlot te town.~~ 

As in Charlottetown, the delegates at Quebec agreed in principle on federation; 

however, they strongiy disagreed over whether the union should have a highly centraiized 

structure or whether it should include an equal division of powers between the central and 

provincial goverments. Macdonald favoured a centralized legislative union, arguing that 

53 G.F.G. Stanley, "Act or Pact? Another Look at Codederation," in Ramsay Cook, ed, Confederation 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1967), p, 102. 



the Civil War in the United States could be attributed to overly powerful state 

governments. The Maritime governors and the Colonial Office in Brïtain agreed with 

~acdonald.~' The Maritime delegates, nevertheless, fearing a loss of their identity in a 

legislative union, opposed such a measure. Furthemore, through their spokesman, George- 

Etieme Cartier, the French Canadians also insisted that the provincial governments retain 

control over thek own religious, lhguistic, and cultural rights. The delegates hally reached 

a compromise by granting the central govemment residual powers (powers not specifically 

assigned to the provinces), and by including under the powers of the federal govemment 

such general and vague phrases as " to make laws for the peace, order and good 

govenunent of g ana da."'^ In addition, the federal government gained the controversiai 

power of disallowance- the right to reject provincial laws of which it did not approve. 

There seem to be few doubts as to the intentions of the fiamers of Codederation 

to set up a predominantly centrahed federal system in which the central government would 

exercise unyielding mle. Throughout the debates concerning Codederation, centralkation 

played a prominent role in the views of most of the politicians. The objective of the 

Confederation plan was clearly speiled out by its leading architect, John A Macdonald as 

he told the Canadian Assembly in 186 1; 

The fatal error which [the Americans] have committed was in making each 
State a distinct sovereignty, in GWig to each a distinct sovereign power except 
on those instances where they were specially reserved by the constitution and 
conferred upon the general Govermnent. The true principle of a codederation 
lies in giving to the general government al1 the principles and powers of 

Y Mariin Brîtaîn, pp. 238-239. 
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sovereignty, and in the provision that the subordinate or individual States 
should have no powers but those expressly bestowed upon them? 

Macdonald's supporters thought strong central powers would provide an antidote to the 

"%tates rights" notion that seemed to have caused so much trouble in the United stated7 

According to Robert Vipond, who has written extensively on issues of Canadian 

federalism, Sir John A Macdonald: 

... cheerfiliy and candidly admitted in the course of the Codederation Debates 
that he would have preferred a unitary [system] to a federal government. CK]e 
believed that what British North America most needed- strong defence, a 
continental outlook and material prosperity- could best be provided by a regime 
in which governmental authority was united, not divided. By 1864, he had 
reconciled himself to the [unworkable notion] of complete union and had given 
his support to the proposal that, he believed, would produce ... a highiy 
centralized, yet dl federal, union.58 

However, "Mederalism was traditiondy conceived as a league or alliance in which 

members retained their sovereignty while creating a quasi-governmental authority for 

certain cornmon, but limited, purposes.'y59 The federal structure designed '%y the United 

States Constitution and defended by James Madison ... conceived of federai and state 

authorities as CO-equal sovereignties in that each wouid have complete governmental 

powers and supremacy within its sphere of c ~ m ~ e t e n c e . ' ~  Despite Macdonald's 

preference of a federal government more powerfùl than the provinces, "the substance of the 

56 Ramsay Cook Provincial Auronomy, Mnority Righrs and rhe Compact Theaty, 1867-1921 (Ottawa: 
Queen's Pnnter for Cana@ 1969), p. 7. 

>7 Robert C. Vipond, Liberty and Community Canadian Federulism and the Failure of the Constitution 

(New York: State University of New York Press, 199 l), p. 25. 

58 Robert C. Vipond, "Constitutional Politics and the Legacy of the Rovhcial R i g h s  Movement in 
Canada," in Canadian Journal of Political Science XVm:2 (June 1985), p. 27 1. 
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Confederation proposais nonetheless reflected a Madisonian understanding of the Iegal 

basis of federali~rn.'~' On those subjects listed under section 92 of the BNA Act, oniy the 

provinces would have the power to create laws; "as the prearnble to section 92 made clear, 

and as ~Macdonald himseif repeatedly observed, they would have 'exclusive' authority in 

local affars. In these matters, the federal governrnent couid not interftere'd2 unless they 

used the powers of reservation and disdowance. 

To concisely summanze the features of Canadian federalism that Macdonald found 

to be desirable, it is interesting to note that he wanted to cl* any erron nght away, more 

out of sheer political expediency so he could rnove on with his program of building a 

prosperous nation. Thus, 

For Macdonald, a centralired federal union seemed to offer a way to achieve 
both the political centralism he thought necessary to build the nation and the 
provincial autonomy he realized was required to [appease] the various parties 
to the agreement. The broad gants of power enumerated in section 9 i of the 
BNA Act, together with the general, residual power to legislate for the 'peace, 
order and good govemment' of the country, would ensure the requisite 
political centralism. The exclusivity of provincial jurisdiction in local matters 
would secure provincial autonomy. The former would provide 'ail the 
advantages of a legislative union under one administration'; the latter would 
provide "the guarantees for local institutions and local Iaws, which are insisted 
upon by so many in the provinces.'d3 

Macdonald was convinced 'that the Codederation settlement created 'a happy medium' 

between a legislative and a federal union which ... would 'unite the advantages of both, 

61 Ibid, p. 272. 
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giving us the strength of a legislative union and the sectional freedom of a federal union, 

with protection to local in t e re~ t s . "~~  

The irnmediate pre-Codederation period had been dominated by consensus that a 

federal union had to be established in order to break the politicai staiemate that was 

suffocating the colonies. By way of contrast, the period after 1867 was iduenced by 

disagreement over the mie  meaning and implications of the federal principle. In one 

incident after another, in the £irst thirty years of Codederation, the governments of 

Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime provinces objected that the constitutional practices of 

the Macdonald govenunent contradicted the federai scheme and the basic principles of 

British constitutionaiïsm. These controversies highlight how dBerently the provincial rights 

movement visualized the notion of federaiîsm in canada? 

The debate that took place over the application of the power of disdowance clearly 

illustrates the development of this discrepancy over the interpretation of the constitution of 

1867. Disallowance was a veto power which gave 'Vie federal government the unqualitied 

right to strike d o m  or n u l l e  any act of a provincial legislature. In such matters, however, 

constitutional practice or convention was just as important as  la^.'*^ Consequently, nom 

the outset, 'Macdonald was careful to balance the unquali6ed legal power of disdowance 

with clear guidelines for, and limitations upon, its use.'*' As rninister of justice in the fist 

Vipond ''Constitutional Politics", pp. 275-276. Donald Swainson, ed, Oliver bfowat 's Ontario (Toronto: 
MacmiUan of Canada, 1972), pp. 52-69, 
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administration, Macdonald exphined the situations whereby disdowance could be 

irnplemented in opposition to provincial legislation: illegal or unconstitutional acts which 

exceeded the boundarïes of provincial cornpetence and were deemed ultra vires the 

provincial legislature. Ramsay Cook points out that: 

As Minister of Justice in 1868 macdonald] set down the broad principles 
which he believed should govem the exercise of the federal veto of 
disallowance. It is perhaps worth noting in passing that in addition to the broad 
character of these principles, the important fact is that the judgment was to be 
made not by a court but by the federai Muiister of ~uustice.~~ 

Another point of interest is that 'Yhe opponents of Confederatioq and later the critics of 

the Macdonald Govemment, focussed a great deal of attention on the question of 

disallowance. Both A-A Donon and Oliver Mowat attacked this power as the chiefthreat 

to provincial au ton~rn~. ' "~  

Mowat, a crafty legal expert, dominated the legal strategies aga& the dominion 

during his reign as Liberal premier of Ontario, focusing on the status of the provincial 

govements in relation to the dominion government with respect to the distribution of 

executive and legislative powers under the British North America Act. In addition to the 

antagonisrn encircling the two govenunents over the division of powers, another, separate 

dimension of the controversy dealt with Ontario's claim to some temtory formerly 

belonging to the Hudson's Bay ~ o r n ~ a n ~ . ~ ~  As premier, and especiaily as the attorney 

general of Ontario, Mowat would perform the leading role, through the law courts, in 

" J.C. MorriMn., "Oliver Mowat and the Developrnent of Provincial Rights  in Ontario: A Snidy in 
Dominion-provincial Relations. 1867-1896," (Ontario Dep. of Pubtic Records and Archicles, 1961), 
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attempting to resolve the constitutional ambiguities in favour of the province through legal 

In the post -1 867 era the centrai legd and constitutional issue was whether the 

provincial govemments were subordhate to, or coordinate with, the federai goveniment.R 

The provincialists, inciuding ~ o w a t , ~  maintained that the BNA Act 'Bad been a formal 

agreement between the provinces and the imperial government to establish a federal 

authority for the [achievement] of specific purposes which the provinces had in 

co~nmon."~~ Margaret Evans, in a biography of Sir Oliver Mowat, succinctly sets out the 

provincialist view, suggesting that the BNA Act thoroughly demarcated the constitutional 

capacity of the dominion government, 

but not that of the provincial govemments. [They] retained ail the rights and 
powers they had enjoyed before Codederation except those ceded to the 
dominion for the execution of their common goals. The vaiidity of the claim to 
dominion supremacy [had to rest] on the provinces having given up their 
corporate rights, and that had not occ~rred."~' 

The compact theory of Codederation, as this provincialist approach is described, was 

consequently "a political concept founded on the premise that the contracting provinces in 

1867 had been, and remained, sovereign polities."76 

'' A Margaret Evans, Sir Oliver Mowar (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), p. 141. 
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The Mowat era was marked by recumhg disputes in relation to the BNA Act. * 

Whether it concemed the title of the Lieutenant general or an examination of the division of 

powers, the provincialists continually '%hallenged the centralist interpretatiod'; they would 

appeal to 'the words of the PNA] Actyy and gan t  "equitable considerations arising from 

the histond circurnstances in which the act" had been created? Thus, Mowat went to 

great lengths to put legal arguments into coherent language to give provincialists an edge 

over the Dominion govemment. Meanwhile Sir John k Macdonald, although a lawyer 

himselc was primarily a politicai opportunkt an4  therefore, may have sown the seeds for 

the defeat of his position in ternis of the agenda he prepared for the centralists. 

In short, the prominent attitude regarding the d e  of the judiciary was c o ~ e c t e d  to 

the principle of the separation of powers. As we have seen, a strict separation of power i~ 

Bntain was not fully entrenched. The Lord Chancellor, who usuaiiy exercised control in the 

KPC, was aiso a rnember of the House of Lords and a rnember of the cabinet- The Sudicial 

Cornmittee was very much an advisory panel of Her Majesty's Pnvy Council presenting in 

the constitutional domain what was essentiaily political advice. The same can be said of the 

Supreme Court of Canada with respect to the doctrine of judicial independence and the 

separation of powers. In Light of the Supreme Court's entry into the constitutional arena, it 

c m  easily be deduced that the SCC was looked upon ''as an instrument of the central 

govemment riither than an impartial umpire of federal-provincial disputes."'* 

-- 
' ' ïbid. p- 144. 
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A long history of public policy-making by judges precedes the Charter era and the 

Canadian Bill of Rights. The public policy role of the judiciary is particularly rich in the 

area of Canadian federal-provincial relations. The formal daims that judges are placed 

above the realm of politics had always been called into question in political trials 

throughout the eighteent h and early nineteenth century as weIl as in the uncertain role of 

the JCPC in imperial policy. This Yhird branch" of governent  delved heavily into the 

political process when ccattenuating" the powers of the Dominion and bolstenng the 

constitutiond status of the provinces.7g Since the political agendas of the provinces, 

Dominion government and the British were being played out in the courts, are we not in 

essence taiking about the politics of the judiciary, and the function of the judges as 

illustrated in constitutional rnatters in the division of powers outlined in the British North 

America Act, 1867? The purpose of the next chapter is to re-examine the role judges and 

law lords played in political controveïsies conceming federal-provincial relztions. 

79 Russell et &.) Leading Constitutional Decisions, p. 53. 



Chapter 3 

A Summary Wstoriography of JCPC Decisions on Canadian Federalism 

In this chapter I wilI review pertinent portions of the constitutional decisions made 

by the Suprerne Court of Canada and the ludicial Committee of the Privy Council in 19th 

century Canada. The selected judicial statements on the BNA Act examined demonstrate 

how the judges and law lords stmggled to maintain a legally formalistic approach in 

assessing which level of govemment could rule in a given area of public policy. ln chapter 

two an outer context in the form of an o v e ~ e w  of institutional and political history was 

provided. In this chapter an inner context of public policy debates and judicid decisions 

supported by the existing acadernic commentary on these issues sets the stage for the 

empirical focus in the next chapter. Here 1 intend to illustrate a pattern in the judicial 

reasoning of the SCC and the JCPC that reflected a tension between public policy and 

formalism, a matter 1 hope to convincùlgly demonstrate and dissect in a detailed case study 

in chapter four. 

The Legal Dimensions of the Centralist and Provincialist Positions 

The BNA Act, a written and federal constitutional document, was a depamire from 

the British constitutional tradition even though it did 'hot provide explicitly for judicial 

review."' As Donald Srniley puts it: 

ïhe  dornestic constitutional system of the United Kingdom did not include such 
a procedure, since the Crown in Parliament was sovereigq and there could be 
no legal challenge to its wiil. From the early days of the British Empire, 
however, it had been customary to d o w  appeals to the Crown against 
enactments of colonial legislatures, and this procedure had been formalized in 

- -  - 

' Donald V. Smiley, The Federal Condition in Canada (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1983, p. 
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the recognition by imperid statute of the Iudicial Committee of the Privy 
~ouncil? 

The controversy over the BNA Act usudy centred around the issue of sovereignty. From 

the standpoint "of English constitutional law as authontatively fonnulated by Sir William 

Blackstone in the mid-eighteenth century, colonial legislatures could not be sovereign: the 

King in Parliament at Westminster was the sole repository of sovereignw in the empire? 

By the 1820's this was chdenged by reformers who achieved significant advances by mid- 

century in the form of responsible govemment. Attorney General Mowat's arguments 

regarding ? h e  dominion-provincial relationship were rooted in the reform idea of 

provincial sovereigns. as a constitutional r&$K4 As Evans points out: 

In the 1820s, W.W. Baldwin and his son Robert had declareci the 
Conslitutional Act of 1791 a 'treaty" between the mother country and the 
colonists, under which Upper Canadians had the right to make laws for their 
peace, weifâre and good govemment, and which could not be altered without 
their consent. There was no substantial diffierence between this view and that of 
the BNA Act as registering a compact between Bntain and the provinces. Both 
implied the sovereignty of the contracting parties. Thus, the compact theory of 
Codederation was underpinned by the Baldwin doctrine of responsible 
government. To the Reformers, the imperial concession of responsible 
government in the 1840s was the irreversible recognition of the colonies' 
interna1 sovereigns: a nght inherent in British colonies widi representative 
govemments. 

' Smiley, The Federal Condition NI Canada, p. 48. 

' Sir William Blackstone, Commenrarïes on rhe Laws of England, pp. 4849,93-120, in, A Margaret 
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Mowat7s Linking of responsible govemment and provincial rights informed his strategies in 

the courts and legis1atures.6 This notion of provincial rights was incompatible with Sir John 

A Macdonald's views of federalism. Undoubtedly in Macdonald's mind the province of 

Ontario held an iderior "position in the federai union. Wtth equai conviction, Mowat and 

his colleagues, hein to the Refonn ideology of responsible government and intemal 

provincial sovereignty, regarded dominion predorninance" with disdain, claiming that 

Macdonald's explication of the BNA Act was in accu rat^ 'hot tnily federal"' and which 

had to be resisted. 

In Quebec the legal basis of provincial autonomy had been advanced by Iudge T.I.I. 

Loranger and supported by Quebec premier Honore Mercier. Based on his interpretation of 

the Quebec conference resolutions, and the role of the Imperia1 government in the creation 

of a federal compact, Loranger concluded that the ccco&eration of the British Provinces 

was the result of a compact entered into by the Provinces and the hperial Parliament, 

which, in enacting the British North America Act, simply ratified it.''8 

In this context of political debate and dEerences over constitutional principles, the 

role of the courts was not only to uphold and preserve the constitution in its f o m  and 

substance, but to help cl* and resolve the disputes that arose in issues of federal- 

provincial concem through judicial pronouncements within the nile of law. These 

unresolved issues were put into legd arguments and subjected to judicial review as a way 

6 Evans, Sir Oliver ,Wowar, p. 137, 

7 Ibid., pp 180-18 1. 
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for both levels of governent to try to seize the political power they requested. The rule of 

law was used by the Dominion govemment and the provinces as a mask to legitimize and 

galvanize challenges to each others' claims to power. The judges and law lords in stating 

their opinions of the relationship between a particdar legislative act and the correspondhg 

power in the BNA Act had to decide matters in a strictly legalistic fashion in order to side- 

step the accusation that their reading of the constitution was based on their personal, 

political or philosophical views. 

Frorn the first federalism case they decided in 1873 to the Local Prohibition 

referenceg , the ICPC consistentiy reduced in force and value both the federal trade and 

commerce power and the federal Parliament's general power to regulate the consumption 

and sale of liquor. During this fïrst period of judicial review, the Privy Council amplified the 

powers in section 92 for the provinces. Iudicial commentators have either praised the work 

of this final appellate court or attacked it for various reasons. The comments made by the 

critics of the Privy Councii suggest that, despite appearances, the judiciary was not 

conforming to the proper, non-partisan function it was to uphold. 

Various academic commentators, f?om Gordon Bale to Murray Greenwood, 

criticized very different aspects of the j u d i c i q  implying that law lords were engaged in 

poiitics instead of la-N. For ail of them, the decisions made by the ICPC had to be 

questioned because it was the legal and political philosophies of the judges that determined 

the outcome of the cases, and not any rule or principle of constitutional law. As Murray 

Greenwood put it: 

9 ~ r t o m e y  Generol of Ontario v- Artorney GeneraZ of Canada [189q AC. 3 48. 



[This] author takes strong issue with the positivist thesis of G.P. Browne that 
the federal principle was not imposed on the B.N.A Act by Lord Watson but 
derived £tom it, and his further assertion that judges, like Themis, dispense 
justice free Eom extraneous ideological or political considerations. According 
to Browne, Canadian constitutional law c m o t  be interpreted in the light of 
either "policy or history" The Liquihtors and Local Prohibition cases, I 
contend, cannot be explained without recourse to both.1° 

Undeniably, Sir Montague Smith md Lord Watson had deveioped their own distinct legal 

and political philosophy about the meaning of the BNA Act and the rote of the court. This 

review of the senes of decisions culminating with the Local Prohibition case re-visits the 

debate about whether the shape and substance of lawmaking in British North America in 

the iate nineteenth century was controifed by the personal, political thoughts of the JCPC 

rather than by the basic rules of constitutionai law. 

One of the basic elements or mechanisms of legal reasoning utilized by the judiciary 

was the legai concept of stare decisis. This concept embodies the notion of judiciai 

subse~ence to prior decisions or precedents. The notion is that judges are bound by and 

defer to precedents, thereby restncting their domain to law rather than poiitics." 

Interestingly, the JCPC did not consider itself technically bound by precedents. Moreover, 

judicial review of federalism was a novel matter for the British courts. Hence, none of the 

cases in the late nineteenth century were or could be decided by reference to previous 

examples. The sheer complexity and confusion in the structure and wording of the division 

of powers certainiy suggests that there was a great amount ofdiscretionary space in 

'O Murray Greenwmd, "Lord Watson, Mtutional Self-Interest, and the Decenuabation of Canadian 
Federalisrn in the 1 SgOs," M C  Law Review, (1 974), p. 245. 
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defining the concept of federalism in Canada, especially in the early years. AU of these 

factors suggest that the cases were ultimately resolved by reference to values and choices 

of a politicai nature. 

in the formative years of judicial review, the JCPC appeared to follow a legalistic 

method of interpreting the constitution. While some jurists were unanimous in denouncing 

the provincial bias of the Judicial Cornmittee's federalism decisions, they were far Eom any 

agreement on a diagnosis ofthe problem or a prescription for an acceptable Canadian 

jurisprudence. One school of thought criticized the JCPC for being too doctrinal and Literai 

in its interpretation of the British North Amerka Act, and thereby failing to make it a 

constitution that corresponded to the changing times. The other principal group of critics 

accused the Judicial Committee of not following the clear centralist bias of the text closely 

e n o ~ ~ h . ' ~  Opinions of the JCPC's performance in federal-provincial relations have been 

given extensive coverage by Alan Cairns in his article entitled- 'The Iudiciai Committee 

and Its' Critics," 

In response to Cairns' article, Frederick Vaughan neatly encapsulated the relevant 

points made by the major critics regarding the politics of the judiciary. His synopsis not so 

much counters Cairns' piece, but is a logical extension of it. For the purposes of this thesis, 

it is crucial to highlight sorne of the main arguments put forward by these constitutional 

experts since they b ~ g  up issues surrounding judicial lawmaking and judicial politics. 

G.P.Browne' s me JudiciuZ Cornmittee and the British North Ame&a Act seeks to defend 

the Iudicial Committee7s understanding of the BNA Act, 1867. Brome believed that 

"~lan C. Ca- T h e  Iudicial Cornmittee and kj Critics," in Ganh Stevenson, ed, Federoism in 
Canada (Toronto: McCIeUand 62 Stewart fnc., 1989), pp. 8 1- 14 1. 



judges in their pursuit for the intent of Parliament must at times ccresort to extrinsic aid~."'~ 

However, the use of extrinsic aids did not extend to the hiaory of the Act. The intention of 

the legislature could not, Browne insists, be gathered fiom the debates that took place in 

the legislature. The words of the BNA Act were the only legitimate means of achieving 

access to Parliament's intent. 

Mark MacGuigan7s andysis of the ICPC and SCC snikes at the very core of the 

tension between legal forrnalism and policy-making, with policy being described as what 

one's notion of Canadian federaiism entailed. MacGuigan felt that ''the Law Lords indulged 

in extensive judicial legislation, and that the source of their legislative wisdom was not the 

clamour of the colonial populace, nor even their own observation of the actuai exigencies 

of the society, but rather an abstract and pre-existing concept of federalism."14 

It is MacGuigan7s point connecting the Iaw lords' penchant to judicially legislate 

with their goal of pronouncing distinctly the true definition of federalism that strikes at the 

heart of what the judiciary was accomplishing in t e m  of making public policy rather than 

strictly adhering to the black letter of the law . The most significant cases in the early 

penod were Russell v. ?ne ~ u e e n ' ~ ,  which upheld federal regdation of the Iiquor traffic 

under the general power, and Hodge v. The oueenX6, in which provincial liquor legislation 

13 Frederick Vaughan, "Critics of the Judicid Cornmittee: The New Orthcxioxy and An Alternative 
E'cplanation.," in John Sayweil and George Vegh, eds., Making the Law: The Courts and the Constitution 
(Toronto: Copp Clark Pitm=in Ltd, 1991), p. 164. 
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not essentially different fiom the federal legislation approved in the Russell case was 

upheld. MacGuigan States that: 

Over the years the Privy Council established many doctrines to help them 
interpret the constitution. But these doctrines were mereiy the implements of 
the lawyers' craft; they were the tools by which the Law Lords rationalized 
their conclusions, but they were not the instruments for reaching the 
conciusions. In essence what the Privy Council had to decide was what 
meaning and purpose to assign to the whole Act and what meaning and 
purpose to ascnbe to the relevant parts of sections 91 and 92; neither of these 
tasks is at bottom predetermined by Iogic or precedent. The ultimate decision 
had to be a value judgrnent, or, if you prefer, a policy decision." 

MacGuigan fhds fadt with the JCPC "net on the score of judicial legislation, nor even 

primarily on the score of favouritkm towards the provinces. Their failure was not that they 

legislated, nor even so much what they legislated, but rather how they legi~lated."'~ In 

other words? the JCPC7s m&s operandi was to look at the BNA Act in a formal way and 

interpret it literally when all dong they were makhg policy. 

Like MacGuigan, Cairns suggests the judges assumed a public policy function. 

Caïms ernbraces this role in a positive manner, stating that all judges of final appellate 

courts must rise above the terms of the BNA Act and assume "a candid poticy role."lg 

Cairns approves of policy-making judges; judgeç who were not bound by the intention of 

acts of parliament or by the language of constitutional statutes. He admires the cccreative 

statesmanship" of the Judicial ~ o m m i t t e e . ~ ~  Accordmg to Cainis, the law lords' most basic 

response to the O biigation to exercise discretionary power '%vas silence, supplemented by 

17 MacGuigan, "The Pnvy Council and the Supreme Court," p. 156. 
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isolated statements of principle dealing with the federal ~~s tern .""~~  The active policy role of 

the Judicial Cornmittee was required, Caims insists, because the BNA Act ' kas  not subject 

to easy formal change by the amending process.'"~ 

Cairns informs us t hat despite the jurisprudential restraints under which members of 

the Judicid Cornmittee laboure& they still were able to obtain results. Conversely, the law 

lords remained captives of these restraints in the language of their explanations. The 

ludicial Cornmittee, Caims explains, "partially escaped fiom this dilemma by occasionally 

giving overt recognition to the need for a more flexible, pragmatic approach, and by 

covertly masking its actual policy choices behind the obfuscating language and precedents 

of statutory interpretarion.''z Cairns' position is that the Judicial Committee affected the 

institutional structure of the federation in vimiai defiance of the explicit te= of the BNA 

Act. The JCPC achieved this, Cairns aEnns, by taking into account the extraneous 

evidence provided by the ""social realities" of Canada. The main sociological reality was the 

Yederal character" of Canadian society. He subscribed to the proposition that the 

federalism of 1867 was too centralist for the underiying regionaikm of the country.24 

Reflecting on Peter Russell's general sunrey of the JCPC, he daims that "the words 

alone would not yield answers to the constitutional questions that had to be decided." 

Russell "gives the clear impression that the justices of the early Supreme Court of Canada 

tumed not to legal history but to political history, particularly to their understanding of the 

"Ibid-. p. 169. 

=lbid-, p. 169. 
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intentions of the Fathers of ~onfederation."~ Moreover, he claims that what rnotivated the 

law lords was their own view of  federalisrn- 'Their cornmitment to classical federalism," 

says Russell, "as a fundamental principle of the Canadian constitution underlies m s t  of 

their opinions and occasionally breaks through their tegalistic prose.7726 Russell concerns 

himself with demonstrating the adequacy of the Judicial Comrnittee's philosophy of law. 

In Vaughan's opinion, what is obvious from the transcripts of proceedings before 

the Judicial Committee in Russell and Local Prohibition is that "the law lords viewed their 

function as essentially political, and not as j ~ d i c i a l . ' ~ ~ ~  Vaughan says that '?he law lords 

were required to go beyond the plain words" of the BNA ~ c t , ~ '  and cautions that we 

"must not be misled into thinking that the Judicial Conmittee was adopting a narrow 

legalistic approach simpty because its judgments were expressed in narrow legai tems."lg 

According to Vaughan, Lord Watson ?vent so far at one point in Local Prohibition to Say 

that the Judicial Cornmittee did not give judicid opinions. There was a clear disposition on 

the part of all members of the board to side with the provinces against the claims of the 

federal ~arl iament . '~~ The written judgments in both Russe12 and Local Prohibition 

ccdisclosed that almost all the law lords viewed the federaf dominance as to be resisted as 

essentially a threat to viable provinces ... What the JCPC attempted to do was to identfi 

"~bid- ,  p. 173; Russell et aL, Leading Constitutionol Decisions, p. 16. 

"ibid., p. 173. 
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areas of provincial power and place them beyond the easy reach of the federal 

~arliament.'~' Vaughan states that the JCPC, 

emerge as intent on g-g effect to a conception offederalism which was 
clearly counter to that contained in the BNA Act. This is why they viewed the 
tùnction of the ludicial C o d t t e e  as political: their function was to correct the 
deficiencies of the BNA Act. They viewed their fiinction, therefore, as primarily 
legislative- to make up for or to correct the mistakes of the legislature. What 
started as a reasonable judicid proposition- to determine the scope of 
Dominion and provincial powers- became a political mission.32 

HaWig briey summarized the prevailing explmations as to the course taken by the 

judiciary, the literature review highlights the manner in which the JCPC and the SCC 

interpreted the terms of our fundamental constitutional document. There is a consistent 

disposition throughout the literature on the subject to assume that the Judicial Cornmittee 

was performing not only a judicial f ~ n c t i o n . ~ ~  It is my contention that the JCPC viewed its 

role as part of the political or legislative function, in addition to their fomal duties? 

According to Vaughan, acting as a branch of the legislative process, the Judicial 

Cornmittee corrected the mininderstandings of the lmperial Parliament and the Canadian 

fiamers in 1867. Moreover, 

what the Judicial Cornmittee did was to loosen the terms of the BNA Act so as 
to accord a greater degree of autonomy to the provinces and thereby to make 
the Canadian system of govermnent a more authentic federal system. In a 
certain sense, the Judicial Comminee of the Privy Council restored a large 
measure of the self-government which the provinces had enjoyed before 
confederation, while at the same tirne preseming the integrity of the federal 

34 Cc pp. 4748. See MacGuiganTs points regarding the role of the JCPC in constniing the wor& of the 
BNA Act. 



govemment and Parliament. In so doing the Judicial CoIlllTLittee becarne in fact 
the real fathers of Canadian confederation? 

In Vaughan's opinion, 

the precise nature of federalisrn was not a problem for the law lords. They were 
not attempting to enter into or resolve a theoretical problem over the nature of 
federalism. The thrust of the discussions before the board and in the judgment 
of the Judicial Committee was towards hding some measure of exclusive 
legislative authority for the provinces. They cared Little about whether 
observers called it 'classicd federaiism' or not. Their chief or dominant concern 
was to enunciate the b a i s  for provincial legislative au tho~i ty -~~  

It is here that 1 disagree with Vaughan. For all his valid points concerning the political role 

of the judiciary in its vision of the BNA Act, Vaughan inappropriately attacks the JCPC for 

apparentiy siding with the provincialists. In rny view, the JCPC was not coqhg  up to the 

provincial premiers. Rather, it was s p e b g  out the proper boundaries to be used by the 

dominion government and the provinces withui the confhes of federalism, an exercise that 

was nonetheless politically significant. 

The Judicial Reasoning of the SCC and the JCPC 

Our focus now turns to a direct and detailed legal analysis ofthe judicial reasoning 

in the SCC and JCPC. The cases examined centre on the status of the provincial 

governments in relation to Ottawa with respect to the distribution of executive and 

legislative powers under the BNA Act, 1867. The judges in the Supreme Court and Judicial 

Cornmittee were active players for the fights that ensued, charged with authoritatively 

resolving the difficult issues arising f?om the Canadian constitution. 

" ~rederick Vaughan, "Reply", in John Sayweil and George Vegà Making the Law: The Courts and rhe 
Constitution (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitrnan Ltd, 19911, p. 199. 



As we have seen, the points of departure between provincialists and centralists were 

numerous. Confrontations rnainly pivoted around the peace, order and good govement 

clause, the federal trade and commerce power, the provinces' property and civil rights, 

sections 92(8) and 92(9), and section 92(16)- "Generdy afl matters of a merely local or 

private Nature in the Province." One of the kst constitutional encounters, in the late 

1 870s' between Mowat and Macdonald centred around the distribution and regulation of 

liquor, a highly contentious matter in this period. The cases on this issue will be the focus 

of the Iegal anaiysis in this chapter. 

Severn v. The Queen vaulted the Supreme Court of Canada into the constitutional 

brawl regarding the List of powers in the British North America Act. The Ontario legislature 

introduced "An Act to amend and consolidate the law for the sale of ferrnented or 

spintuous liquors." This law required John Severn, a brewer licensed by the Governrnent of 

Canada, to obtain a license to seli his manufactured Iiquor in the province. The Supreme 

Court held, by a 4-2 decision, that the provincial act was not within Ontario's legislative 

capacity. Moreover, the province's power to tax and regulate the trade of a brewer, in this 

case, feil under the regulation of trade and commerce reserved for the dominion 

govement. In the arguments presented by both legal counsel, the question arose as to 

whether the act imposed upon brewers was a direct or indirect tax. OLiver Mowat, the 

Attorney-General for Ontario, provided his reasoning in defence of the act. He argued 

before the Supreme Court that: 

The requirement of the License is neither obnoxious as being an indirect mode 
of taxation, nor as being repugnant to the junsdiction of the Dominion in the 
regulation of trade and commerce. The tax here is direct upon the person, and 
not upon the comrnodi ty... The taxing power is also cornmensurate with, and 



essential to, the existence of the Govemment, and this mode of its exercise is 
not excltided fiom Provincial j~risdiction.~' 

Adam Crooks sirpplemented Mowat's legal opinion by neatly sumarizhg the provuicialist 

concept of federalism withui the new Dominion. '%y the PNA] Act," he said, "w-e are 

given a constitution similar to the English constitution. In each Province aplemrm 

Nnperium was constihfted and not a subordhate authority, or one with oniy such powers as 

were specificdy confemed. Once jurisdiction is given over a subject matter, the power is 

absol~te.'"~ In detemiining whether the province acted beyond its powers, Crooks asserted 

that, 

The aim of the Statute ... was not to interfere with the general jurisdiction of the 
Dominion Govemment. It is not an absolute prohibition for sale generdy, but 
only a charge when sold for consumption withui the Province of 
Ontario ... Licenses of any description c m o t  be Limited by any power held by 
the Dominion Govemment. There rnay be here, as in the United States, two 
powers that may tax the same subject.lg 

A ciose look at the reasoning provided by the Supreme Court, in Severn v. nte Queen, will 

illustrate the tension between judicial formalism and judicial policy-making. 

Sir William Buell Richards, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, ruled against 

the Ontario legislation. In his written judgment, Richards bnefiy summarized the purpose 

'Yor federally uniting the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and 

forming the Dominion of canada.'* Accordhg to the Chiâ  Justice, '%y far the larger 

portion of ..ordinary revenue was raised by indirect taxes. [This] seems to indicate that the 



&ers of the British North America Act considered this so important a power that it was 

not intended to Uitnist it to the Local ~egislatures.'~' Richards also declared that: 

The anomaly of aiiowing the Local Legislatures to compel a manufacturer to 
take out a Iicense fiom the Local Government to se11 an article which has 
already paid a heavy excise duty to the Dominion Government, and f i e r  he has 
paid for and obtained a License eoom the Dominion Govemment to do the very 
sarne thing, is obvious to every one. It is not doubted that the Dominion 
Legislature had a nght to lay on this excise tax and to gan t  this license, and the 
act of the Local Legislature forbids and punishes the brewer for doing that 
which the Dominion Statute permits and allows. Here surely is whut seems a 
direct confiict and interference with the act of the Dominion Legislature, and 
such a conflict as the fiamers of the British North America Act never 
contemplated or i~~tended.'~ 

Ian BushneU says that cRichchards was well aware of the political nature of the decision 

making in which he was engaged and the need to rationalize the decisions of the court with 

the social ~ontext?~ 

In fact, the Chief Justice acknowledged implicit judicial law-making. Tension did 

exist with the proper b c t i o n  of the judiciary in simply applying the law in these 

circumstances. Richards admitted: 

It may be that I do not take a sufficiently technical view of the matter, that I 
look too much to the surrounding circwistances and the legislation which 1 
consider applicable to the subject, and that my mind is too much intluenced by 
those circumstances. But I consider the question to be decided is of the very 
greatest importance to the weli working of the system of Government under 
which we now live. 1 consider the power now claimed to interfere with the 
paramount authority of the Dominion Parliament in matters of trade and 
taxation and indirect taxation, so pregnant with evil, and so contrary to what 
appears to me to be the manifest intention of the fiamers of the British North 

'' Ian Bushnell TAe Captive Court: A Srudy o/rhe Supreme Court ofCanada (Monireal & Kingston: 
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A m e d  Act, that L cannot corne to the conclusion that it is conferred by the 
language cited as giWig that power.u 

Nevertheless, in a dissenthg opinion, Iudge Ritchie felt that the Ontario government had 

the authority to require brewers to obtain a lieense under section 92(9) of the BNA Act. 

Ritchie proclaims that 3he power given under sub-section 9 should be construed as 

intended to furnish the Local Legislature with the means of raising a substantial revenue for 

provincial purposes fkorn alI such licenses ... either by provincial or municipal a u t h ~ r i t ~ . ' ~ ~  

Ritchie's judicial views promoted the autonomy of the provinces within the 

structure of federalism, This Ontario act was vital to the collection of revenue and Ritchie 

was aware of its sigdïcance. In his opinion, "so fa r... as the raising of a revenue for 

provincial, municipal and local purposes is concemed, the British North America 

Act ...gi ves to the Local Legislanires not an inconsistent but a concurrent power of taxation, 

and 1 fail to see any necessary c ~ n f E c t . ' ~  

Justice Strong, who aiso dissented, clearly wamed his judicial peers that when 

placing their construction of the BNA Act, ' k e  are to bear in mind 'that it does not belong 

to C o u s  of Justice to interpolate constitutional restrictions; their duty being to apply the 

law, not to make it."A7 However, during the course of his wrïtten decision, Strong inserts 

his version of how to read the BNA Act by placing great weight on the province's section 

92(9) power. 

" &vem v. The Queen, p. 95. 
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It seems that the Supreme Court judges were in a lawmaking position with regard 

to this matter when assessing the constmitionality of this particdar law. The w~rds-~'and 

other LicensesYy- in section 92(9) were decisive in the determination of whether to gant 

jurisdiction to the Ontario legislature. Justice Foumier put it dùs way: 

What subjects would be susceptible of taxation by the mode of licenses, and . 

what subjects would be exempt f?om such taxation? The line of division is no 
doubt somewhat ditFcult to be drawn, in consequence of a vagueness and want 
of precision in drafting the paragraph in which these expressions are to be 
found; but the Domhion, no more than the Provinces, can increase its 
jurisdiction by its own legislation; and we muçt therefore, notwithstanding the 
delicacy of the task, have recouse to a judicial interpretation in order to know 
the Lunits of both powers.48 

Fournier conceded that 'Vie power to tax [was] no doubt necessq- to the existence of the 

Local Govermentg but it [was] lllnited and proportioned to the extent of their 

jurisdiction ... This new tax ... came certainiy in conflict with the power of the Federal 

Government to regdate trade and commerce, and to impose indirect taxes."@ Contrary to 

what Justices Ritchie and Strong mentioq Fournier claims that "[wJith the exception of 

agriculture and immigration, there is no subject-matter over which there can exist 

concurrent powers of legislation; and even then, should there be contlict, the authon@ of 

the Parliament of ~ Q T I &  is ~ u ~ r e r n e . ~ ~ ~ ~  

City of Frede~crm v. The Queens' is another example of the Supreme Court of 

Canada plunging into the domain of law-making. Thomas Barker requested to have a 

"'lbid. p. 1 i7. 

"~bid, pp. 123-124. 
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license to se11 liquor i? his hoteL The city, by virtue of the Canada Temperance Act, 

rejected bis application. M e r  the Supreme Court of New Brunswick held the Canada 

Temperance Act to be ultra Wes of the Parliament of Canada, the mayor of Fredericton 

appealed to the SCC. 

The lawyer for the appellants, Mr. Lash, submitted to the Court that ?&en the 

powers specifïcally confêrred upon the Dominion Parliament clash with the powers of the 

Provincial Legistatures, the latter must give ~ a ~ . ' " ~  He introduces to the Court the reasons 

why the provinces have no jurisdiction in the regulation of s e h g  liquor despite conceding 

the fact that the provinces have the power to issue li~enses.'~ Moreover, Lash stresses the 

point that it was the Dominion's intention to curb instances of dninken behaviour. In 

justi*g the validity of the Canada Temperance Act, Lash said: 

In addition to the regulation of trade and commerce, 1 will dso contend that 
under the 27 sub-section of sec. 91, relating to the criminal law, the Dominion 
Pariiament had power to pass this Act. The power to legislate upon the 
Criminal Law includes the right to declare Acts ... ifPafiament thinks that the 
public good requires it. Dmnkemess is a fniitful source of d l  kinds of crime. In 
legislating to promote temperance, Parliament is, in an eminent degree, dealing 
with the criminal iaw. It is not obliged to wait tili liquor has been sold and then 
drunk tiu intoxication has ensued and crime has been cornmitted, before dealùlg 
with the subject. It has the right to legislate and attack the cause..Drinking 
Liquor was not per se a criminal offence, but this law was against the sale, not 
against the drinking of ~ i ~ u o r . ~ ~  

"~bid.,  p. 508. 
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The arguments in favour of the Canada Temperance Act centred around the notion that 

whenever there was conflict stemming firom the BNA Act, the local interest had to yield to 

the ccconcluding words of section 9 1 .'"' 

The Supreme Court validated the Canada Temperance Act by a 4-1 majority. Chief 

Justice Ritchie, in making S. 91(2) paramount, said that "'ifthe Dominion Parliament 

legislates strictly within the powers conferred in relation to matters over which the British 

North Amenca Act gives it exclusive legislative control, we have no right to enquire what 

motive induced Parliament to exercise its powers.''56 Another rnember of the majority, 

Gwynne, put fonvard a constitutional doctrine that favoured a strong Dominion. By 

presenting a brief account of Codederation and the general objectives of the BNA Act, 

Gwynne States that the Dominion was to be "a quasi Imperia1 Sovereign Power," with 

legislative and executive powers "as absolute sovereign, and p l e n q  as consistently with its 

being a dependency of the British Crown as it could be, in aiI matters whatsoever, save 

only in respect of matters of a purely municipal, local or private character- matters 

relating ... to the family Life...ofcertain subordinate divisions termed provinces."57 

In Citizens Imrance Company v. Parsons7 the conflict centred on an 1876 Ontario 

act conceming fire insurance policies that stipulated a series of standard conditions. 

Parsons initiated a clairn against two fire insurance policies to recover compensation for 

losses caused by a fire in his hardware store. The core issue was whether or not the Ontario 



statute was within the province's constitutional reach. Although this controversy was a 

private one, Oliver Mowat and Dalton McCarthy took part in this constitutional debate by 

putting forth legal arguments for their respective positions. 

The Supreme Court of Canada, by a four to two majority, upheld the Ontario 

legislation. Chief Justice Ritchie, one of the judges in the majonty, placed a limitation on 

the federai governmenty s power to regulate trade and commerce: 

I think the power of the Dominion parliament to regulate trade and commerce 
ought not to be held to be necessarily inconsistent with those of the local 
legislatures to reguiate property and civil nghts in respect to aU matters of a 
merely local and private nature, such as rnatters comected with the enjoyment 
and preservation of property in the province, or matters of contract between 
parties in relation to their property or dealings, aithough the exercise by the 
local legislatures of such powers may be said remotely to affect matters 
comected with trade and cornmerce.,. - 58 

Ritchie views the Ontario act in question as dealing with the contract of f i e  insurance, and 

not under the scope of S. 91(2). 

Ritchie throws iight on the type of relationship that is to exist witbin the framework 

of Canadian federaiisrn. He cCafnrms with confidence that the BNA Act recognizes in the 

Dominion constitution and in the provincial constitutions a legislative sovereignty . . .as 

independent and as exclusive in the one as in the other over the matters respectively 

confided to them." Also, "the power of each must be equaiiy respected by the other, or 

ultra vires legislation will necessarily be  the res~lt."'~ This vision of federalism is the very 

picture of Mowat's own constitutional portrait regarding the federal-provincial structure. A 

sharp contrast is evident in GwyMeys dissenting opinion. 

58 The CitÏzens Insurance Co. v. Parsons [ 18801 4 S .CIL 243. 
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Gwynne confidently asserts that this brand of contracthg falls within the domain of 

trade and commerce. He fiirther declares that in no way can the provinces encroach upon 

areas that relate to the S. 91(2) power- in this case, the business of f i e  insurance being 

deemed a trade. By evoking the mernories of the founders of Codederation Eom the 

1 8 6 0 ~ ~  Gwynne provides his concept of Canadian federalism: 

Within this Dominion the nght of exercise of National Sovereignty is vested 
solely in Her Majesty, the Supreme Sovereign Head of the State, and in the 
Parliament of which Her Majesty is an integral part; these powen are, within 
this Dominion, the sole administrators and guardians of the Comity of Nations. 
To prevent aU possibility of the local legislatues creating any ditficulties 
embarrassing to the Dominion Govemment, by presuming to interfere in any 
matter afEecting trade and commerce, and by so doing violating, it might be, the 
Co* of Nations, all matters coming within those subjects are placed under 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Dominion parliament. 

[Tlhat the Act in question does usurp the jurisdiction of the Dominion 
parliament, 1 must Say 1 entertain no doubt. The logical resuit of a contrary 
decision would a o r d  just grounds to despair of the stability of the Dominion- 
The object of the B.N.A. Ac? was to lay in the Dominion Constitution the 
foundations of a nation, and not to give to provinces carved out of, and 
subordinated to, the Dominion, anything of the nature of a national or quasi 
national existence? 

Throughout this period, Gwynne expressed the most sympathy to the federal government 

and a great understanding of the Macdonaldian constitution. 

It is in the Parsons case that the Judicial Committee of the Pnvy Council makes its 

foray into Canada's constitutional, legal and political landscape. The JCPC provide a 

format to determine how the distribution of legislative powers between the federal and 

provincial govemments are to be ailocated. M e r  looking at sections 91 and 92, Sir 



Montague Smith makes this observation regarding the potential for co f i c t  over legislative 

authority: 

... it must have been foreseen that this sharp ad definite distinction had not 
been and could not be attained, and that some of the classes of subjects 
assigned to the provincial legislatures unavoidably ran into and were embraced 
by some of the enumerated classes of subjects in sect. 9 1. 

Notwithstanding this endeavour to give pre-eminence to the dominion 
parliament in cases of a conflict of powers, it is obvious that in some cases 
where this apparent cordict exists, the legislature could not have intended that 
the powers exclusively assigned to the provincial legislature should be absorbed 
in those gîven to the dominion parliament.61 

The Judicial Committee suggest that the general power of the Dominion parfiament does 

not in every particular case ovemde the local powers of the provinces wbenever it is 

ditFcult to distinguish a section 9 1 or section 92 power. 

In trying to avoid possible overlapping ofjunsdicîion, the Judicial Committee 

attempt to bring clarity to the messy constitutionai situation. In the course of their 

lordships' judgment, the JCPC seem to acknowledge that their judicial fiinction goes 

beyond the scope of simply applying constitutional principles to the act in question: 

In these cases it is the duty of the Courts, however diEicult it may be, to 
ascertain in what degree, and to what extent, authority to deal with rnatters 
falling within these classes of subjects exists in each legisl ature, and to d e h e  in 
the parùcular case before them the Limits of their respective powers. It could 
not have been the intention that a conflict should exist; and, in order to prevent 
such a result, the two sections must be read together, and the language of one 
interpreted, and, where necessaxy, rnodified, by that of the other. In this way it 
may, in most cases, be found possible to arrive at a reasonable and practical 
construction of the language of the sections, so as to reconcile the respective 
powers they contain, and give effect to aii of them. In performïng this di£Ecult 
duty, it will be a wise course for those on whom it is throwq to decide each 
case which arises as best they can, without entering more largely upon an 

61 Ci fizens Insurance Company v. Parsons 118811 7 AC, 106. 



interpretation of the statute than is necessary for the decision of the particular 
question in band!' 

The JCPC make it clear that it is up to the courts to detemine the breadth of the legislative 

powers bestowed upon the two levels of govemment. The test that the Judicial Cornmittee 

formulates seems to give them a wide amount of discretion to ascertain which level of 

government has the right to enact legislation. 

The Iaw tords draw up a blueprint to assess whether an act can be administered by 

the provincial legislature or the Dominion. The first question is whether the Act f d s  withui 

any of the classes of subjects enumerated in section 92, and assigned exclusively to the 

legislatures of the provinces; second, whether, assuming the provincial act relates to one of 

the headings under section 92, its enactments and provisions corne within any of the classes 

of subjects enumerated in section 91. In answering these questions, the JCPC vaiidated 

Ontario's fire insurance legislation and limited the extent to which the federal govenunent 

could argue on behalf of section 91(2). Their lordships state: 

The words "regulation of trade and commerce," in their unlimited sense are 
suficiently wide, if uncontroUed by the context and other parts of the Act, to 
include every regulation of trade ranging fiom political arrangements in regard 
to trade with foreign governrnents, requiring the sanction of parliament, down 
to minute niles for regulating particular trades. But a consideration of the Act 
shows that the words were not used in this unlimited sense ... Their Lordships 
abstain on the present occasion fi-om any attempt to defke the limits of the 
authority of the dominion parliament ...ut s] authority to legislate for the 
regulation of trade and commerce does not comprehend the power to regulate 
by legislation the contracts of a particular business or trade, such as the 
business of fire insurance in a single province, and therefore that its legislative 
authority does not in the present case contlict or compete with the power over 
property and civil nghts assigned to the legislature of Ontario by No. 13 of 
sect. 9 P 3  



By virtue of this decision, the JCPC begin to slowly whittle away the strength of the trade 

and commerce power and elevate the provinces' constitutional rank siniilar to that of the 

Dominion. Moreover, having very littie precedent avdable in the area of Canadian 

federalism, the JCPC take on this full discretionq power to decide on matters of law and 

policy and bring forward their views of how the federal state should be stnictured. 

In Russell, which was regarded as an appeal of Fredericton, a private individual 

brought a case agauist Russell under the Canada Temperance Act. Russell was a tavern 

owner who was thought to be seiiing liquor in violation of the tems set up by the Act. In 

the Judicial Cornmittee of the Pnvy Council, Sir Montague Smith said that 'khat 

Parliament is dealing with in legislation of this land is not a matter in relation to property 

and its rights, but one relating to public order and safeS...Upon the sarne considerations, 

the Act in question cannot be regarded as legislation in relation to civil rights.'& 

With regard to interpreting the Canada Temperance Act the JudiciaI Cornmittee 

characterized the legislation in this way: 

Laws of this nature designeci for the promotion of public order, safety, or 
mords, and which subject those who contravene thern to criminal procedure 
and punishment, belong to the subject of public wrongs rather than to that of 
civil nghts. They are of a nature which f d  within the general authority of 
Parliament to make laws for the order and good government of Canada, and 
have direct relation to criminal law, which is one of the enumerated classes of 
subjects assigned exclusively to the Parliament of canada? 

The law lords stated the purpose of the 1878 act. According to the JCPC, "the object and 

scope of the legislation are to promote temperance by means of a unifom law throughout 

64 Russell v. The Queen (1882), 7 AC, p. 155. 
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the ~ o m i n i o n . ' ~  Their interpretation of the Act is contrary to the opinion put forward by 

Chief Justice Allen of the New Brunswick Supreme Court, who dehed the act in a more 

provincialist way in Barker v. City of Fredericton 

The Iudicial Cornmittee found that the Canada Temperance Act did not fa 

p r i m d y  within any of the sub-sections under S. 92 of the BNA Act. It is interesthg to 

note the fact that, under the test set up in Parsons, the JCPC discontïnued any hrther 

analysis regarding the provisions in section 91. Their unwillingness to look into whether or 

not the Canada Temperance Act could be placed within one of the sub-sections in S. 91 is 

curious. They seem to defer to the Supreme Court's decision %ho held that the Act, as a 

general regulation of the t r a c  in intoxicating liquors throughout the Dominion, feil within 

737 67 the class of subject, 'the regulation of trade and commerce . 

Hodge v. 7he Queen involved a challenge to Ontario's Crooks Act which 

transferred the powers over liquor licensing fkom the municipalities to newly created 

Boardsof License commissioners, appointed and contro1led by the provincial govemment. 

In addition, the Crooks Act added powers to enable the boards to E t  the numbers of 

licences. Hodge, a tavem-keeper, was charged with pennitting billiards to be played in his 

tavem, contrary to the regulations made by the licence commissioners for Toronto. Hodge 

challenged the Act on two grounds: first, it confiïcted with the Dominion power over trade 

and commerce; and second, the provincial legislature could not delegate law-making 

powers to the Boards of Cornmissioners. 



The Ontario Court of Appeal dismissed these grounds and the Dominion 

government appealed arguing that Russell gave it extensive control over liquor. Sir Barnes 

Peacock wrote the judgment for the JCPC. in Eaming a response to the question of 

whether the 1877 Liquor License Act was ultra Wes the Ontario legi~lature~ the law lords 

find it expedient to dispeli any tension between legai fonnalism and law-making that might 

cloud the judic iq  They point out that: 

Their Lordships do not think it necessary in the present case to Iay down any 
general rule or niles for the construction of the British North America Act. 
They are impressed with the justice of an observation by Hagarty, C.J., "that in 
ail these questions of ultra vires it is the wisest course not to widen the 
discussion by considerations not necessarily involved in the decision of the 
point in controversy." niey do not forget [what the] previous decision on this 
same statute (Parsons) their Lordships recommended.. . 68 

The JCPC seemed to acknowledge that the dilemma they were faced with was the issue of 

constraining themselves to points of law without entering into a more philosophical, 

political and policy-oriented debate. The precautions they took nom the beginning were 

imperative to avoid the risk of being tagged as showing favourïtisrn towards one level of 

government at the expense of another. The Iudicial Conmittee aimed to be free of any 

perceived bias and thus to portray thernselves as a mode1 of judiciai irnpartiality. 

The Iudicial Cornmittee in Hodge did not accept the argument that this particula. 

Ontario legislation irifringed upon S. 91(2). They take into consideration the judicial 

reasoning behind Russe Il: 

It appears to their Lordships that Russell v. me Queen, when properly 
understood, is not an authority in support of the appellant's (Hodge's) 
contention, and their Lordships do not intend to Vary or depart from the 
reasons expressed for their judgment in that case. The principle which that case 
and the case of the Cirizens Imrance Company illustrate is, that subjects 

" h d g e  v. me Queen [1883] 9 AC. 195. 



which in one aspect and for one purpose fàii within sect. 92, may in another 
aspect and for another purpose fd within sect. 91 .69 

It was not clear yet as to what direction, ifany, the JCPC were taking in deciding Parsons 

and Russell. Hodge, ho wever, begins to demonstrate a judicid pattern executed by the 

JCPC which would have the provinces on an qua1 footing with the Donrinion government. 

After setting down some niles for interpreting the BNA Act, the law lords view 

Ontario's Liquor License Act as being of a local nature. They go M e r  and Say that: 

... the powers intended to be conferred by the Act in question, when properly 
understood, are to make regdations in the nature of police or municipal 
regdations of a merely local character for the good govemment of tavems, 
&ce, licensed for the sale of lïquors by retail, and such as are caicuiated to 
preserve, in the municipality, peace and public decency, and repress 
drunkemess and disorderly and riotous conduct. As such they cannot be said to 
interfere with the general regdation of trade and commerce which belongs to 
the Dominion Parliament, and do not conflict with the provisions of the Canada 
Temperance Act, which does not appear to have as yet been locally adopted. 
The subjects of legislation in the Ontario Act of 1877, sects. 4 and 5, seem to 
corne within the heads Nos. 8, 15, and 16 of sect. 92 of British North America 
Statute, 1867." 

The JCPC felt that Ontario was acting within its legislative capacity, that they did not 

intnide on the powers of the Dominion govemment. 

Another contention was made that Britain did not grant any authority to the 

provinces to delegate powers to the License Commissioners, and that the provincial 

govemment itself had to exercise t hese powers. In response to this point, the ICPC 

sigdïcantly bolster the status of the provinces within Canadian federalisrn: 

It appears to their Lordships ... that the objection thus raised by the appeiiants is 
founded on an entire misconception of the tme character and position of the 
provincial legislatures. They are in no sense delegates of or acting under any 



mandate Erom the Imperial Parliament. When the British North America Act 
enacted that there should be a Iegislature for Ontario, and that its legislative 
assembly should have exclusive authority to make laws for the Province and for 
provincial purposes in relation to the matters enumerated in sect. 92, it 
conferred powers not in any sense to be exercised by delegation ftom or as 
agents of the Imperid Parliament, but authority as plenary and as ample within 
the limits prescribed by sect. 92 as the Imperid Parliament in the plenitude of 
its power possessed and could bestow. Within these limits of subjects and area 
the local legislahire is supreme, and has the same authority as the hperïal 
Parliament, or the Parliament of  the Dominion, would have had under like 
circurnstances to codide to a municipal institution or body of its own creation 
authonty to make by-laws or resolutions as to subjects specSed in the 
enactment, and with the object of carrying the enactment into operation and 
effect7' 

The pendtirnate statement with respect to the relationship between the provinces and the 

Dominion govenunent is judicially crafted in this case. A decade later, in Liquidafors and 

the Local Prohibition Referme, the JCPC went on to cernent the idea that the true 

principle of federalism involved the provincial governments being equd to the Dominion 

parliament. What was at the outset a constitution that very much favoured the interests of 

the Dominion govemment in the way it was ambiguously worded, becarne a mission of 

sorts for the JCPC to attain constitutional balance, by construing the words of the BNA 

Act so that the provinces could escape their position of relative weakness. The judiciary, 

undoubtedly, was a major force in shaping dominion-provincial relations. 

A review of the early federalism cases demonstrates both the validity of the 

academic commentary made in this chapter and the argument surrounding the tension 

between forrnalism and public policy. Mowat's determined defence of provincial rights was 

effkctively translatai into legal arguments. By using the courts in this fashion he forced the 



judges to make public policy choices and put them at the hart of his political battles with 

the Macdonaid centralists. 

An excerpt fiom the leading English text on the nature of federalism in the late 

nineteenth century, A-V. Dicey's Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution, 

highlights the dominant constitutional creed in England and Canada at the tirne. This is 

Dicey's comment about federalism and legalism: 

Federalism.. .means legalism- the predominance of the judiciary in the 
constitution- the prevalence of a spint of legality among the people. That in a 
codederation like the United States the Courts becorne the pivot on which the 
constitutional arrangements of the countiy tum is obvious. Sovereignty is 
lodged in a body which rarely exerts its authority and has (so to speak) ody a 
potential existence; no legislature throughout the land is more than a 
subordmate law-making body capable in stnctness of enacting nothing but by- 
laws; the powers of the executive are again limited by the constitution; the 
interpreters of the constitution are the judges. The Beach therefore can and 
must determine the Limits to the authority both of the govemment and of the 
legislature; its decision is without appeai; the consequence follows that the 
Bench ofjudges is not ody the guardian but also at a given moment the master 
of the constitutionR 

In applying the provisions of the vanous pieces of legislation in dispute to the BNA Act, 

the JCPC, the highest court in Canada in the nineteenth century, distillai one version of 

what the constitutÏon meant in the country, and the Supreme Court of Canada produced 

another version. By distiîling the principles and rules from the BNA Act, both the SCC and 

the JCPC interpreted the constitution such that they did not restnct themselves to the role 

of simply appiykg the law- As a number of commentators suggest," the JCPC and SCC 

were arguably engaged in judicial law-making in attempting to discern the ' h e  meaningyy 

" AV. Di* fntroducrion to the Stucij of the Law of the Constitution (London: MiiuIacmillan, 1885), pp. 
161-162, in Mackiem et al., Consfirutional Law of Canada (Toronto: Carsweli, 1997), pp. 74-75 

'' Ct, pp. 17-52. The anaiysis given by MacGuigan, Cairns, Russell, and Vaughan 



of the BNA Act. Were they simply applying standard judicial techniques of interpretation 

or were they going m e r ?  The assertion of the ICPC and SCC dipping into the field of 

law-making will be demonstrated in the next chapter. 

In short, this chapter has looked at the judiciary's interpretation ofthe BNA Act in 

relation to the division of powers between the federal and provinciai govemments. The 

next chapter, by way of a case sîudy, is as much about policy impact as about Iaw-making. 

The policy elernents of the federalism cases discussed in chapter 3 have dealt with the 

judiciary7s observations concerning the proper jurïsdictions of the two levels of 

govemment. The policy elements in the 'Rivers and Streams' case are twofold: i) policy 

consideration with respect to statutory interpretations of provincial provincialaws, and ii) the legal 

effect the judicid decisions projected on the constitutional functioning of the BNA Act. 



Chapter 4 

Case Study: The Rivers and Streams Episode 

In the thirty years d e r  Confideration, the provincial nghts movement became one 

of the most prominent issues of Canadian federalism. The focus of this chapter will be on a 

case that was situated at the centre of the provincial rights debate, the Rivers and Streams 

episode. The case Le& an i d e n m g  mark on the relationship between the Dominion 

govemment and the provinces, especially Ontario. The objective of this chapter is to 

illustrate that aithough the Ontario Court of Appeai, Supreme Court of Canada and the 

Judiciai Cornmittee of the Privy C o u d  took a formalistic approach to interpreting the 

British North Amerka Act, 1867, their decision-making in this federalism case was in fact 

very much entaiied with the consideration and making of policy. 

It should be acknowledged at the outset that limitations exist in the selection of this 

case study. The decision which the SCC and JCPC had to make in the Rivers and Streams 

case was not, strictly speaking, a decision about the constitutional division of powers. Nor 

was the case an oppominity for the judiciary to vahdate or invalidate the exercise of the 

federal disallowance power. Effectively, the courts had to decide if a pre-Codederation 

statute favoured the interests of a dam owner who supported the federd Conservatives or 

those of a lumber Company with provincial Liberal ties. Nonetheless, the issue the courts 

had to decide was poiiticdy charged, and pitted the federal and provincial govemments 

against each other. While McLaren v. Caldwell itselfdid not directly entail a constitutional 

issue of legislative authotity, the Rivers and Streams bill, presented in the Ontario 

Legislature, initiated an explosive philosophical debate concernhg provincial autonomy in a 



federal system of government. The use of the disallowance power to hinder the passage of 

the provincial law seemed to demonstrate that the relatively new Dominion had quasi- 

unitary features that were unacceptable to those who believed in a tmer form of federaiism. 

As such the Rivers and Stream case was at the centre of federaVprovincial tensions which 

the couns sought to resolve using the classic techniques of legal formalism. 

For the purposes of this thesis, policy is not regarded as an eitherlor affair. There is 

GO bright line between law and policy. Thus a decision-maker is not doing either one thing 

or the other. Law and policy are best seen as points dong a spectmm, raising the question 

of "more or less", rather than cceither/or". The chapter wiU anempt to idente policy 

involvernent by looking for the apparent impact of policy factors (such as the provincial 

rights crusade) on the SCC7s and JCPC7s decisions.' Furthemore, instances of 

consideration of policy by the SCC and JCPC in the course of their decisions wiU dso be 

examined. This case wilI illustrate the dficult and poiiticaily loaded public policy choices 

facing the judges. Their decisions on policy made an impact in federal-provincial relations 

and blurred the line separating the powers of the executive and judiciary. 

Further, 1 will be seeking to demonstrate the judiciary's policy involvement in both 

negative and positive ways. The negative approach works by implication. For example, 1 

will try to demonstrate this by showing that where the JCPC did not foUow the written law, 

there is a strong suggestion that they impiicitly considered and implemented policy. 

McLaren v. C&eU is a situation where a decision in a non-constitutional legal context 

had indirect non-legai, but profound, constitutional consequences. Since the initial written 

arrangement was unclear, policy rnust have been necessary to supply the gaps. To show 

1 Cf., m. 29-31,37-39, 



policy in a positive way, 1 wii1 point to actual instances of consideration of policy rnatters in 

the decisions, and specific ties between Iudicial Committee decision-making and some of 

the economic, social, and political developments of the the .  Findy, and perhaps the most 

important aspect of policy in relation to judicid decision-making of federalism cases, the 

kind or level of policy 1 will be seeking to iden* is based on general philosophical poiicy 

such as that dealing with general theoretid visions of federalism espoused by the Canadian 

judges and British law lords. The Rivers and Streams case will highlight issues of law and 

policy, and the role of the judiciary settling, in a covert marner, the irreconcilable views of 

federalism held by Macdonald and Mowat. In short, the state of &airs surrounding 

M c h n  v. CaldweZI gave rise to decisions made by the judiciw in a a c t I y  non- 

constitutional legal context. This took place within a larger, explosive political context and 

consequently the decisions had indirect constitutional implications for the dynamics of 

federaVprovincia1 relations. 

The controversy over the power of disallowance was a constant theme çurrounding 

the issues of the Rivers and Streams Act. The notion that the Dominion government of the 

day could render provincial legislation invalid was troublesome to provincialists since they 

saw this federai power as potentialiy endangering the constitutional rights enjoyed by the 

provinces. If the BNA Act was to resemble a constitution containing features of classical 

federalism, then the presence of the disallowance power posed serious problems in securing 

that brand of federalism. As the provincial and federal debates regarding the Rivers and 

Streams Act illustrate, this federal mechanism to strike d o m  provincial masures put to the 

test the true foundations of Canadian federalism- 



The case of Peter McLaren v. Boyd Caldwell and W ~ a m  Caldwell involved 

conflicting rights; property rights and the right to Boat timber by  anyone for the bettement 

of the Ontario economy. However, more was at stake than whether McLaren, who owned 

expansive plots of tirnber land on both sides of the disputed Mississippi (Ontario) river, had 

the right to an injunction against Caldwell. At the centre of this issue was a confiict over 

the essential nature of the British North Amenca (BNA) Act, 1867 and the status of the 

provinces vis-a-vis the central government. The judiciary helped to cl* and put forward 

the meanhg of the constitution that was to eventually prevail; one which elevated the 

provinces to a rank similar to that of the Dominion. The political agendas of both levels of 

government were complernented by the decisions of the Ontario Court of Appeal, the 

Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. What this says 

about the judiciary is that they were achieving more than simply interpreting relevant 

statutes according to set law. The courts were just as involved in the poEcy platfoms and 

constitutional outlook of Canada as were the respective legislators of the Dominion and 

provincial govemment S. 

While the Supreme Court remained the guardian of Macdonald's centralkt 

platforni, the Iudicial Cornrnittee solidified Mowat's reputation as the successful defender 

of provincial iights. The rnost important matter arising out of the case is how the judges 

and law lords came to their respective conclusions in relation to the Rivers and Stream 

Act. Iflaw is ccconceived of as consisting of fixed p ~ c i p l e s  that are there to be discovered 

and applied by judges, with adaptation of the law to the changing circumstances of society 

to be the task of the legislanire," then what we see in this case casts doubt on the idealized 



fûnctioning of the courts.' The ideal of impartial justice under the Rule of Law, '%th a 

minimum of personal imput by a judge"' could not be attained since the judiciary, when 

presenting their decisions, appeared to make poiicy choices and by extension were engaged 

in the creative exercise of law-making. This case, therefore, ments detailed examination 

because it vividly dernonstrates the interaction of law and politics. 

Junsdiction and Public and Private Interests in Riparian Rights 

In the second halfof nineteenth-century Ontario, a contest for power took place 

between the judiciary and the execubve. As Iamie Benidickson puts it: 

Government involvement in regulating the social and economic life of Ontario 
expanded dramaticdy ... LegisIative intervention and bureaucratie initiatives 
both at the departmental level and in the fonn of administrative agencies and 
commissions were increasingiy fiequent and varied in nature. The courts 
experienced severe challenges to their stature as principal institutions for 
resolving legal confiïcts as a consequeme of these developments ... An apparent 
diminution in the authority of the courts occurred as primary responsibility for 
decisionmaking was either rernoved fkom the judicial system ... or conferred 
directiy on other institutions. in either form, the transition reflected an 
iduential perception that the judicial process was iil suited to the 
determination of certain important public issues.4 

This shZk in the way of conducting public policy indicated that the judicial process was 

thought to be ineffectve in the resolution of these kinds of issues.' The case of McLaren 

versus Caldwell proves otherwise as the JCPC acted in a manner that ultimately devalueci 

' 1an Bushnell, The Captive Court: A Sfudy of the Supreme Cmrt ojCanadP (Montreal & Kingston: 
McGiii-Queen's University Press, 1992), p. 57. 

3 Busimeil, A Stucjr of the Supreme Court of Canada, pp. 56-57. 

Jamie Benidickson, "Private Rights and Public Purposes in the Lakes, Rivers, and Streams of Ontario, 
1870-1930," in, David H FIaherty, ed, Essays in the History of Canadian Law, vol. 11 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1983), p. 365 

Benidickson, "Rivate Rights and Public Pu~~ses" ,  p. 365. 



the proper use of the federal disailowance power and augmented the stature of the Ontario 

govemment within the constitutional context of Canada. 

Before embarking upon a critical analysis of the political debates surroundhg 

questions of the right to disallow provincial legislation and the dramatic performance of the 

judiciary in limiting the legislative strength of the Dominion govemment, it is necessary to 

briefly ou the  the legislative and judicial weight given to private rights and public interests 

in the area of rivers, strearns and creeks in 19th century Ontario. According to Jarnie 

Benidickson: 

the competing interests of rivai lumbermen set offnumerous battles about the 
use of provincial watenvays to the extent that two or more operators often 
clairned use of the same waterways to transport or to store logs ... toil charges 
for the use of stream improvements were another source of fiequent disputes, 
and competition in the exploitation of water power sites for saw mills and s m d  
manufacturing also gave rise to legal clashes. [The] institutions prirnady 
responsible for settling conflicts about the use of water resources in the 
nineteenth century were the courts through their application of general 
principles to gradually changing circumstances and  condition^.^ 

In Benidickson's view, the judiciai response "may be examined in relation to an emerging 

tension between property and progress", which masked the importance the de ci si on^ had 

with respect to issues of federd-provincial relations.' I d l  look for sorne explanation 

relating to the collision between the judicial preference as favoured by the Supreme Court 

for the established property interests, and the judiciai, legislative encouragement of 

economic development and progress as enunciated by the Ontario Court of Appeal and the 



Politics of Provincial Rights and the Rivers and Streams Act 

The rivers and streams dispute needs to be appreciated in the context of the 

signidcance of the forest industry in nineteenth century Ontario. Iamie Benidickson points 

out that, 

access to watenvays was important in the transportation of logs to mills and 
markets for the purposes of processing and selling. As early as 1847, lumber 
workers enjoyed the right to use 'dl streams in Upper Canada during the 
Spring, Summer and Autumn Freshets' to float saw logs and ~ i b e r . ~  

An early decision, Boale v. ~ickson '~ ,  determuied that the right "extends only to such 

streams as in their natural state will, without improvements, during f?eshets, permit saw 

logs, timber, etc. to be floated down them."" As a result, the right did not include streams 

capable of floating timber only by virtue of the enhancements of riparian owners, such as 

slides. The re-enactment of the legislation in 1877, as part of the Revised Statutes of 

Ontario, and the l u m b e ~ g  operations of Boyd, Caldwell & Son in 1879-1880 on the 

Mississippi (Ontario) River instigated a new challenge to the 1863 decision. 

The decision in McLaren v. Caldwell can be exarnined in tenns of the Iaw7s relation 

to economic d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  A fiuictionalist perspective, presented by Cari Stychin, is 

informed by the analy sis of nineteenth century Arnencan legal-economic instrumentalkm 

first put forward by WiLlard Hurst. According to Stychin, 'Xmt found that the American 

experience demonstrated a close relationship between Iaw and econornic development": 

S Ibid, p. 368. 

9 Ibid., p. 372. 

' O   ode v. Dickron (1863). 13 Uppr  Canada Common Pleas, 3 3 7. 

" Benidickson, "Private Rights and Pubiic Rirposes", p. 372. 

L'lbid.. pp. 365-375. 



Not the jealous limitation of the power of the state, but the rekase of individual 
creative energy was the dominant value. Where legal regulation or compulsion 
might promote the greater release of individual or group energies, we had no 
hesitancy in making affirmative use of the law.I3 

The Canadian situation dEered in some important respects Eom the Arnencaq especiaUy 

in the relationship between the courts and legislatures. One can view the rivers and streams 

con£lict with respect to the "tension between the evident desire of legislators to promote 

economic development and the reluctance of the judiciary to endorse interference with 

established property i n t e r e sd4  

Jamie Benidickson, in his essay on the subject of the regulation of Ontario nvers 

and streams, looks at the Ontario goverment's involvement in the economic growth of the 

province. He believes that the courts were unwilling to prornote an environment conducive 

to economic development: 

One c m o t  conclude &om McLaren v Caldwell done that the courts either 
favoured or disapproved productive use of resources when that objective 
clashed with property interests. The case is at least an indication that the basis 
for doubt existed and that the legislature could not rely on the judiciary to 
foner provincial economic progress in clashes with property rights." 

13 J. W .  Hursi, Lm and the Conditions o/Freedom in rhe Nineteenth Cenruv (Madison: Universi- of 
Wisconsin Press, 1956) at p. 7, in Car1 Swhin, "The Rivers and Streams Dispute," p. 346.  Morton 
Honvitz tunieci Hurst's thesis around and refined it into an analysis about iaw as an instnunent of 
capitaiism. The Amenmn courts both fàciiitated economic dweIopment and performed an ideological 
firnction; namely judicial f o d s m  which disguiseci the economic biases of decisions under technical 
domine. M, Horwitz, The Transformation of4merican h, 1780-1860 (1977). 

~enidickson, -Private Rights and Public Rirposes,'' p. 368. Benidickson messes the "cautiou approach 
of Canadian courts to interference with property rights, [convasting] with legislative encouragement of 
resource use." He uses two cases, Graham v Burr (1853) and Dickson v Burnham (1868), to highlight the 
judiciary's "respect for established property nghts" and their inabilïty to promote development in the 
lumber industry through judicial decIarations. See pages 368-37 1. 



The analysis of the rivers and streams issue by Jamie Benidickson and Car1 Stychin reflects 

the innuence of &C.B. Risk who applied Hurst's theories to the study of 19th cenhiry 

Ontario courts and concluded that, unlike Wisconsin, Ontario courts were resistant to 

innovation (instrumentalisrn) and overly deferential to British precedents.16 It can be 

argued that innovation did indeed occur, but through legislative initiatives rather than 

cornmon law and that these initiatives tended to facilitate public rather than private 

enterprise, unlike the situation in the United States, which in tum gave rise to clashes 

between public and private interests and a more complex relationship between the courts 

and legislatures. What this literature implies for our focus here is that: 1) Our courts tended 

to be highly formalistic (an approach which might have implicit political significance such 

as the ideologicd functions described by Horwitz); and 2) Legislatures were active in 

creating jurisdiction over spheres of economic development. 

McLaren v. CaMvell is a situation involving the clash between private property 

rights and the interests of the public. With respect to the role of the judiciary in this case, 

the Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial Cornmittee of the Privy Council played a 

greater role than has been attributed to them." According to the facts of this case: 

one of [the] loggers, Peter McLaren, owned extensive timber lands on both 
sides of the Stream. M e r  making it usable by blasting rocks and constructing 
dams and siides, he used it to float his own timber downstream. The other, 
Hugh Caldwell, owned timber lands upstream and attempted to drive his logs 
d o m  the river through the improvements. Mer some squabbling, McLaren 
sought an hjunction against Caldwell. Theû quarrel had serious implications, 

16 RCB. Etisk, The Last Golden Age: Property and the Ailocation of Losses in Ontario in the Ninekenth 
Ceniury" (1977) 27 U-TLJ-  199. 

" Richard Ri& and R o b e ~  C. Vipond, "Rights Talk in Canada in the Late Nineteenth Century: The Gmd 
Sense and Right Feeling of the People," in Law andffisroty Revïew Spring 1996, vol. 14, no, 1, pp- 2-3. 



for timber was a crucial staple in Ontario's economy, and the streams were 
crucial highways for transporthg the logs to mills and markets.'' 

In essence, Caldwell wanted to send his timber down watenvays owned by McLaren, 

"thereby using improvements said to total $ZSO,OOO."'~ McLaren, "a riparian owner with 

substantiai investments in Stream improvements, asserted the absolute and exclusive right 

to the use of the bproved stream] for the purpose of floating or driving saw logs and 

timber down the 

McLaren drafted a clairn to the Court of Chancery on 4 May 1880 requesting that 

Caldwell's industrial practice be halted. An injunction was given on 16 December 1880 by 

Vice-Chancellor Proudfoot on legal reasoahg similar to B d e  v. ~ickson" : 

After carefùliy weighing aiI the evidence A t  seems impossible to escape the 
conviction, at least 1 cannot, that without these artificiai means neither the 
Mississippi, nor Louse, nor Buckshot creek, can be considered floatable, even 
in fieshets or high water? 

While Proudfoot allowed the injunction to proceed, it is intnguing to note that he provided 

technical legal reasoning conceniing an issue that had broad implications in the area of 

individual rights and the public good. His 'bncreative mechanical approach was appealing 

since it appeared both safe and easy", and deflected any suspicion one might have regarding 

the courts taking a keen delight in politics.u 

1 S Risk and Vipond, "Rights Talk in Canada in the Late Nineteenth Century," p. 5. 

l g  Car1 Stychin, "The Eüvers and S t m m s  Dispute: A Challenge to the PublidRivate Distinction in 
Ninetenth-Century Canada," (Toronto: Faculty of L m  Reviey vol. 46, No. 2, 1988)* p. 343. 

Benidickson, "Rivate Rights and Public Purposes," p. 372. 

" Stychin. "The Riven and Streams Dispute," p. 343. 

"Mic~aren v. Caldwell, (16 Decemkr 1880), cited in 1882,8 Supreme Court Reports, p. 450. 

23 Bushneii, A Study ofthe Supreme Courr of Canada, pp. 477478. 



During this tirne, motivated by the quarrel, Mowat's administration examined and 

approved the Rivers and Streams Act which enabled di loggers to use the watenvays, 

irrespective of whether or not these water routes had been improved by the owner. 

Besides, Mowat's legislation set up ""reasonable tolisy' that the riparian owner could coliect 

whenever his improved waterway was put to use by another business interest or individual. 

The federal disallowance of the Rivers and S treams Act, however, postponed Mowat ' s 

initiative and instigated a political controversy. 

The debates in the Ontario Legislative Assembly between 188 1 and 1885, regarding 

the Rivers and Streams Act, highlight the pressures to balance traditional riparian rights 

with the needs of economic development. At the heart of these skirmishes was a profound 

disagreement over the extent of the provinces' constitutional powers and the legitimacy of 

the federal disallowance power as stipulated within the BNA Act. 

The Ontario Legislature in an Uproar 

Ontario Liberal and Crown Lands Commissioner Tirnothy Pardee first explained the 

rationale beiiind the bill ''to protect the public interest in streams and nvers" on 22 Febmary 

188 1. Taking into account the significance of the lumber industry in generating revenue, 

Mr. Pardee stated that the ""proposed legislation was neither new or novel, but simply to 

explain the law as it ~ t o o d . " ~ ~  The law he was referring to was passed in 1849, providing 

aii persons the nght during the spring, summer and autumn f7eshets of floating sawlogs and 

timber down ali strearns. The provincial Liberals had trouble dealing with the 1849 statute 

since the courts basically decided that the individual was the absolute owner of streams that 
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were nor navigable. In response to this legal decision put forward in B d e  v. Dichon , 

Pardee would not constnie the law as "placing one of the largest interests and sources of 

revenue ... at the will and caprice of certain individuals.'" 

Premier Oliver Mowat stated that the " p ~ c i p l e  involved in the Bill was perfectly 

plain- that of equal rights to al1 having business upon the ~trearns."'~~ Liberals nich as 

Pardee and Mowat stressed that pnvate nghts had to give way to public necessity. Yet the 

leader of the Ontario Consemative P w ,  Wfiam Meredith, vehemently objected to the 

biil's proposal "to do away with vested rights." The Conservatives were concerned with the 

public violation of individual rights with a lack of adequate compensation for those who 

had made improvements upon streams. They looked at this particular bill as "opposed to 

sound legislation and establishing a dangerous precedent.'727 

In the speech fiom the Throne delivered by the Lieutenant-Govemor, in January 

1882, His Honour lamented the fact that the Dominion govemment disallowed 

the Act for protecting the public interests in rivers, streams, and creeks. The 
competency of the Legislatue to pass the Act was not questioned, and the Act 
was disaliowed mainly upon the ground that the Minister of Justice did not 
approve of the mode or extent of the compensation which the Act gave to 
owners of property affmed by the  AC^.^* 

The reason provided for the disallowance of the Streams Act was that this provincial 

measure seized private propew rights that were deemed to be inviolable. In fact, Mr. 

Young asserted %at the Streams Act did not corne under any of the four clauses 

'5 ~bid. 
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enumerated by Sir John Macdonald and its disallowance was, therefore, an unconstitutional 

use of the veto power."lg Essentially, the federal govermnent exercised its constitutional 

power at will threatening to undermine Ontario's legislative freedom, which was granted to 

it by the BNA Act. 

In the address that followed partisanship becarne stronger and more passionate 

among the provincial poiiticians. Meredith's response to the federal governmentys use of 

disallowance was supportive. He stated that: 

... the Dominion Government had the power to veto the Act ... that the supreme 
power of controlling ali the Iegislation of the Provinces was vested in the 
Parliament of Canada ... that the vïrtue of such a power lay in the fact that the 
Dominion Govemment was responsïble and accountable to the people of 
Canada for their course in such matters ...m f there was any Act which the 
Federal Govenunent would have been justifleci in disailowing aside of the 
question ofjurisdiction, the Rivers and Stream Act was such a one. It 
ùivolved.. .most dangerous principles interfering with private rights in propem 
without adequate compensation ... The Govemment at Ottawa in disallowing 
the Act acted.. .wisely and j u s t ~ ~ . ~ ~  

The provincial government allotteci a fàir amount of compensation to the riparian owner for 

use of his waterways, yet the leader of the opposition was not impressed. Meredith's 

cornpliance with the federal govemment illustrates his status as a provinciai spo kesperson 

defending the actions of Macdonald and his cohorts. 

Mowat, in reply, sought to cl* the issue by resorting to the legal text. ''The 

B-N-A Act," according to the Premier, ''gave the Provincial Legislatures jurisdiction in all 

matters such as that now in question. The legal right of the Dominion Government to 

disallow any Act of the Provincial Legislahire no one would deny ... Now it seemed that ... 
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Downing-street interference was less to be feared than interference at 0ttawa."" The 

Premier listed the principles he thought the power of disallowance should be exercised: "(1) 

When the Act is altogether iIlegal or unconstitutional, (2) when illegal or unconstitutional 

in part, (3) in cases of concurrent jurisdiction as clashing with the legislation of the General 

Parliament, (4) when it affects the ïnterests of the Dominion ~ar l i a~en t . ' "~  Mowat felt that 

the Rivers and Streams Act did not fa11 within any of these classes. 

The Ontario Liberals were quick to pounce on the federal Conservatives' initiative 

of rejecting legislation to promote prosperity in the lumber trade. A S .  Hardy was keen to 

note that "where a Provincial Bill was found to be defective the Local Government should 

be notitied of the fact before disdowance takes place. In this case what notice was given 

to the Ontario Governent of the intention of the Dominion Government to veto the 

Streams Bill? None at all.'J3 Another member of the governing party cleverly pointed out 

that when the rneasure was passed, "te Commissioner of Crown Lands stated distinctly 

that in passing the Bill they were not making a new law, but merely interpreting the law as 

it stood, addhg the clause providing for compensation ... mf the matter had been 

intelligently considered by the Minister of Justice he would have discovered that he was 

recomrnending the disallowance of an Act which merely set forth clearly the law of the 

land."jJ 

3 1 Ontario Debates, The Globe. 16 January 1882. 
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k W .  Lauder contended that with the judgment in McLaren v. Caldwell being 

"'reversed by the Court of Appeai since last session [this] proved that the Attorney-General 

should have left the courts to interpre: the law? George W. Ross could not find any 

grounds warranthg the Dominion govemment to obstruct the Strearns Act from becoming 

law. He quoted Sir A. John Macdonald in a speech given in 1872 regarding Dominion 

interference of actions espoused by local legislatures. Sir John said: 

The Govemment of the Dominion could not act, and they would have been 
guilty of a violent wrench of the Constitution because they held a dinerent 
opinion, they should set up their own judgment against the solemn decision of a 
Province in a rnatter entirely within the control of that Province ... The 
Constitution, which had hitherto worked so easily and so well, could not 
suMve the wrench that would be given if the Dominion Government assumed 
to dictate the policy or question the action of the Legislatues of the different 
Provinces on subjects reserved by the British North America Act to those 
~egislatures.'~ 

The Dominion government broke with the constitutional principle of not communicating to 

Ontario their intentions of preventing the province from passing the S treams bill. It was 

customary that when "a measure [was] considered ody partially defective, or where it 

[was] objectionable as being prejudicial to the general interests of the Dominion, or as 

clashing with its legislation," that the provinces had the opportunity of taking into account 

the objections and looking at the proper remedies for Iegal reparation.37 

A classic staternent on the disallowance issue in context of the Rivers and Streams 

bill was made by Tbothy Pardee, who vehemently justified the rights of Ontario against 
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Dominion meddling. He was startled to hear the provincial Conservatives enunciate a 

constitutionai doctrine whereby the federal govemment had the right under the BNA Act to 

review and disallow every bill on its ments, even if the subject matter was within the 

junsdiction of the provinces. in terms of constitutional usage between the colonies and 

London, the law and practice of disallowance was very clear. As Pardee said, 

No disallowance had taken place by the Imperia1 Govenunent of legislation 
enacted by a colonial legislature having representative and responsible 
governrnent unless such legislation was contrary to law or interfered with 
Imperial interests. Ifit was true ... that the Imperial Government codd not 
constitutionally disallow an Act similar to the Stream Act if passed by the 
Dominion Parliament, then as the section in the BNA] Act as to disallowance 
between the Impenal *md the Dominion Govemments and the Dominion and 
the Provinces was one and the sarne section, they were forced to put the same 
construction of law upon the power of disallowan~e.~~ 

Not unlike the Liberal members who spoke before him, Pardee stipulated the grounds upon 

which the Dominion could utilize the disallowance power, and if a provincial act was 

detrimental to the national governrnent, t h e  shouid be allotted for the province to respond 

so that an amendment can be made. 

Pardee went to the heart of the Confederation project when he talked about the 

motivation behind disallowance. He said: 

If the people of this country once saw that the exercise of the veto depended 
upon the amount of party pressure any one who thought themselves aggrieved 
could b ~ g  to bear, then Confederation was not worth ten years' purchase. @Jf 
upon this question of disallowance everything depended upon party influence 
brought to bear upon the Ottawa Government, [this] would certaidy have the 
effeçt at no distant day of shattering, and eventually destroying, our federal 
~ys t e rn .~~  
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Pardee made it clear that the right of veto should onIy be applied in a constitutional 

manner- In the debaies on the Quebec Resolutions, prior to ConMeration, 'Yhere was no 

intention of clauning an arbitrary power of disallowance under the veto section. The 

disallowance [had to] rest upon constitutional rules and practice, and not on rnere caprice 

or because in the judgment of the &finister of Justice the Act was a bad one.'" The d e s  

of constitutional law seemed to be on the side of the provinces. nie local legislatures had 

"ample and unreserved powers to deliberate and determine absolutely in regard to aiI 

matters of locai c~ncem-'*~ Therefore, it seems that while the Dominion govemment, 

under Sir John A Macdonald, was willing to allow a provincial bill to pass when a 'Eendly 

govenunent was in power, the very moment a Govemment ur&iendly to the powers at 

Ottawa undertook to make use of the provisions of [a] law, then.. .it was found that the law 

was unconstitutional.'" Hence, the Macdonald govemment used the power of 

disallowance for political, rather than legaVconstitutional, reasons. 

Mr. Pardee went on to argue that the necessity for legislation in nvers and streams 

stemmed £tom a public and private demand to have the ccxneans of bringing the wealeh of 

their forests to market? The rivers and streams bill 'provided the fullest and rnost ample 

and complete compensation to the owners" who made improvements of these natural 



highways? In terms of what the lumbermen felt and the ccdnft of public opinion regarding" 

the rivers and streams bill, Pardee had another interesthg point to rnake. He mentions that, 

The lumbermen of Ontario were an intelligent and shrewd class of men, and 
yet ... the fact that they were appealed to and copies of the Bill were sent them, 
not a singie petition or  protest against the passage of the Biii was presented to 
the House, and unless the protest came from Mr. McLaren, not a member of 
the House received a cornplaint against the provisions ofthe Biu. What more 
conclusive evidence than that could ...p rove that the people of this country 
demanded such an ~ c t ? "  

It was the question of adequateiy compensating the owners that stirred the Justice Minister 

into disallowing the act. It is essential to note that Pardee had the backing of the Ontario 

Court of Appeal when the issue of compensation arose. 

Pardee claimed that the Dominion govemment was swayed into disdowing the Act 

because of political pressure. McLaren, a weaithy and iduential figure, had the resources 

to control and manipulate the govemment in Ottawa. Notwithstanding the wishes of the 

general populace, ûttawa proceeded to invalidate the provincial act since one individual 

had a powerful aEZation with the federal Conservatives. According to Pardee, the 

disailowance of the Ontario legislation went against representative and responsible 

Mowat's speech giossed over the main points introduced by Pardee such as the 

categones of disallowing provincial meanires and the iegitimacy of passing retroactive 

legislation. As far as the issue of compensation was concemed, the reason for the act of 

disdowance, Mowat declared: 

lbid. 
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What we have done is to give the owner of the improvements a fair change in 
the way of compensation for the use of his improvernents by those who may 
wish to use them. We do not take away the improvements from the owner. 
They stî i l  remah his. He has the ownership, but he has not the exclusive right 
to use them, and he is to receive fair compensation for their use, taking into 
account the value of the irnprovements. 56 

On 7 Febmary 1882, during the second reading of the Rivers and Streams bill, 

Pardee stated that this piece of legislation was not ushered in specificdy to satisw 'Vie 

interests of McLaren or of Caldwell except to the extent that these gentlemen came within 

its provisions and scope ... The Bill was submitted to meet the public interest and the public 

nece~sit~.'~' The Iumber trade in Canada was crucial in terms of revenue generated simply 

fkom exports alone. Pardee was adamant to show that the nvers and streams bill was 

"'required in the public interest, and that so far as any private interests were interfered with 

or a.€Fiected by it they were fUy  ~rotec ted . '~  

Next to the agricultural sector the lumber trade was the most hponmt  to Canada. 

Yearly provincial revenues fiom the timber industry were of considerable amount. The 

significance of the Rivers and Streams bill was explained by Timothy Pardee: 

The agricultural products of the Province were carried to market chiefiy over 
our railways, but in the very nature of things this means of transportation could 
not be adopted for the products of the woods and forests, which could ody be 
floated d o m  the rivers and streams, their naturai highways. Hence the 
necessity which devolved upon the Legislature of seeing that these rivers and 
streams were secured to the public use, and that no one, by rnaking smalf 
improvernents upon them, should be aiiowed their entire control to the 
exclusion of the public.4g 
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Pardee further States that the securing of rivers and streams for public use was legislated in 

1849. The act in question, under "the Revised Statutes of Ontario, provided that 'AU 

persons may tloat saw-logs and other timber, rafts and crafts, d o m  all streams during the 

spring, summer, and aunimn Eeshets , and no person shall, by felling trees, etc., prevent the 

~arne.'"~ In the case of Boale v. Dickson, the Court took a di6erent view from that 

contended by Pardee. He would point to the decision rendered by the Ontario Court of 

Appeal, which had declared that nvers and streams 'kere for the use of ail parties, and that 

no man, in virtue of making any improvement on any part of a Stream, had a nght to its 

absolute c~ntrol."~' The intention of the Ontario legislature was to "convey a mere right, 

viz., tu dlow logs, timber, and lumber to be rafted down al1 streams, large and small, in 

Upper Canada ... whether improvements were or were not required, whether or not the 

streams were floatable at such times, and whether the lands over which they ran were held 

in fee simple (unlunited) or not."" 

Mr. Mowat, during the second reading Yooked upon the disaiiowance as behg so 

monstmous that he did not believe the Govenunent at Ottawa would disdow the Bill 

again.''s3 The act reflected the realiw of the lumber business in the province. Owners of 

improvements allowed others to make use of the watenvays under certain regdations that 

were agreed upon by ai l  involveci. He found McLaren to be quite striking in his sefishness 
' 

and pointed out that '%hile there were so many s t r m  to which the Bill would apply, so 



many streams on which owners had made improvements' not one of them had made any 

objection to it, with the exception of Mr. ~ c ~ a r e n . " ~ "  

In the speech fkom the Throne of 24 January 1884, the Lieutenant-Govemor 

referred to the recent decisions of the JCPC miing in Ontario's favo~r.'~ He said that in 

disposing of these constitutional cases, the judgments "%ad a reassuring effect on the public 

rnind, by showing that the federal principle embodied in the PNA] Act, and the autonomy 

it was intended to secure for the individual Provinces, are likely to be safe in the hands of 

the Court of final resort in constitutional 

The speech from the Throne in Ianuary 1885 witnessed the Lieutenant-Govemor 

congratulating the Ontario administration since "Her Majesty's Privy Council [had] 

pronounced a judgrnent in regard to the legal rights of the public in the nvers and streams 

of the Province, affirming the views so strenuously maintained by the Provincial 

~e~islature.'"' The debate on the address featured Mr. Awrey in the spotlight The judicial 

decision delivered by the JCPC in the case of McLaren v. CaldweU was viewed in this 

The taunts thrown upon the Liberal Party and the opinions expressed by men 
who profess to pride themselves upon their great knowledge of constitutional 
law have been nurnerous, and now surely they are ridicdous. The reçults of the 
decision upon the principte of the wvers and Streams] bill- for it is upon the 

"The cases refierred to were: Hodge v. The Queen whereby provinces had the constitutionai nght to 
regdate the vaffic in intoxicating drink.~; the insurance case, Parsons, and the decision that lands reverted 
to the Crom for Iack of hein are the property of the prwinciai legislaîures. 
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principle of the bill that the Privy Council has given a decision- are nich as to 
cause unbounded satisfaction to the fiends of the ~ r o v i n c e . ~ ~  

It was announced that one of the greatest Canadian constitutional lawyers was seated "in 

the Legislature of the Province of Ontario," when referring to Premier OLiver ~ o w a t ? ~  

Meredith's reply on the Rivers and Streams Bili was that 'Yhere never was a point of 

constitutional Law involved in the case. Thar bill was an interpretation of the ~tatute.'*~ 

Mowat's final words with regard to the Rivers and Streams bill were iinked to the 

favourable judgment pronounced by the JCPC. This, it is hoped, should put to rest any 

doubt as to the importance of the rivers and streams episode to the notion of Canadian 

federalism and the constitutionai make-up of the BNA Act. After four years of bitter 

debating, it came down to Mowat stating: 

My hon. fiend may forget that the Act, of which he cornplains, and which was 
passed frequently in this House, was one which did provide for compensation. 
It is to be remembered that the statute was a very old one. It is not one of ours. 
Tt was passed in 1849. When this matter came before the Privy Council one of 
the arguments was that the Rivers and Streams Bill was fixing upon the statute 
a construction which was unjust; that if that constniction contended for was 
correct, then the Legislature was giving to the public a benefit of streams and 
irnprovements they had no right to. The Privy Council did not think that was so 
urneasonable as hon. gentlemen opposite thought, and did not attach any 
importance to that argument6' 

The debate on the address illustrated the dif3ering conceptions of federalism espoused by 

the two political parties. In addition to the discussion of disallowance, reference to the 

decisions made by the JCPC served to enhance the theory that provincial powers were not 



diminished since the time of Confederation, Positions were taken as to how desirable it was 

for Canada to be a centralized nation. In the end, Meredith claimed that the Rivers and 

Streams bill was a dangerous one fiaught with evii. Mowat believed the bill to be just and 

equitable, promoting economic prosperity in Ontario. 

It cm be argued that the judiciary was far removed Eom the strife of politics, as 

well as being entirely uniduenceci by political considerations. Nevertheless, the issue 

before the courts (a statutory one in the direct sense, and a constitutional one indirectly) 

had political overtones. Whiie the judiciary provided a f o m d y  legalistic account in their 

written judgments, underneath this surface of judiciai formalism was an inclination on the 

part of the judges and law lords to either: a) support the private interests of property 

owners, or b) to encourage the growth of the lumber industry through, not so much the 

application of the law but, policy-making: the art of the legislative and executive branches 

of goverment. 

To appreciate the context in which the Ontario Court of Appeai, the SCC, and the 

JCPC were rendering their respective decisions, it is also important to look at what federai 

politicians of the day were saying regarding the rivers and streams controverv A 

Parliamentary debate about the disallowaace of the Rivers and Strearns Act ensued in April 

1882, exposing fiindamental beliefs about federalism, especiaily the power of disallowance 

and the concept of provincial autonomy. 



Dominion Politics of Disallowance and the Judiciary 

The Dominion's decision to disauow, three times, an Ontario Act for Protecting the 

Public Interests in Rivers, Streams and creeks6* represented a great effort on the part of 

Sir John A Macdonald's Conservative govemment to place Ontario in a more 

constihttionally infenor position in relation to the federal governrnent. The Rivers and 

Streams controversy becarne the focal point, in the 1880s, of a greater debate "about the 

general principles regulating the use by the Gaveniment of the power of disallowing 

Provincial legislatio<*' in pursukg a policy of denying the political, social and economic 

program of Premier Oliver Mowat's Ontario. Macdonald, even though he acknowledged 

that the act was jurisdictionally sound kom a legal and constitutional point of Mew, gave 

these reasons for disallowing the Rivers and Streams Act, an act that was approved in part 

30 resolve a private dispute between two lumbermenY7: 

We were protecting a man from great wrong, fkom a great loss and injury, from 
a course which, if pursued, would destroy the confidence of the whole world in 
the law of the land. What property would be d e ?  What man would make an 
investment in this country? Would capitalists corne to Canada if the rights of 
property were taken away, as was attempted under this Bill? This was one of 
the grounds on which in that paper of mine, of 1867 [sic], 1 declared that, in rny 
opinion, ali Bilis should be didowed if they affecteci general interests. Sir, we 
are not half a dozen Provinces. We are one great Dominion. If we commit an 
offence against the laws of property, or any other atrocity in legislation, it wiU 
be widely known ... 64 

~ & r t  C Vipond, fiberîy and Contmniîy: Canodimt Federulism and the Failure of the Consti~ution 
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Mowat's complete refusal to recognize the use of disaIlowance as a tool to weaken 

provincial autonomy had serious consequences conceming the intentions of the h e r s  of 

the 1867 constitution, and served to illustrate that the BNA Act resembled not so much a 

federai state, but a unitary, centralist regirne under the dictates of Prime Muiister 

Macdonald. The JCPC's decision in the Rivers and Streams case, which had the effect of 

watering down Macdonald's use of disallowance, show this judicial tribunal's view of 

federaiism as being antithetical to the wishes of those who wanted to build a stronger 

Canada within the structurai framework of a legislative union- 

The unfâvourable impact on Canadian federalism caused by Macdonald's excessive 

use of disallowing provinciai legklation makes the Rivers and Streams case deseMng of a 

closer look. Nevertheless, there is another reason for studying this case. The role of the 

judiciary, in particular the Supreme Court of Canada and the Iudicial Conmittee of the 

Privy Council, had a trernendous impact in determuiing the h a 1  outcome of issues dealing 

with federal-provincial relations. It is very telling that the Dominion govemment's creation, 

the Supreme Courî, would decide in favour of Macdonald's colleague, and that the Judicial 

Cornmittee would side with the Caldwell Company which enjoyed strong partisan ties to the 

Mowat Liberals. 

House of Commons in Disarray 

The leading address for the Conservatives on the topic of disallowance was made 

by the fiery advocate Dalton McCarthy. This eccentric political associate was also one of 

the lawyers representing Peter McLaren. Risk and %pond sumrnarize the main points from 

the debates in the House of Commons. Accordhg to thek account, fiom a legalistic 



standpoint, 'McLaren had a comrnon-law property right" with respect to ownership of his 

rivers and strems, yet 'Yhe Ontario Iegislature had absolute power to modify or terminate 

itY7 under section 92(13) of the BNA ~ c t -  McCarthy made a distinction between the 

property and civil rights power and the notion of a strong Dominion govemment. 

According to McCarthy, "a fervent believer" of a central Canada, "[tlhe Iegislature was 

obliged to exercise its power according to principles found in the 'spirit of the 

constitution,' and one of these principles was that rights should be respected: p ropeq  

should be expropriated only with compensation and for public p u r p ~ s e . ' ~ ~  Thus, "the 

primary object of aLl government is the protection, not merely of Me and Liberty, but of 

property.'"7 The Rivers and Strearns Act, 'triolated this pruiciple in three ways: it 

expro priat ed property without reasonable compensation, for a private purpose, and ex p s t  

facto it extinguished rights declared by the courts.'" 

McCarîhy saw the power of disailowance as a means of removing provincial 

legiçlation that ccdespoii[ed] a man of his property." John A Macdonald, in a similar vein, 

ernphasized private property rights and the national interest. As Macdonald succinctly put 

it, ''we are not halfa dozen Provinces. We are one great  orn ni ni on.'"^ 

Disdlowance was necessary to enforce these fundamentai laws, to prevent an 

egregious error and protect the national interest in the eyes of the centraiists. 'Tf this 'great 

" Risk and Vipond, "Rights Talk in Canada in the late Nineteenth CenturyT p. 6.  
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wrong7 were permittecl, [wlhat property would be safe? What man would make an 

investment in this Tt is fascinahg to see one 'katertight" interpretation of 

what the concept of property rneant and how the power of disdowance was given 

preferential treatment by the federal Conservatives. Juxtapose this with the Ontario 

Liberals' version of property and disdowance, and what we have is a constitutional 

conundrum that had not been solved during the formative years of Codederation, thus 

sadly leaving the BNA Act in its arnbiguous, tabula rasa forin- 

Edward Blake, for the most part, was the spokesman for the federal Liberals. Blake 

criticized the notion of disallowance espoused by the federd Conservatives. He felt that 

deference towards 'contario's Liberty to make the determination about limiting McLaren's 

rights" was essential for the smooth ninning of federa~isrn.~' He said that Yhe liberty of the 

British people to determine their &airs fiee Eom despotic monarchs was transformed into 

the Liberty of the people of Ontario to determine their affairs fiee 60m a despotic 

~ominion."" 

Blake "agreed that McLaren had a common-law propeq right, but the choice 

whether to limit the right, [and] whether to enact the Rivers and Streams Act, was a choice 

for Ontario to make, f?ee nom arbitrary interference fiom the ~omin ion ."~  At the end of 

his argument, Blake eloquently recited his position regarding property nghts: 

'' Canada. House of Commons, Debares, 14 Aprii 1882, pp. 912-913,915, in Risk and Vipond, "Rights 
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[ am a fnend to the preservation of the rights ofprope W... but 1 believe in the 
subordination of those rights to the public good ... 1 deny that the people of my 
Province are insensible to or careless about the true principles of iegislation. 1 
believe they are thoroughiy dive to them, and 1 am content that my rights of 
property, humble though they are, and those of my children, s h d  belong to the 
Legislature ofmy country to be disposed of subject to the good sense and right 
feeling of the people of that ~rovince." 

Other Liberals supportai Blake, sp&g in very similar tones. Most emphasized provincial 

autonomy rather than McLaren's nghts. W ~ d  Laurier, for instance, saîd "the Provinces 

are supreme in their sphere, and ... their judgment should not be superseded by the judgment 

of another power.'y75 The Rivers and Stream Act appeared to look innocuous when 

reading its provisions. Parliamentary debate, however, iUustrated how d S c d t  it was to 

draw the line as to when McLaren's riparian rights ended and the interests of the province 

took precedence. 

A.V. Dicey postulateci that Parliament had "the right to make or unmake any law 

whatever, and fiirther ... no person or body is recognized by the law of Engiand as having a 

right to ovemide or set aside the legislation of ~arliament."~~ As we s h d  see, the rivers and 

streams issue was very much a jurisdictional one. Both the judges of the Supreme Court of 

Canada and the law lords of the JCPC constmctively fashioned the Ontario legislation in 

question to their own liking. They did so using, to good effêct, exceedùigly technical and 

doctrinal terms in a case that involved not only property nghts and public interests, but- 

indirectly- the proper exercise of the power of disallowance. It is vital to dserentiate the 

74 Canada. House of Commons, Debates, 14 April1882, p, 9 15, in Risk and Vipond, "Righîs Talk in 
Canadan, p. 1- 
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issues immediately before the JCPC from the disallowance spectacle. Disallowance was not 

an issue in the case ofMcLwen v. CalhueII, but the case did, indirect% affect the 

legitimacy of the disallowance power. This distinction is cruciai to rnake. The SCC and the 

JCPC were deciding on matters of a strictly statutory nature in the Ontario case. 

Nevertheless, it would be ditFcult to conclude that the judicial enterprise in this case was 

unaware of the larger issue of diçailowance. 

McCarthy looked to some extemal institution for the supervision of McLaren's 

rights- either the Dominion through disallowance7 or the courts. For Blake, the provincial 

legislature itself was solely responsible; the provincial community assembled in the 

legislature should determine its own needd7 However, as WU be demonstrated later in this 

chapter, it is the judiciq that played the decisive role in deciding on McLaren's rights, and 

indirectly shaping and deking the genuine meaning of federalism as spelled out in the BNA 

Act. 

Blake's analysis of common-Iaw rights and the emphasis of Ontario's autonomy in 

Codederation was ref'lected by his colleague David Mills, one of the most significant and 

underestimated constitutionai figures in late nineteenth century Canada. According to MiUs, 

'Yederalism meant the division of legislative responsibility between mutudy exclusive 

spheres. Each governent was supreme in its sphere and powerless beyond. Disallowance 

of legislation made by a province within its sphere was fundamentally opposed to these 

basic prin~i~les.'"~ In the Rivers and Streams debate, he beiieved that the Ontario Act was 

--. 
' ' Risk and Vipond, "Rights Tak in Canada," p- 9. 
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perfectly acceptable on its merits. Like Blake, MUS made the institutionai questions 

paramount: 

[t is not simply a matter of rivers and streams. It is no& as the Conservatives 
would fondly have the people believe, a matter of private nghts or the 
compensation to be given therefor. It is something above and beyond both It is 
the right of the province to enjoy the inestimable privitege of local self- 
govemment. '= 

Through MiUs' eyes, the issues at stake could be viewed corn two lenses: common-law 

nghts and, more irnportantly, the whole issue of federalism in Canada. 

From the perspective offederalism, for McCarthy, Macdonald and the 

Conservatives, the proMnces were subordinate and to be supe~sed  and regulated by the 

Dominion. For Blake, Mills and most of the Liberals, the provinces were autonornous and 

coordinate governrnents. The dissonance revealed between the two sides conceming the 

precise interpretation of the provinces' and Dominion's status vis-a-vis the constitution 

encapsuiated the struggle regarding 'provincial rights'.80 It is t h u g h  the accumulation of 

decisions by the ICPC that Blake's vision emerged tiumphant in the House of Cornons,  

and Mowat's ambitious econornic program remained afloat. From the standpoint of  nghts, 

McCarthy claimed that legislatures could not be trusted with the ha1 word. Disallowance 

'kas a legitimate means of sup ervising the provincial Legislatures and pro tecting individual 

nghts, and imperid disallowance played the same supervisory role for the Dominion 

legis~ature.'"~ SUnilarly, the courts might perforrn the sarne fiindon of refiaining provincial 

79 Ibid.? p- 10. 

*O Refer to chapter 2. 

'' Eüsk and Vipond, "Rights Talk in Canada," p. 10. 



governments £tom passing certain legislation that was inconsistent with the Conservatives' 

centralist agenda of building Canada into a prosperous nation. 

The Triggering of Political Confüct 

With the passage in 188 1 of an Ontario measure to protect the public interest in 

nvers and streams another phase in the dominion-provincial encounter commenced. The 

Rivers and Streams "[AJct provided retroactively that anyone who rendered a river 

floatable which had not been so before did not thereby acquire control of the w a t e r ~ a ~ - " ~ ~  

The province of Ontario had an economic motivation for action- The value of tirnber 

permits, fiom which the Mowat administration received ample revenue, would be greatly 

diminished ifany individual were granted an exclusive nght to a Stream by simply making a 

dam or slide. It was only naturd that the premier would safeguard the interests of 

lumbermen. The legislation was consistent '%th the commercial outloor at that time and 

'%ith other Liberal legislation for the use of provincial resources for the public good.'783 It 

appeared '70 deal with the dilemma in a faû and practicable way: the tous were to be set by 

the Lieutenant-governor-in-council, and the owner of the improvements was given a Lien on 

the timber to the amount of the tons owing 

The background to the dispute suggests that the rivers and streams controversy was 

politically loaded. Momson stated that the "real ongin of the dispute, and of the bittemess 

thereby created, lay in the political m a t i o n s  of the chief contestants. McLaren was a 

=A Margaret Evans, Sir O h e r  Mowat (Toronto: University of Toronto Rey, 1992), p. 156. 

" EW, Sir Oliver Mowat, pp. 156-157. 
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staunch Conservative; Caldwell had a nephew sitting in the Ontario Legislature as a 

supporter of the Liberal government."85 The political innuendos spiiled hto the debate of 

disaiiowance, with both sides making accusations that the other side was acting out of 

political motivation In the House Commons, for example, Edward Blake stated that "an 

exceptional course ought not to be pursued ... when the aiieged defect concerns only the 

pnvate rïghts of one individual. 1s it because that private right of one individual is the nght 

of a man who is called Peter McLaren, who is a supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite, and 

who is a fnend of the hon- member for ~ a n a r k ? ~ ~  

Speaking for the gove&ent, one Ml?, Haggart, responded with accusations of 

political motivation by the Ontario government: 

niis governrnent disailowed this Act, and the Ontario government have 
repeated it- and why? For the purpose of enabling Mr. Caldwell, a political 
fiend of theirs, who exercises considerable influence ... to take his thber 
through the improvements of my Eend, who happens to be a supporter of the 
Dominion governrnent. 1 venture to Say that if Mr. Caldwell had been a 
supporter of the Dominion Governrnent they would never have passed that 
 AC^!^ 

The fact that issues of federaiism were usudy politically loaded, the debate of whether the 

Dominion or provinces had a valid constitutional claim to a particular power or right could 

be stifled by an ovemding veto. The feature of a disalIowance clause within the BNA Act 

gave the constitution a more unitary outlook, rather than a federai one. 

85 ~omson,  "Oliver Mowat and the Development of Provincial Rigiits in Ontario," p. 215. 

86 Canada, House of Commons, Debares, 14 April 1882, p. 914, 
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McLaren petitioned the govemor general-in-council and the Rivers and Streams 

Act was disallowed on 2 1 May 188 1, for the reason that it violated "private iights and 

natural ju~tice.'"~ Crooks, as acting attorney general in Mowat's absence duruig the 

summer, responded for the province. The harmony necessary to the smooth operation of 

the federal system, he &med, cccould be preserved only by I i t i n g  the exercise of 

disailowance to acts that were unconstitutional or opposed to the general interest of the 

dominion."89 Disdowance of the Rivers and Streams Act, which was within provincial 

jurisdiction, was a 'kongfui interference with the constitutional rights of self-government 

possessed by each ~ r o v i n c e . ' ~ ~  Crooks advised that the Ontario govemment continue to 

assert its "sovereign authority" in earning laws relating to property and civil rights and the 

other subjects exclusively assigned to the provinces in 1867. 

It is of some interest as well that the aiignments of Mowat and Macdonald on the 

issue were consistent with the positions they had taken in 1859 on private property rights 

versus the social good.gl Accordingly, more was involved than pure partisan poiitics. The 

philosophical and constitutional visions of Canada, propounded by these two political 

waniors, were to be won or lost. And the courts acted as the referees in this p d g e  match. 

As we will see, the judiciary found it difficult to provide an impartial assessrnent regarding 

" W.E. Hodgins: ed., Correspondence, Reports of rhe Minisrers of Justice, and Orciers in C a n a l  upon che 
Subject of Dominion and Provincial Legislution. 1867-1895 (Ottawa, 1896) at 178, in Stychin, "Rivers and 
Streams Disputen, p. 355. Also, Robert Vipond's artide 'The Provincial Rights Movement: Tensions 
Betnteen Lihrty and Community in Legal Ltkralism", in Janet Ajzenstat & Peter 3. Smith, eds., Canada 's 
Origins: Liberal, Tory, or Republicm? (Ottawa: Carieton University Press, 1995) at 234 sets out an 
expIamîion given by John A Macdonald regarding the m n s  for the disallowance. 

89 Evans. Sir Oliver Mowar, p. 157. 
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the province's power to enact the statute through a rigorous application of the law, and so 

the Supreme Court and the Iudicial Committee used their discretion to make policy choices 

as they saw fit within the political, legal and sociai context of 19th century Canada. Thus, 

as a result of this legal vacuum surrounding jurisdiction in rivers and streams, the judges 

and law lords permined for themselves the ccabsolute and unlimited ability to choose" which 

competing interest they favoured." It is appropriate, at this time, to consider what the 

judiciary were achieving when rendering their decisions in McLaren versus Caldwell. 

The Participation of the Courts in the Rivers and Streams Debate 

The work of the courts, and the successful outcome of the crusade for provincial 

rights demonstrated that there was an aura of uncertainty and confusion surrounding the 

law and legd rules in 19th century Canada. In particular, the vague wording of the BNA 

Act reflected this general state of uncertainty. The constitution's lack of clarïty opened the 

way for judges and law lords to exercise wide discretion to legislate, taking into 

consideration the perceived needs of society, even though this was not the proper domain 

of the judiciw. In the Rivers and Streams dispute, vague wordmg in statutes invited 

similar judiciai discretion, with results that extended to the constitution itself- 

The general principle of disdowance equipped the federal govemment to invalidate 

provincial masures only if the law enacted exceeded the jurisdictional boundaries of a 

province. In the 1880q Macdonald began to use the power of disal1owance more 

extensively, precipitating a funous storm within Liberai ranks. The t h s t  of this thesis -the 

political role of the judiciary- is tied to the events that took place in the context of the 

" ~ushneil. A Study of the Supreme Court of Canada, pp. 477178. 



Rivers and Streams dispute. Although the issues the courts were specifically asked to 

decide in McLaren v. Caldwell did not deal with the shortcomings and confusion of the 

BNA Act, it is dficult to deny that the decisions of the Supreme Court and the JCPC in 

this case af5ected the constitutionai Iandscape between Ottawa and the provinces. 

Having portrayed the philosophical, constitutional, md economic ideas of the 

centralists and provincialists in relation to the Rivers and Strearns episode, we can usefiilly 

examine what the courts said about the quarrel between the two loggers. At the same time, 

one m u a  remember that a major constitutionai subject -the validity of using the 

disallowance power- was hanging in the balance. In M c k e n  v- Caldwell the issue was in 

fact one of statutory interpretation and not of the BNA Act. An Ontario statute enacted in 

1849 provided that loggers could use streams ... during the spring, sumrner, and autumn 

fieshets." The question was, did "ail sîreams" include streams that had been made usable by 

riparian owners? In 1863, the Court of Appeal had held that it did not, and Vice-Chancellor 

William Proudfoot relied on this holding in granting McLaren's daim for an hjunction.(The 

Vice-Chanceilor did not deliver a written judgment when he granted the judicial restraint)" 

Caldwell appealed the Vice-Chanceilor's decision, and in Iuly 1882, a few months 

after the debate in Parliament and in the Ontario Legislature, McLaren v. Caldwell moved 

dong to the Ontario Court of Appeal, which oveminied the injunction and the decision in 

Boale v. Dickson. The Court stressed the intention of the legislature to "encourage the 

lumber trade of the province" and that any adversity suffered by McLaren was "a matter for 

his own consideration when he makes the improvements."94 In reversïng the eariier verdict 

93 Benidickson "Rivate Ri- and Public Rirposes," p. 372. 



by a 3-1 decision, a divided Ontario Court of Appeal fieed itself fiom the legai shackles of 

previous judicial decisions. Rather than restricting themselves to the prevailing statutory 

interpretations of the past, the OCA's juridical behaviour was more free-wheeling. 

The majority in the Court of Appeal, which included Chief Justice John Godfrey 

Spragge and Justices Christopher S. Patterson and Joseph C.  Momson, calied on a policy 

of encouraging the Iogging industry, which t hey saw expressed in the early nineteent h- 

century statutes. In McLaren v. CaZdwell, Chief Justice Spragge "'explicitly stated what he 

believed the legislative preference to be: 'If is obvious ... that it was the policy of the 

legislature to encourage the hunber trade of the province."'95 [Spragge] ccacknowledged 

that cnticism might be made of the legislature for m g  too much consideration to the 

interests of the lumberrnen at the expense of riparian proprieton but that it was not 

appropriate for the courts to dispute the social balancing of the legis~ature."~ He stated the 

role of the Court in this way: "Our province is to constnie the Act, and not to fail to give 

due effect to it under the idea that its provisions press over hardly upon one class of 

persons for the benefit of another c l a ~ s . " ~ ~  

Justice Patterson expounded an attitude close to Spragge's concerning the '%burden 

of an improver whose efforts and investment rendered a strearn fit for the use of 

lumbermen ...No reover, he] regarded his task as interpreting the statute in light of the 

94 McLaren v. Caldwell? f 188 l), Ontario Appeal Reports, p, 469,487. 

95 Benidickson, "Private Rights and Public Rirposes," p. 372. 
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legislative intention of the Ontario government."98 This is how Patterson explained the 

It may be in appearance, and perhaps in reality, rather hard on the man at 
whose expense what was a highway ody in Iegal contemplation becomes one 
fit for profitable use, to have to allow others to share in the advantage without 
contributhg to the cost. That is, however, a matter for his own consideration 
when he rnakes the improvements ... Al1 these statutes proceed upon the 
assumption that the attribute of a highway, for at least one branch of commerce 
[lumbering], attaches to streams of ail degrees of size and volume-* 

Justice Burton, who dissented, argued that a statute shodd not be interpreted so that it 

impaired McLaren's private property unless its languge was clear? It is quite evident 

that the reasoning offered for both Uiterpretations of the Act fd under the categories as 

pronounced by the Liberals and Conservatives. One has to wonder ifthese four judges 

masked their personal, philosophical views behind the pretence of legal formalism. The 

members of the Ontario Court of Appeal maintained that they were making a statutory 

decision. 

B is during this t h e  (188 1-1882) that the Ontario legislahire intervened, reacting to 

McLaren's success at trial, With An Act for Proiecting the Public Interests in RNers. 

S ~ e a m s  rmd Creeks, which expressly accepted the rights of users to waterways not usable 

but for riparian improvements. Nonetheless, the statute did provide that the rights of 

lumber companies were subject to the payment to the person who had made such 

constructions and improvements, of reasonable t~lls. '~ '  

- - -- 
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The federal govemment responded to a petition fiom McLaren and disallowed the 

Act immediately in 188 1, without any consultation with the Ontario govemment of Oliver 

Mowat- In a rernarkable series of events, the Iegislation was reintroduced and disaliowed in 

1882 and 1883 and was finaily passed without disdowance in 1884. Ln 1882, the case was 

appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada and judgment u.as delivered by the Court, 

reversing the decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal and upholding the judgments of the 

Court of Comrnon Pleas and the Court of Chancery. The Supreme Court maintained that 

McLaren's proprietary rights were to remain sacrosanct. They had no ditFculty admitting 

that the public enjoyed the right to use watenvays in their natural state, but they were more 

concerned with the public's right :O accessibility of streams, deemed non-floatable, when 

the riparian owner improved them at his cost and having no recourse to compensation. The 

justices of the Suprerne Court resorted to previous decisions made by other jurisdictions 

pior to Codederation to justify negating Caldwell's opportunity to use streams that were 

enhanced by the private owner. Chief Justice William Johnstone Ritchie affirmed that: 

statutes which encroach on the rights of the subject' whether as regards person 
or property, should receive a strict construction, and ifa reasonable doubt 
remains. ..the subject is entitled to  the benefit of the doubt.. mless  the intention 
of the Legislature is clearly and unequivocally indi~ated."~ 

From this perspective, he reached the conclusion that: 

the object of the Legislature was, ...in the interest of the timber business, not to 
interfere with or take away any private right, but to settle by statutory 
dechration any doubt that might exist as to streams incapable of being 
navigated by boats, but capable of floating property such as saw logs and 
timber ... the action of the Legislature was not intended to interfere with private 

101 Garth Stevenson. Ex Uno Plures: Federuï-Provincial Relations in Canada. 1867-1896 (Montreal & 
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property and pnvate rights in streams not by nature floatable at any season of 
the year.103 

The Chief Iustice aiso pointed out that if private rights were to give way to public necessity 

it should be 'through the instmentality of expropriation, with suitable and full 

compensation under and by vimie of the right of e e e n t  d ~ r n a i n . " ~ ~ ~  Ritchie C.J.'s judicial 

opinion was very similar to Sir John A. Macdonald's view regarding pnvate rights. Ritchie 

C.J. took a narrow view of the Iaw and overlooked Ontario's primary intention in 

introducing the Act. He constrains himself to a discussion on the floatability of rivers. 

In essence, the S CC niled that McLaren had a legal nght to prevent Caldwell from 

dnving timber d o m  private property. These streams were not regarded as part of the 

public highway. The judges rely on past canons of construction when reaching their 

decisions. Strong, J. neatiy summarized the main issues at hand: 

...in the case of a Stream made navigable by aNficia.1 construction, the 
imposition of a public right of user would be to appropriate private property to 
public uses without compensation; an encroachment on proprietary rights, 
which the law not oniy never sanctions, but seeks in every way to avoid, in the 
case of positive writîen Iaws, by adopting strict and exceptional rules of 
construction. ' O 5  

McLaren had an exclusive right to the use of streams that were classified as non-navigable. 

The Court found no evidence at common Iaw or by statute, with the exception of the 

OCA's ruling, to interfere with McLaren's sole title to his land. 



Next, the role of the ludicial Committee of the Privy Council in the Riven and 

Stream saga will be examined. Although the Judicial Cornmittee took a formalistic 

approach to interpreting the Canadian Act in question, their decision-making in Caldwell et 

al. v. McLaren was tinged with aspects of policy. This being the main concem of the thesis, 

it is necessary to look closely at what the JCPC did say in this case. 

On appeal nom the Supreme Court of Canada, the legai issue in front of the Judiciai 

Committee was the right to float timber down the streams of Ontario. Legal counsel for the 

appellant, Mr. Caldwell, "contendai that on a me construction of the statutes in force in 

the province of Ontario the respondent CMr. McLaren] had no right to prevent the 

appellants fkom floathg timber and logs d o m  the streams in cpestion."lo6 The lawyers 

argued that the statutes broadened cornmon law nghts and served the public interest by 

conferring 'Yhe right on every one to float timber and logs down every Stream in the 

pro~ince."'~' They go on to assert that the 'Vice-Chancellor was wrong in holding that 

Bode v. Dickson decided that ifimprovements were necessasr to render rivers and streams 

floatable then the owner ... could exercise his common law right of preventing al1 intrusion 

upon his property."108 In nimmary, Caldwell's legai team put it cleariy: 'The right given by 

the statute applies to di streams and all parts of them, whether floatability is the result of 

improvements or n ~ t . " ' ~ ~  

L Q ~ ~ c ~ . o r e n  v Caldwell (1884) 9 AC. 392-93. 
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n i e  Solicitor-General (Sir F. Herschell) and Dalton McCarthy presented the case 

for the respondent, Peter McLaren. ïhey maintained 'Yhat the streams in question, not 

being navigable in their natural state, were the pnvate property of WcLaren] wherever 

they flowed through the lands of the respondent, and were not mbject to any ea~ernent.""~ 

Basing themselves on a rule of property Iaw in favour o f  McLaren, the lawyers contended 

that these strearns with improvements were the domain of McLaren, "and did not by vimie 

of the statute or othemise become available for the appellants."'" Reference to Boale v. 

Dickson was made whereby the courts decided ?bat [the relevant statute] did not apply to 

streams which had been rendered floatable by private exPenditrue." '12 According to 

McLaren's lawyers, the particular statute at hand had to be stnctly construed, preferring 

pnvate rights over the general interests of the public. 

The five members present in the Judicial Cornmittee were: Lord Blackburn, Sir 

Bames Peacock, Sir Robert P. Coilier, Sir Richard Couch, and Sir Arthur Hobhouse. The 

judgment of their Lordships was delivered by Lord Blackbum. ui the course of his 

judgment Blackburn recounts the bill of complaint introduced by McLaren alleging that lie 

has the exclusive, unintempted rights to strearns that have been improved by whatever 

means. Moreover, McLaren is appalled with the fact that Caidweii uses the streams without 

paying any compensation and so he pleads to the court that some sort of remedy be given 

to him for the use of these streams. 



In reply, the Caldwetls, who needed access to the Mississippi river in order to bring 

timber and saw logs to their saw stated that they 'bave ... b e n  always ready and wilhg 

to pay WcLaren] any proper sum for the use of any of [the] said improvementsy7L13 - a 

position which Lord Blackburn described as 'Yair and justy7. In addition to this, the 

Caldwells felt that they were entitled to utilize all the streams within the meaning of the 

statutes. It seems that the JCPC realized thât this issue regarding the use of streams to float 

timber was a murky one in relation to law. Yet they ali agreed that the question for them to 

determine was "purely one of law.""' 

In settïng out the legal problem, Lord Blackburn said: 

... it is not pretended that the statutes provide in terms that if [the defendant- 
Caldwell] uses ... improvements he sh& pay for them. Had either of [the statutes 
of Upper Canada] done so, the intention of the legislature to authorize him to 
pass over the obstacle by means of the improvements would have been quite 
clear. The absence of any such provision is strongly relied on as shewing (sic) 
that the legislature did not so intend."' 

After reading carefuiiy a smorgasbord of judicial opinion over this matter, the JCPC k d s  

the decision of the Ontario Court of Apped to be the correct one. They agree with their 

assessrnent on placing limits on the rights of owners of strearns in relation to the interests 

of the public. 

The Iudicial Cornmittee refer to policy considerations when they taIk about the fact 

that legal uncertainty arose as to whether or not a right existed for all concemed to the use 

of streams "not navigable for general purposes, to float down timber."116 No case of 



similar fact in the law occurred in England and so the Prky Council was entenng into a 

new area. There was, aiso, uncertainty regarding the scope of the owner7s rights opposite 

to those of the public: 

It is obvious that it was very desirable that, for the purposes of encouraging the 
development of the country, these doubts should, as soon as possible, be 
solved. And as the legislature ofUpper Canada had full power to enact what 
should be the law in that country, the real question is what did they enact? The 
statutes of Upper Canada have been consolidated and afterwards revised; but 
the Acts under which this is done are merely consolidation and revision Acts, 
and do not alter the effect of those statutes which bear on this question.'17 (my 
emphasis added) 

By refemhg solely to the Upper Canada statutes, the JCPC meticulously avoid dealing with 

the Ontario govenunent legislation put fonvard by Oliver Mowat. Perhaps sensing that 

their decision wodd be viewed more as a political expression rather than a legai edict, they 

appear to side-step the thorny issues surrounding the debate between the province of 

Ontario and the Dominion parliament. 

In their jurisprudence regarding McLmen v. Caldwell, the JCPC first examined the 

1828 Act. They look at the preamble and state unequivocaily what the intentions of the 

legislature seemed to oe. That is: 

... the legislature, for the purpose of aiTorcihg facilty to those engaged in the 
lumber trade in conveying their rafts to market, impose a duty on the mill 
owner to add to his di an apron so as to let the rafts pass over it. This did, to 
some extent impose on the owner of the dam..the burden without any 
compensation of building an apron; but it is ciear that the legislature did intend 
for the good of the trade to impose that burden on thern.'18 



After declaring what purpose the 1828 act served in relation to furthering the goals of 

timber users, the JCPC inquired into the nature of the 1849 act. 

The preamble to this partïcular act stipulated an even p a t e r  burden to owners to 

maintain the sufficient flow of saw logs down the watenvays of Ontario. In the views of 

their Lordships, the case hinged on the nfth section of the act in determinhg whether 

McLaren had exclusive rights to the use of the stream or whether the right bestowed upon 

"aü persons to float saw logs and other timber rafts and craft down all streams in Upper 

Canada, during the sprïng, m e r ,  and autumn freshet~.""~ 

Lord Blackburn then discussed the judicial decisions leading up to the final appeal. 

He cites the Vice-Chancellor's account of Bode v. Dickson. The Vïce-ChanceUor stated: 

... in response to improvements upon nvers and their floatability.. .if any 
improvements are necessary to render streams iloatable, the statute does not 
apply, that it does not alter the character of the private streams, and that the 
orner of the land over which the Stream flows has the right to prevent 
intrusion upon it. 

Furthemore, Lord Blackburn went on to say that the judges of the Ontario Court of 

Appeal "ail agreed that Vice-Chancellor Proudfoot had correctly apprehended the 

construction put upon the statute by the Court [of Common Pleas of Upper Canada] in 

Boale v. Dickson, and that he could not properly disregard the decision of a Court of co- 

ordinate jurisdiction, but d four thought that construction ~ r o n ~ . " ' ~ ~  Nonetheless, on 

further apped, the judges in the Supreme Court of Canada felt that %e construction put 



upon the statute in Bode v. Dickson was right, and the Chief Justice, Sir W. Ritchie, 

thought that, even ifwrong, it ought to be maintained" on some conveyancing g r o ~ n d . ' ~  

The JCPC sided with the Ontario Court of Appeal "in thinking that there is nothuig 

to justi& any Court in constniing the words 'ail streams' as meaning such streams only as 

are at aU places fl~atable."'~ Accordmg to the JCPC, the purpose of the law in this case, 

and thus the legislature's intent cm be surnmed up in the foUowing passage delivered by 

Lord BIackbum: 

It is quite tme that it is not to be presumed that the legislatue interfere with 
any man's pnvate property without compensation. But ifthe whole strearn is 
hatable d u ~ g  the eeshets it cannot be doubted that the legislature did mean, 
with the object of aEording facility to Iumberers to cany their timber to market, 
to Say that they should have the right to float down the stream at these seasons 
without obstruction by the owners of the bed of the river without paying them 
anything. '" 

By way of conclusion the JCPC said: 

It does not seem to their Lordships that the private right which the owner of 
this spot claims to monopolise ail passage there is one which the legislature 
were Iikely to regard with favour, and in the earlier legislation they haci, 
without scruple, cast on the owners of dams 'Iegally erected' the obligation, at 
their own expense, to make such dams passable for l~rnber.'~' 

Finally, and this is crucial to making the Link between what was taking place within the 

political context in Canada in relation to the Rivers and Stream Act and its disailowance, 

and the judicial decision formulateci by the JCPC, Blackburn made some interesting 

observations: 



if the law was ... that reasonable compensation should be payable for the use and 
occupation of works rnaintained for the purpose ofrendering the portion of the 
Stream practically useful for fioating purposes, there wouid be no hardship at 
d; ifthe legislature had inserted a provision that such should be the law, there 
could have been no doubt of their intention. They have not inserted such a 
provision; but, though that makes the case somewhat dficult, their Lordships 
do not think it enough to justifjl what seems to them a somewhat violent 
departure from the plain meaning of the words. '* 

The JCPC biur the line separating law nom politics when discussing the issue of 

compensation. While looking at the finer points with respect to the Ontario debate over the 

Rivers and Streams Act and mg it in with the JCPC7s decision, it is plain to see that by 

m h g  in Caldwell's favour they gave some consideration to policy. 

Pardee, in the course of the provincial debates, explicitly stated that the purpose of 

creating the Rivers and Stream Act was to clarify and amend the 1 828 and 1 849 statutes. 

S pecifically, the provincial Liberals inserted into their Act a provision aliowing for adequate 

compensation to owners who permitted the use of their property to other timber 

cornparies. Shce the Ontario govenunent and the Dominion government were at 

loggerheads over the constitutionaliîy of the 188 1 Act as a resdt of Macdonald's 

disallowing the Provincial legislation, technically speaking Mowat's 1 88 1 statute was not 

law. Consequently, the JCPC had no other choice but to interpret the Upper Canadian 

statutes only. By reading into these pieces of legislation the notion that the govermnent of 

the day tnily intended each and every logging Company to make use of the nvers, creeks 

and streams, whether through improvements or not, the JCPC virtually endorsed Mowat's 

legislaive initiative. The old statutes would have been even more unchaiiengeable if they 

had provided expressly for reasonable compensation. The Rivers and Streams Act was 



precisely contemplated by the provincial Liberals in order to ameliorate the law in the way 

of providing compensation to those owners who made irnprovements on the Stream for the 

passage of lumber. 

The JCPC cleverly restricted themselves to interpreting what the old Upper 

Canadian statutes had to Say with regard to the issue of navigable nvers. By r e n d e ~ g  a 

judicially sound and novel interpretation within a legal fornalistic eamework, the Judicial 

Committee insulated itselffrorn the hotly contested political and constitutional controversy 

taking place in Canada. It is hard to imagine that these five British lawyers did not 

understand, in the non-legal context, what the implications were and what was at stake as 

far as Mowat's and Macdonald's economic, political and constitutional agendas entailed. 

Nonetheless, it is conceivable that with the considerable distance from Canada and the very 

different economic issues in England at the time, the JCPC did not apprehend how closely 

some colonial politicians were linking the fate of the 1849 Act and that of the disallowances 

of the 188 1 Act. In the end, the members of the Judiciai Committee had a role to play in 

this odyssey for, in essence, they acted as a kind of spark-plug to crystallize the issues 

surrounding the Rivers and Streams Act. Although they cloaked thernselves under the 

pretence of iegd formalism and exhibited the traits of judicial impartiali~ theû decision 

had a constitutional effect in the sense that the fderal govemment discontinueci the 

practice of disallowing the Rivers and Streams Act designed by the Ontario govemment. 

Finally, the ruiing by the Supreme Court was reversed by the Judicid Committee of 

the Privy Council in 1884 on the basis that the term "'ail" in the Act comprised ail usable 



streams, no matter how the watenvay was made u~able.'*~ In the judgment of the law 

lords: 

the right to float tïmber and logs down streams - 3 s  not Limited to such streams 
as in their naturai state, without improvements, during Eeshets.. .but extends to 
the user without compensations of all improvement upon such streams, even 
when çuch streams have been rendered floatable thereby.'" 

The sub-text of the Rivers and Streams case involved a dramatic combination of events- 

Conservatives v. Liberals, individuai rights v. the good of the public, Macdonald's unitary 

plan of a strong and prosperous Canada v. Mowat's platform for a dominant Ontario withïn 

the Canadian codederation. The JCPC handled these critical issues by decip hering mainly 

whether one word, CCaii", included streams in their natural state or streams in both their 

natural and împroved condition as suitable for moving timber. Also, there was some 

consideration given in their decision to the codicting needs of water users and property 

owners; dEerent circumstances in England and colonial Canada; and the users' willingness 

to provide compensation. 

To surnmarize, a unanimous Supreme Court of Canada allowed an appeal by 

McLaren, prirnarily on the ground that Burton, J., had used in the Court of Appeai- the 

presumption in favour of private rights. Not to be outdone by the likes of Justices Samuel 

Henry Strong and John Weilington Gwynne' the Judicial Conmittee of the Privy Councii, 

under the guidance of Lord Blackburn, reversed the Supreme Court's decision with 

reasoning that was Little more than a forthnght statement about the plain meaning of the 

words. The case involving McLaren and Caldwell saw a h a 1  decision change no less than 

1'6L~~~~aren v. Cafakell[1884L 9 AC. 392. 

"? fiid-, p. 392. 



three tirnes, but the courts gave the appearance of acting in a .  impartial and independent 

way. Whether it is a remarkable occurrence of events without any apparent causal 

connection or a strict construction of interpreting the statute, one cannot be surprised by 

the Supreme Court siding with the Dominion, and the Judicial Cornmittee rendering its 

decision to Ontario's delight. As Ian BushneU points out, 

the establishment of such a mystique about the reading, understanding, and 
a-pplying of d e s  found in a Statute must be attnbutable to an attempt to avoid 
any appearance of making choices of values. The more rules that can be 
summoned forth give the appearance that the rules are d e t e e  the ultimate 
solution, not the muid of the arbitrator.lZ8 

Both the SCC and the ICPC finesseci their decisions by determining the rneaning of the 

language of the Upper Canadian statutes within narrow parameters. Moreover, they were 

not required to assess the purpose of the Rivers and Streams Act, thus avoiding the 

potential dilemma of encroaching upon the duties of the legislative and executive branches 

of govemment. Indeed, inquiring about Mowat's legislation and its purpose was beyond 

the judiciary's function here. Nevertheless, it was quite legitimate for them to look at the 

purpose of the eariier acts. 

It is important to ask why this Ontario law (Rivers and Streams Act) was enacted? 

What was the intention of the creators of the law? In this case, what was the motivation 

behind Ontario Premier Mowat's enactment of the Rivers and Streams bill? And what was 

the policy behind the law? Keeping in rnind that it was not the function of the judiciary to 

examine these questions in relation to this Act, by refusing to look at these issues directly in 

their opinions regarding the case of McLaren v. Caldwell, the courts, nonetheless, 

1 9  Busimeil, A Study of the Supreme Court of Canada, p. 59. 



projected their particular viewpoint of Canadian federalism under the extemai appearance 

of Iegal formalistic decisions. 

The choices expressed in the judicial statements can be looked at in terms of the 

public interest in logging and private rights. The choice for the private nght was a 

declaration that only the legislature should make a decision that impaired a private right. 

Chief Justice Wfiam Ritchie said, 

If the development of the public domain, the exigencies of the public, or the 
business of the country, is of such importance in cornparison with individual 
Ioss or inconvenience as to require that private r i a s  should give way to the 
public necessity, the remedy must be sou@ at the hands of the legislature 
through the Uistmmentality of expropriation, with suitable and full 
compensation under and by virtue of the right of eminent domain.lzg 

Intergovernrnental squabbling and the unwillingness for politicai compromise prompted the 

judiciary to the role of umpire of the federai system, with the judges as policy rnakers who 

made decisions under the pretence of legal formalism. The primiuy role of the courts in 

instances of constitutional codict  was to cl@ the main issues, to determine which side 

should initiate the political process via constitutional measures, and to limit the possibilities 

of political deception and debate. With the general uncertainty conceniing powers allocated 

to the two levels of government within the BNA Act, and the dissension among politicians 

arising out of the debate related to the ranlong of the Dominion government and the 

provinces, federal-provincial bargainhg was replaced by judicial review for delineating the 

respective jurisdictions of the two orders of government. This judicid review took the form 

ofjudges and law lords pretending to give only a strict, constnictionist interpretation of 



statutes and laws, when in reality the courts were also involved in the process of 

YY 131 ccconstitution-rnakuig - 

The incessant u t ib t ion  of the federal power of disallowance to defend McLaren's 

private rights presented insuperable obstacles to the functioning of a federal state.'j2 In 

essence, the rivers and streams dispute consisted of a disagreement over the workings of 

Canadian federalism. According to Car1 Stychin, '?the nvers and streams case contributed to 

the triumph of one vision of Canadian constitutionalisrn- one in which federal disdowance 

was incompatible with provincial" int erest s and the theory of coordinate sovereignty as 

outlined by classical federa~isrn.'~~ Despite the centraikt Leanings of the Suprerne Court of 

Canada, the provuicialists were able to effectively showcase their independent vision in 

arguments before the JCPC . 13'' 

While the Ontario govemment and Ottawa had competing claims regarding rivers, 

streams and creeks, the judiciary was forced to h d  a resolution depending on balance, 

accommodation, and a choice between confiicting hterests. It is this semblance of choice 

that eroded the illusion of an apolitical judiciary, which is a major elernent of the rule of 

i a ~ . ' ~ *  The judgments of the Supreme Court of Canada and the Pnvy Council in this case 

13'  Edward McWhinney, Suprerne Courts ondJ'diciui LawMaking: ConstihltionaZ Tribunais und 
Consrirutional Review (Boston: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1986), p. xii, 

13' W.R Ledennan, Continuing Cartadian Constitutional Dilemmm Essays on the Constinitionul History, 
Public Law and Federal S y m  of Canada (Toronto: Buttemorths, 198 l), p. 75. 

1 3 ~  cari Stychui. The Rivers and Stream Dispuie," p. 345. 

134 S e e  cases regarding The Liquidators, and ffodge in Peter RusseU et al,, Federalism and the Charter: 
Leading Constitutional Decisions (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1993). See, a h ,  the case St. 
Catharines Milling and Lumber Company v. The Queen in James G. Sneii and Frederïck Vau- The 
Supreme Court of Canada: History of the Institution (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1985). 



were an effort to uphold the appearance ofjudiciai neutrality. Nonetheless, the decisions 

made by the Supreme Court and the ludicial Committee had to resort to non-legal critena. 

The Rivers and Streams Act was inoffensive from a purely jurisdictional standpoint. 

However, Sir John A Macdonald regarded this provincial law as trespassing on the private 

rights of riparian ownee: 

I thuik the power of the local legislatures to take away the rights of one man 
and vest them in another as is done by this Act is exceedingly doubâul, but 
assurning the right does, in stricmess, ex&, 1 think it devolves upon this 
govemment to see that such power is not exercised in flagrant violation of 
private rights and natural justice. 13' 

Vipond states that "accordhg to Macdon &&...the Rivers and Streams Act 'violated 

distinctly the most important' of the conditions set out in the 1868 Report on disaltowance; 

that is, it affectecl the 'general interests' of the ~ominion."'~' As a result, ccdisallowance 

Ll~ecame] an additional weapon in the arsenal of the" centralists in the name of legal 

Iiberalism so as to obscure the fact that it was the Macdonaldian version of the BNA Act 

the Dominion govemment was attempting to d e f e ~ ~ d . ' ~ ~  

The desire of the federal government to vindicate its exercise of the disdiowance 

power in jurisdictional tems rather than solely on the basis of the protection of property 

rights serves to illusnate that a conception of Codederation was at play. In practice, the 

federal government, in order to acquire more power, masked its tme intentions through 

forniai legai manouvres. That the Rivers and Streams Act was chconstitutionai" in the 

'" Car1 Stychin, 'The Rivers and Streams Dispute: A Challenge to the PublidRivate Distinction in 
Nineteenth-Century Canada," in Toronto, Faculiy ofLaw Review vol, 46, no. 2 (1988), p. 35 1. 

136 Vipnd, Ccutadran Federalism and the Failure of the Constitution, pp. 126-127- 

137 Vipond, "Constitutional Politics", p. 283. 

138 Stychin, "Rivers and Streams Dispute," p. 355. 



large and somewhat vague British sense, to the extent that it interfered with vested interests 

without adequate compensation, was the dubious issue on which the battle was j ~ i n e d . ' ~ ~  

As a result of the Privy Council's decision, legislation similar to the Rivers and 

Strearns Act could restrict property rights. Furthemore, disallowance was not only 

inconsistent with the rule of law, it was also incompatible with the political conception of 

Canadian federalism'" It took the JCPC, in a technid, doctrinal account of the nvers and 

streams episode, to begin to clarifj~ the arnbiguities clogging the BNA Act. 

By making it cificuit for Macdonald to continue to use the power of disallowance 

in this particdar h d  of case, and numiring the province's power to pass legklation under 

'property and civil rights", the Privy Council ventured into the arena of politics when 

presenting their decision on the Rivers and Strearns Act. The ICPC, in effect amended or 

clarified the relationship between the Dominion and the provinces whereby an equilibrium 

had been achieved within the framework of Canadian federalism. Thus, a legalistic and 

objective approach to cases deaiing with issues of federal-provincial boundaries was 

translated into an exercise of policy-rnaking by the judiciary whereby the judges and law 

lords directed courses of action to be taken by the two levels of goverment in Canada. 

In t e m  of the Iegal historical work on law and economic development, what this 

suggests is that there was an ongoing tension between the courts and legislatures over 

economic development and property rights throughout the 19th century in Ontario. While 

Hurst ' s perspective and HonMtz' s instnimentalisdegitimation hypothesis apply to the 

13' Momson, "Oiiver Mowat and the DeMlopment of Pmnncial Righîs in Ontario," p. 215. 

140 Stychîn, "Rivers and Streams Dispute," p. 359. Robert C. Vipand, "The Provincial Rights Movement: 
Tensions Between Lrberty and Co~ll~lluaity in Legal Likralism.," pp. 23 3 -256. 



American situation, the particular legai dynamics noted here do suggest that while 

legislatures atternpted to facilitate economic use, the courts tended to disguise policy 

preferences under legd formalism. In the w e  at hand the fomaiism operated in favour of 

the provincial govement. 

The importance ofthe rivers and Stream episode lies in the active engagement of 

the judiciary in what was otherwise a personai, philosophical and partisan conftict between 

two political parties and two levels of govemrnent: the Conservatives versus the Liberals, 

and the Dominion pitted against the province of Ontario, respectively. The decisions 

enunciated by all levels of the judicial machinery give credence to the thought that the 

constitution of Canada and the framework of Canadian federalism were shaped and 

moulded, to a certain extent, by the judiciary. In addition to the statutory clarification 

needed regarding the vaiidity of the Upper Canadian acts, the case of McLmen v. Caldwell 

involved a political and constitutional choice to be made by the judges and law lords. The 

definition of Canadian federalism was unclear fkom the inception of the BNA Act, and this 

dispute could not be solved effectively in the political domain. From the political theatre to 

the judicial ring, law descendeci into poiitics, the inevitable becarne a ~ h o i c e , ' ~ ~  and 

hternal, grammatical reasoning gave way to extemal factors. The fomialis:ï: of the d e  of 

law stood on shaky ground. Legal liberaikm revealed a policy-making and judicial law- 

making impulse that settied comfiortabiy within the domain of the Supreme Court of 

Canada and the Tudicial Comminee of the Privy Council. 

"' Stychin, "Rivers and Stream Dispue," p. 361. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

There are many schools of thought on the interpretation of written 
constitutions. There are those who consider that the cccontractuai" nature of the 
Federal instrument prevail; there are those who would import some f o m  of 
undefined ccsociologicaI" doctrine or who, at any rate, consider that political 
considerations should enter into judgments; there are the "progressives~~, who 
think that the Constitution should be interpreted in such a marner as to take 
into account.. .new subject-matters which the Founders of the Constitution 
might have included iftheir minds had beeo addressed to the question- closely 
allied is the c%istoricd school", which would endeavour to discover, by 
recouse to past eventg notably those preceding the adoption of the 
Constitution, what the Framers htended. There is, no doubt, ffom the politicai 
scientist's point of view, ment in these various modes of approach, but none of 
them can be satisfactory to the lawyer, nor, in the 1st resort, to society. For the 
need of some objectivity is basic ifthere is to be a wherent system applicable 
to ail alike. The cccompact33 theory, which seemed attractive to the members of 
the first High Court, defeated itselfin the end because, as with ccsociologicai" 
and ccprogressive3' theories, it lacked logic and the standards to be applied in 
particular cases varied with the view of the individual as to the object ofthis or 
that piece of legislation and ifit be said that lawyers, too, are prone to 
disagreement, the answer is that all human activities d e r  nom this defect, but 
that legal and logical reasoning supplies some objectivity. Many of the 
dBïcuIties which have arisen in Canada are traceable in the last resort to the 
tendency to consider the British North America Act on the cccompact" bais  to 
be interpreted with due regard to the preservation of Provincial autonomy, a 
process greatly aided by the presence of the double enurneration of powers 
which ha made an investigation into 'trenching" a necessary element in any 
discussion of powers and the "pith and substance3' doctrine an inevitable 
consequence.' 

This statement is a classic defence ofjudicial formalism, one which nonetheless 

acknowledges the judicial difnculties that were faced under the BNA Act. nie  Australian 

and United States constitutions differed fiom the Canadiau project in that defïned powers 

were given to the federal government with the residue going to the States, while in Canada 

t W.A Wynes, Legrdative, Executive and Judicial Powers in A u s ~ a i a  3rd ed, (Sydney: Law Book 1962), 
pp* vi-vii, 



each level of government was given 'cexclusive'~ powers with residual powers going to the 

Federal level. The question of interpreting the constitution is whether this was purely a 

technical problem as Wynes suggests or due to judicial politics. This study favours the 

latter, but the former counter-argument cannot be ignored. 

According to Ian Bushnell, the 'Rule of Law demands that a decision made within 

the Iegd system contains a maximum of the law and a minimum of the individual decision- 

maker. Impartiality, meanhg an absence of personal prejudice and biases, is a must, but this 

should not b h d  anyone" to the difEcult practical realities of the judicial decision-making 

pro ces^.^ Subjective discretion within the judgments rendered by the courts is not entirely 

incompatible with a legal system that stresses the need to dispense with impartial justice. 

Yet it is argued that something more, an actively creative decision-making process was 

evident by the Supreme COUR and Judicial Cornmittee. The judges and law lords handled 

each constitutional case by making choices that were guided by the political, legal and 

social contexts within the Dominion of Canada. This element of choice made it difficult to 

achieve an unbiased decision. Choice, in itself, raised the notion of discretion. Bushnell 

points out that, 'hnfortunately there are two uses of the word discretion: one simply means 

a choice that is limited by the language, legal, and social contexts, while the other use 

signifies an absolute and udimited ability to choose as one sees fit, and thus there is an 

absence of law? 

The judiciary was expected to  display a quasi-scientific application of legal rules, 

lan Bushneil. n e  Captive Court: A Study ofthe Suprerne Court of Canada (Montrd & Kingston: 
McGiU-Queen's University Press, 1992), p- 383. 

' Bushneii, Captive Court, p. 478. 



thus ernphasiz-ing a dispassionate approach to law. Fahess in constitutional decision- 

making 'kas to be upheld by codning judicial thought to technical" considerations of the 

law or act in question.J Thus, legal deliberation was to be mechanical, rather than 

inventive. 

The first period after Canadian codederation, 1 867- 1 899, saw the Supreme Court 

of Canada and Judicial Cornmittee of the Prïvy Council appraise the constitutionality of 

laws and legal regdations created by the Dominion and provincial govemments. The 

judiciary's initial duty was "?O determine which parts of community activity [fell] within 

Ottawa's jurisdiction and which [aspects were] the responsibiliq of the provinces."s The 

Canadian justices and British law lords perused the text of the British North Amenca Act 

and decided whether the objectives and the public interest of the law presented to them 

were 'fvithin one of the powers assigned to the govemment that enacted kYd 

In a formal legalistic fashion, the Supreme Court and Iudicial Cornmittee were 

obliged to catalogue 'Yhe List of powers enumerated in sections 9 1 and 92" outlining the 

goverment's justifications regarding 7he exercise of [its] law-mahg powers."7 In terms 

of outward appearances, both the SCC and JCPC appeared to defuie the property and civil 

rights clause, the federal power over trade and commerce and peace, order and good 

govement  by a structurai, deductive method of inteqxetati~n.~ 

'ibid., p. 478. 

5 David Beatty, Constitutional Law in Zheory and Practice (Toronto: Univers 
29. 

6 B-, Constitutional Law in Theory and Practice, p. 29. 

7 Ibid., p. 29. 

ity of Toronto Press, 



However, underlying the formal legai reasoning, these judicial tribunals worked on 

a premise that was inherently political; that the status of the central and provincial 

governments was either coordinate and equal, or one level of government was more 

supenor than another. When one looks at the anti-Codederation arguments presented by 

political officiais within every province in the 1860s, if the law lords read literaily the ali- 

inclusive grants of power offered to the Dominion govemment, the federal structure in 

Canada could easily have been threatened. This reflected the tension between the legal and 

political considerations of interpreting the BNA Act. Jonathan Robinson puts it this way, 

"it seems to many people that the decisions of the Iudicial Cornmittee of the Privy Council 

on the British North America Act are to be received and believed, but not understood. That 

is, it seems clear that the judgments m o t  be understood within a purely legal 

&amework_'" 

Commentators on the JCPC stated that there remained a mystery surroundhg the 

critena employed by the law lords to deliver their decisions as determinative, and objective, 

distinguishing laws that were in conformit- with the BNA Act from those that were not.1° 

Using even narrow legal criteria, the ICPC's decisions were inconsistent and unclear." 

Most commentators concede that indeterminacy and indefiniteness plague rnost federal 

9 Jonathan Robinson, "Lord Haidane and the British North America AR" 20 Universisr of Toronto Law 
Journal (1970), p. 55. 

'O See Alan C. Cairns, The Iudicial Committee and lu Critks," in Garth Stevenson, ed, Federafim in 
Canada: Selected Readings (Toronto: McCleUand & Stewart Inc., 1989)- 

11 See Paui Weiler. "The Supreme Court and the Law of Canadian Federalism", 23 (1973) 307; 
Patrick Monahan, "At Doctrine's Twiiight: The Stnicnire of Canadian Federalism", UTU 34 (1984) 34; 
Peter Hogg, Cons~turional Law of Canada, 3rd ed. Coronto: Carsweii, 1992), 15.5(c). 



grants of power, although those such as Wynes argue that such tendencies are rninimized 

when defined powers are given to oce level of governent and the residual powers to 

another (as opposed to dual enurneration and residual powers in the BNA Act). 

Nonetheless, it is due to this indetenriinacy in the Canadian constitution that under the 

veneer of forma1 legality the law lords were accorded the opportunity to decide each case 

on their vîew of what was good for the country, rather than on the bais  of some h e d  or 

settled rule of law. l2 

WhiIe the indeterminacy of the wording of the BNA Act invited judicial discretion 

in most federaIism cases, in others- such as the Rivers and Strearns case, the JCPC ended 

up ccmakinga7 poiicy by interpreting non-constitutional wording in a politicdy and 

constitutionally charged setting. From this perspective, the fact that the JCPC could mle in 

favour of the federal govemment in 1882 and then d e  against it a decade later on a sirnilar 

law illustrates how adaptable their jurisprudence was in the Iate nineteenth century. Judiciai 

decisions plagued by ambiguiv are an anathema to stare decisis and formai claims of the 

rule of law. This made the Judicial Cornmittee susceptible to the charge that they were 

indulging in politics and their own self-interest when deciphe~g the reach of the powers of 

the Dominion and provincial governrnents. The extent to which this is true cannot be 

d e t e h e d  with certainty due to the methodological Limitations to historical research on 

judicial decision-making as noted in chapter one. Certainly the effect of their decisions was 

promotion of Mowat's view of federalism at the expense of Macdonald's. Arguably, even if 

the JCPC's decisions were more consistent, questions about the faw lords' policy 

" Gordon Bale. "Law, Politics and the Maaitoba School Question: Supreme Court and EVhy CounciLn vol. 
63 Canadian Bar Review (1985), p. 461. 



assurnptions wouId not be closed- Rather, they wodd be harder to raise. No matter how 

closely the criteria of legal formalism were adhered to, the JCPC was faced with policy 

choices with enormous political implications when evaluating the status of the Dominion 

and the provinces within 19th century Canada. 

The legal indeterminacy which gave the SCC and the JCPC interpretive discretion 

in this case snidy was statutory and cornmon law. In cases deahg with federal-provincial 

relations, the central issues that the courts had to contend with revolved around bdancing 

the constitutional powers of the Dominion government to that of the provinces. Some of 

the legal and constitutional questions directed towards the courts were: 

... which level of government [was] entitled to regulate and set the standards in 
dinerent areas of social policy? Should the d e s  govemhg [a Licensing system 
for the sale of beer, wine, and spirits] be fked nationdy or provùicially? Which 
of these activities of everyday life should be settied uniformly, across the 
country as a whole, and which should dow for local variation? Ln every case, 
theessentiai question [was]: which commuûity or group of people- national or 
regional- [was] entitled to d e ?  which rnajority should pevail? l3 

The fundamental challenge for the SCC and JCPC when confronted with these federalisrn 

questions was an interpretive one. The problem was that the wording of the BNA Act did 

not facilitate a dear response. in the 1867 Constitution, 

long lists of potentiaüy limitless powers [were] distibuted to both levels of 
govemment ... In dividing the legal powers of the state between national and 
regional levels of govemment, the Canadian constitution f ~ l e d  to provide much 
guidance to the courts ... p i d ]  the federal govemment's power over trade and 
commerce embrace activities such as [liquor hcensing] ... or [were] these issues 
reaiiy about property and civil rights in the province, and more matters of a 
rnerely local or pnvate nature? ... Read literdy and according to their common 
meanuig, each of the more sweeping allocations of power enumerated in 
sections 91 and 92 could @ave been] read as justifling either federal or 
provincial control. l" 

13 Beatty? Constitutional Law in Theory and Practice. pp. 20-2 1. 



Thus, the JCPC wielded a great amount of discretion when deciding conilicting cases of 

constitutional law, and the spectre of non-legal reasoniing was unavoidable. 

In the %vers and Stream case, although the uncertainty regarding disallowaoce 

came fkom the BNA Act, the discretion regarding the 1849 Act denved from the wording 

of an ordinary statute, combined with presumptions of common law. The judicial decision 

in McLaren v. Caldwell helped reduce this constitutional uncertainty coming nom the BNA 

Act* 

It is plain to see that the 'Tederal principle was the central piliar of constitutional 

law" in late nineteenth century  anad da-'* According to David Beatty, 'the federai principle 

[had] ... instnicted the judges that in deciding what any of the categories or  gants of power 

should be taken to mean, they should never adopt an interpretatio~ or definition that would 

threaten the autonomy of the other level of goverment." I6 

The transrript s fiom ~arsom" to Local ~rohibition*~ ovenvhelmingly 

demonstrate that the law lords were pre-occupied with a conception of federalism that was 

antithetical to the centraiist intentions of Sir John A Macdonald. In praise of Lord 

Watson's work with the Judicial Cornmittee, Viscount HaIdane complimenteci this Scot for 

rendering: 

an enormous service to the Empire and to the Dominion of Canada by 

1.1 Ibid., pp. 2 1-22, 

lSlbid-, p. 25. Peîer Hogg, Consritutional Luw of Canada, 3rd d t i o n  (Toronto: Carswell, 1992), pp. 1288- 
1290. 

" Citizens Insurance CO- v. Parsons [l88 11 7 AC. 96. 

18 Attorney General of OMM-O v. *4ttorney General of Canada 118961 A C .  348- 



developing the Dominion constitution. At one time, after the B.N-A Act of 
1867 was passed, the conception took hoId of the Canadian Courts and what 
was intended was to make the Dominion the centre of govemment in Canada, 
so that its statutes and its position should be supenor to the statutes and 
position of the Provincial Legislatures. That went so far that there arose a great 
fight, and as the result of a long series ofdecisions Lord Watson put clothhg 
upon the bones of the Constitution, and so covered them over with h g  tlesh 
that the constitution of Canada took a new form. The provinces were 
recognized as of equal authority and CO-ordinate with the Dominion, and a long 
senes of decisions were given by him which solved many problems and 
produced a new contentment in Canada with the constitution they had got in 
1867. l9 

One merely has to Iook at the statistics to see the pattern: the JCPC "ovemileci no less than 

£ 3 ~  per cent ofappeals fkom the Supreme Court while only ovemiling twenty-five per cent 

of appeals fiom other Canadian courts."20 

The members of the Iudiciai Cormittee in the early years of Confederation were 

judicial statesmen providing a jurispmdence that was enmeshed in the making of public 

policy. Their decisions transformed the nature of Canada's constitution. The JCPC seemed 

to lend credence to the argument that the purpose of Confederation was to protect and 

promote the general concems of a new nation. The course of action taken by the Judicial 

Committee was to oppose the Macdonaidian version of federalism by strikhg down the 

centralist interpretations espoused by the Supreme Court in the early period. The 

centrifugai effect of the JCPC's judgments preserved the autonomy of the provinces and 

forced the centralias to acknowledge that the BNA Act was to be treated as a federal 

document, and not as a means of furthering the unitaq goals of the Dominion at the 

19 Fredenck V a u h  "Critics of the Judiciai Committee: The New Orthodoq and an Alternative 
E-xplanatioq" in John SqweU and George Vegh, &S., Making the Law: The Cou& and the Constitution 
(Toronto: Copp Clark Pi- Ltd, 1991),p. 178- 

'O Vau* "Critics of the Judicial Cornmittee," p. 178. 



expense of the provinces. 

The political debates surrounding the constitutional legitimacy of the Rivers and 

S treams Act and the McLmen v. CaIdwell case are a rnicrocosm of issues relating to 

Canadian federalism, the separation of powers and the independence of the judiciary. 

McLaren v- Cakzluell is a situation where judicial decisions made in a strictly non- 

constitutional legal context take place within a larger, explosive political context and 

consequently the decisions have indirect constitutional implications on the dynamics of 

federal-provincial relations. Although the judiciary were not asked to offer an interpretation 

of a particular section or sections of the BNA Act, they were caught in the middle of a 

battle revolving around the nature of the Iegislative powers of the provincial and federal 

governent S. 

The Judicial Cornmittee of the Pnvy Council, upon delivering their decision, 

provided very brief consideration to the policy issue of the respective concerns of timber 

users and property owners, and arguably this and their verdict in McLaren did have some 

indirect impact on the controversy over disallowance. Although the Province of Canada 

legislation that was the subject of the court case was quite distinct Eom the provincial Act 

that was disallowed, their terms were similar. Moreover, both the geographical application 

of the earlier legislation and the validity of the disallowance involved some weighing of 

timber interests against property rights. Because of these points of overlap, Mowat argued 

that the JCPC's apparent tilt in the direction of tirnber interests was a verdict against the 

rnents of the disallowance. Hence, even though the JCPC were not addressing and were 

not asked to address the British North Amenca Act, 1867 their decision in a non- 



constitutional legal context was perceived as having constitutional significance. 

By not deferring to previous case law regarding provincial watenvays, and showing 

a concem for the interests of the provincial economy, the JCPC and the Ontario Court of 

Appeal appeared to implicitly consider and implement policy. Reference to government 

intentions and not a pure, literal interpretation of the acts in question positioned these two 

judicial bodies in a way that had them not only applying the law but become involved in the 

role of the legislative and executive branches of govemment. The sarne c m  be said with 

respect to the Supreme Court of Canada in that this court seemed to identify with 

Macdonald's political philoso phy, even though the justices, including Gwynne, too k a 

grammatical and technical approach in McLaren. 

The analysis of the judicial approaches to the rivers and streams episode confirms 

many of the points made by the critics of the JCPC w e y e d  in chapter three. The 

necessary kst step in examining issues about the politics and public policy influences of the 

judiciary is a carefùl analysis of the judgements themselves and whether technical legd d e s  

and doctrines do in fact guide the decisions. Broader questions ofjudicial politics remain 

but lie beyond the scope of this thesis. While there are formidable methodologicai obstacles 

as outlined in chapter one, firther research on the backgrounds, partisan connections and 

social values of the judges involved in these decisions remah  to be done. Directions for 

tùrther research in this area regarding the politics of the judiciary should also include 

looking at the prior occupations of the judges, commercial connections they preserved, and 

ideological influences that affected their judicial decision-making. As an example, the fact 

that Sir Richard Couch was an expert in railway law and that Lord Blackburn had a 



thriving business in trade law in Liverpool could go a long way in assessing how the judges 

in the nvers and streams appeal used their commercial interests and connections to 

determine the final outcome of the McLaren v. Caldwell case. Additional empincal research 

needs to be done (for another project) with respect to uncovering judicial forrnalism in 

nineteenth-century Canada. 

In short, I conclude with a statement made by Justice Rosalie AbelIa to the 

Canadian Bar Association with respect to judicial neutrality- She says: 

Judges have always been iavolved with public policy. They have also been 
involved in the development of the Iaw, whether in interpretuig statutes or 
selectively applyùig precedents. Afkr ex&g the traditional functions of 
judges in this light ... the Charter has not changed anything in this regard.*' 

The SCC and the JCPC were not confineci to mereiy forma1 analyses of legai problems. 

Within jurisdictional boundaries there was eeedom to mould the law. 

" Rosalie Silbemian Abella, 'Public Dolicy and the Judicial Role", inhicGill Lmv Journal 34 (1989) 1021. 
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